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The industry’s lowest profile machines for better operator 
view of traffic and surrounding work area.

SAFETY INNOVATION...

« 30% larger heating unit for the industry’s 
fastest heat-up and recovery time.

« All diesel power with heated hose for 
maximum efficiency.

LOCATIONS NATIONWIDE
(800) 395-7325             www.sealmaster.net

Be sure to visit us at Booth #1343!
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y final column as President 
of this Association is a 
reflection of my experiences 

this past year. And, what a year it was! 
It was as other Past Presidents have 
indicated: “The time of your life” and 
“Wow, that went quickly!”

When my year as APWA President 
started in Toronto, it was about 
Breaking Boundaries. I’m not sure how 
many boundaries we actually broke, 
but I sure crossed many. I was able to 
visit many chapters across the U.S. and 
Canada, including Hawaii and Alaska, 
and even to New Zealand, where I had 
the great opportunity to participate 
in the joint IPWEA Public Works 
Conference and IFME World Congress, 
along with representatives from over 
15 countries.

One of the great pleasures of being 
APWA President is the opportunity 
to visit chapters, interact with 
the members, participate in their 
conferences and meetings, and learn 
what’s really important to them. What 
I’ve come to find out is APWA chapters 
and their members focus on the same 
strategic priorities and initiatives as 
APWA National, including education 
and professional development, public 
works advocacy, leadership, asset 
management, and infrastructure 
funding.

In 2014, the APWA Board of Directors 
realigned its previously established 
strategic priorities to focus primarily 

on three, including education and 
professional development, public 
works advocacy, and chapter support 
and strengthening. In addition, the 
Board decided to provide guidance on 
two key initiatives, asset management 
and infrastructure funding. These were 
the guiding principles and priorities of 
my year as President.

For the first time in all my years on the 
Board, the entire APWA organization, 
including National, its committees, 
and the chapters were focused on the 
same strategic priorities and initiatives. 
With three main priorities, everyone 
was aligned and working toward the 
same goals.

While the educational offerings 
of the chapters included many 
technical aspects, leadership training, 
succession planning, and dealing 
with generational differences were 
common at chapter meetings. It’s 
recognized the members of APWA 
and the public works profession will 
change significantly during the next 
decade. As the Baby Boomers continue 
to retire, they will be replaced by the 
Gen X-ers and Y-ers and Millennials at 
increasing rates. So, leadership training 
is being emphasized to train our 
future leaders, who will be challenged 
with obstacles we can only imagine. 
The Chapter Public Works Institutes 
and APWA National’s DCS Center’s 
leadership credentialing tracks are 
being promoted to help fill this current 
and future need.
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In my remarks to the chapters, I often 
talked about leadership styles and what 
I believed it took to be an effective 
leader. My personal philosophy on 
leadership was reinforced by a number 
of speakers I encountered on my 
travels. First and foremost, a good 
leader recognizes his/her strengths 
and, maybe more importantly, his/
her weaknesses. Second, a good leader 
must build a team that complements 
the leader’s strengths and overcomes 
the leader’s weaknesses. Third, the 
team members are empowered to carry 
out the mission of the team. Fourth, 
the team members are protected. And, 
fifth, the successes of the team are 
shared equally. I also talked about the 
importance of a truly effective leader 
to be carried to the top by the team, as 
opposed to the leader that decides to 
climb to the top of the ladder alone.

These leadership traits are commonly 
brought up by speakers. However, the 

one who had the biggest impact on 
me was Mark Eaton at the Utah Fall 
Conference. Many of you may have 
seen the photo of Mark and me in the 
December Reporter article. Mark was an 
NBA All-star basketball center with the 
Utah Jazz, who retired his number after 
his playing days ended. He went on 
to achieve greatness in a game he was 
horrible at and had great disdain for as 
a young man. He learned as a 21-year-
old mechanic that he could use his 
7’-4” height as an advantage and not 
the hindrance he had always thought. 
His success was the result of teamwork 
using the previously mentioned 
guiding principles.

While I was traveling in Southern 
California, I had the opportunity to 
visit with public works officials in 
Pasadena, Glendale and Los Angeles. I 
found their successes and challenges to 
be very similar to other communities, 
big and small. Wherever I go, 

public works departments are being 
challenged with funding, personnel 
shortages, qualified workers, federal 
mandates, and the list goes on. But, 
when I asked those folks what APWA 
could do for them, there was a common 
plea. Please help us impress upon 
our elected and appointed officials 
about the importance of public works. 
Apparently, in California and other 
parts of the U.S., the impact of the 
recent recession was disproportionately 
heaped on public works. For example, 
in Glendale, it was mandated that 25% 
of the city’s workforce be eliminated 
due to decreasing revenue. Public 
Works was forced to lay off 40% of 
its workers, while public safety was 
much less impacted at approximately 
10%. Getting our story out must be 
a strategic priority in the very near 
future. Public works is the core public 
service of our cities, and all other 
services are dependent on public  
works.   (Continued on next page)

FPO FPO
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 Follow us on Twitter

 @apwatweets
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When I spoke at chapter visits, 
I would often acknowledge the 
chapters provide the primary benefit 
to our members. That is, most APWA 
members associate most closely with 
their local chapter. That’s where most 
obtain public works education, peer 
exchange, and leadership training and 
opportunities. It is APWA National’s 
responsibility to do whatever we can 
to enhance the chapters’ ability to 
carry out that mission. That has been 
enhanced with the addition of APWA 
Chapter Services staff and the efforts 
of the Delegates through the Council 
of Chapters, which has been much 
publicized over the last year.

Asset management and its partner, 
infrastructure funding, are at the 
forefront of chapter activities. 
Asset management, along with 
infrastructure funding and 
sustainability, were topics wherever 
I went. While this is something that 
has been stressed for years outside of 
the U.S., it seems it is finally gaining 
some traction in the U.S. While we 
are a long way from mandated asset 
management, most public works 
departments in the U.S. are embarking 
on some form of asset management. 
Canada, Australia and, especially, 
New Zealand have much to teach us 
in regard to this matter. As previously 
mentioned, asset management is a 
key focus area for APWA, and a task 
force will soon develop key principles 
of asset management for the public 
works profession. This is also a primary 
focus area of the APWA Technical 
Committees, which can provide 
specific asset management guidance for 
their particular specialty areas.

Wherever I traveled, it seemed the 
chapters were breaking attendance 
records. Chapters are working 
diligently to improve their conferences 

and meetings. Educational offerings 
and training sessions are being tailored 
to meet the new challenges facing 
the next generation of public works 
professionals. To complement that 
local effort, APWA National is working 
hard to provide the support to help 
strengthen the chapters.

So, I’m happy to report, from my 
perspective, APWA and the APWA 
chapters are alive and doing extremely 
well.

As my year as President of APWA is 
coming to a close, I want to take this 
opportunity to give a few thank-you’s.

All, thank you for the service you 
provide for your communities, APWA, 
and the public works profession. Thank 
you, chapters, for all you do to provide 
services to your members and for the 
invites to attend your conferences 
and meetings, whether I was able to 
attend or not. Your hospitality was 
greatly appreciated and the memories 
will last forever. My home chapter in 
Iowa, thank you for your tremendous 
support and all the public works 
friends I’ve had these many years. 

Thank you, committee members, for 
all of the volunteer effort you donate 
to further the efforts of APWA. Thank 
you, staff, for your diligent and hard 
work to keep this Association on path 
to accomplish its mission and purpose. 
Thank you, Board of Directors, for your 
guidance and support for all we do.

A special thank-you goes to Peter B. 
King, who for the last 16 years has 
been the Executive Director of this 
great association and has recently 
resigned to accept a position to 
be the Executive Director of the 
Association of Washington Cities 
in Olympia, Washington. Peter has 
helped lead us through good times 
and bad, and through all of it he has 
been the consummate professional 
and respected by our members and 
colleagues. Thank you, Peter, for all 
you’ve done for us over the years.

And, of course, the biggest thank-you 
I give is to my wife, Janna, for her 
tremendous support and frequently 
being my traveling partner.

Again, thank you all and see you in 
Phoenix.

As an APWA member, you will have the opportunity to vote for 

members of the APWA Board of Directors between July 10, 2015 

and August 19, 2015 on the “Members Only” section of the 

website, www.apwa.net.

Additional reminders of the voting process will be sent through 

the APWA website, and via e-mail to every member for whom 

we have an e-mail address.

If you have questions, please call (800) 848-APWA.

Get out and vote!
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merica’s decades-old 
infrastructure is in desperate 
need of more investment. 

According to the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA), we need 
$170 billion annually to maintain 
our national highway system and 
$76 billion annually to maintain our 
bridges. Most of the United States’ 
infrastructure is publicly funded. 
Federal funding for our roads, bridges, 
highways, and mass transit systems 
primarily comes from the Highway 
Trust Fund (HTF) and the Mass Transit 
Account.

The HTF is funded by the federal gas 
tax, but the tax has not been increased 
in over 20 years and the HTF has been 
running a deficit since 2001. Congress 
has failed to address the HTF shortfalls 
and has instead opted to borrow money 
from the Treasury Department’s general 
fund. With the constant threat of HTF 
insolvency, it’s worth examining the 
variety of methods used to fund surface 
transportation infrastructure in the U.S.

Gas Tax
The federal gas tax is 18.4 cents 
per gallon. Established in 1932, it 
has not been raised, or indexed to 
inflation, since 1993. As the direct 
funding source of the HTF, raising the 
gas tax and indexing it to inflation 
would be the easiest way to close 
the infrastructure funding gap for 
surface transportation. This year, 
several members of Congress have 
introduced legislation to raise the 
gas tax, including Congressman 

Jim Renacci (R-OH) who introduced 
HR 1846, the Bridge to Sustainable 
Infrastructure Act, and Congressman 
Earl Blumenauer (D-OR) who 
introduced HR 680, the Update, 
Promote, and Develop America’s 
Transportation Essentials or UPDATE 
Act. Both bills would raise the gas tax. 
Renacci’s bill would also index the gas 
tax to inflation. Unfortunately, neither 
bill has gained traction in Congress. 
Political leaders including officials in 
the Obama Administration, and the 
Chairman of the House Ways and 
Means Committee, Representative Paul 
Ryan (R-WI), have opposed raising the 
gas tax. The current political climate 
makes it unlikely the federal gas tax 
will be raised anytime soon.

Vehicle Miles Travelled Fee (VMT)
The vehicle miles travelled fee or VMT 
is a fee to charge drivers based on how 
many miles they travel instead of how 
much fuel they consume. Rising fuel 
efficiency and the growth of hybrid 
and electric vehicles enables cars 
and trucks to travel further on fewer 
gallons of gas, or no gas at all. These 
trends will continue to shrink gas tax 
revenue if no changes are made. The 
VMT could be the modern solution to 
ensure all drivers pay their fair share 
for road and highway construction and 
maintenance.

Last month, Oregon launched the 
nation’s first VMT program. The 
program is voluntary and only applies 
to 5,000 drivers of high-efficiency 
vehicles. The program charges 1.5 

How will we pay for our roads and bridges?

Tracy Okoroike
Government Affairs Associate
American Public Works Association
Washington, D.C.

WASHINGTON INSIGHT

A

“APWA is dedicated 

to holding Congress 

accountable and urging 

them to establish a 

sustainable long-term 

source of funding for our 

nation’s infrastructure.”
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cents per mile travelled. Participants 
install a device in their vehicle that 
logs their mileage without recording 
their location. This program 
encourages drivers to participate by 
refunding their state gas tax. Oregon’s 
VMT program is the culmination of 
several pilot programs dating back 
to 2001. Illinois has also conducted 
pilots and studies on VMT, but 
successful implementation of a VMT 
program nationwide depends on the 
federal government, local and state 
government funding, and establishing 
additional pilots built upon Oregon’s 
example.

Municipal Bonds and Private 
Activity Bonds
Municipal bonds are bonds issued 
by a local government. States and 
local governments use these bonds to 
finance public capital improvements 
and public infrastructure projects. 
Over the last decade, ninety percent 
of infrastructure municipal bonds 
financing went to schools, hospitals, 
water and sewer facilities, public 
power utilities, roads and mass transit. 
Municipal bonds are tax exempt. 
The tax exempt status lowers the 
borrowing cost for local governments. 
Over the years, APWA has opposed 
congressional attempts to eliminate 
the tax exempt status of municipal 
bonds.

Private activity bonds (PAB) are 
bonds issued on behalf of a local or 
state government to finance qualified 
projects. PABs are also tax exempt and 
are popular infrastructure financing 
methods because they attract 
private investment. Transportation 
infrastructure was not eligible for 
PAB financing until the enactment 
of the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, 
Efficient Transportation Equity Act: 
A Legacy for Users, or SAFETEA-LU, 
in 2005. Since then, the Department 
of Transportation (DOT) has been 

authorized to allocate up to $15 billion 
total in PABs for qualified projects. As 
of 2014, over $11 billion in PABs has 
been issued to construct bridge and 
highway projects across the nation. 
APWA supports raising the $15 billion 
cap on PABs so more projects can access 
this financing method.

Public Private Partnerships (PPP)
Public private partnerships (P3s) are 
government service or private business 
ventures funded and operated through 
a partnership between government and 
private sector companies. An ideal P3 
leverages the resources and expertise 
of the private sector to benefit the 
public sector through the delivery 
of a public good like transportation 
projects. P3s can potentially shift the 
financial, technical and operational 
risk in the projects from taxpayers to 
private companies. According to the 
Congressional Budget Office (CBO), the 
most common type of P3 builds and 
funds highways. The public partner, 
usually a state agency, retains ownership 
of the highway while the private 
partner provides funding up front. The 
state agency will typically charge toll 
fees to pay back the private entity for 
their investment. A 2015 CBO report 
states that P3s were used to finance 69 
projects between 1989 and 2013.

The Transportation Infrastructure 
Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA)
DOT administers the TIFIA program 
which provides federal credit assistance 
to nationally or regionally significant 
surface transportation projects, 
including highway, transit and rail. 
TIFIA provides loans, loan guarantees, 
or lines of credit to assist state and 
local governments in funding their 
infrastructure projects. According 
to the DOT, each dollar of federal 
funds can provide up to $10 in TIFIA 
credit assistance and support up to 
$30 in transportation infrastructure 
investment. The loans are typically 

low interest which can attract private 
investment in construction projects. 
The most recent surface transportation 
authorization, the Moving Ahead for 
Progress in the 21st Century Act or 
MAP-21, provided $1.7 billion for the 
TIFIA program for two years. TIFIA has 
grown in popularity as states search 
for ways to deal with uncertain federal 
funding.

Transportation Investment 
Generating Economic Recovery 
Grant Program (TIGER)
TIGER is a competitive grant program 
that provides funding for road, rail, 
transit and port projects to achieve 
critical national objectives. DOT 
also administers this program. In 
April 2015, the DOT announced a 
seventh round of the funding and 
will make $500 million available for 
transportation projects nationwide. 
TIGER has awarded more than $4 
billion for projects in six rounds 
of funding since it was established 
in 2009. In September 2014, at the 
conclusion of the sixth round of 
applications, TIGER awarded $600 
million to 72 winning transportation 
projects determined to have a 
significant positive impact on the 
nation at large or on local areas.

States and local governments depend 
on reliable federal funding for building, 
maintaining and operating state and 
local transportation systems. However, 
support for alternative funding 
methods has increased in the face of 
congressional dysfunction. APWA 
supports all of the above funding 
methods and is dedicated to holding 
Congress accountable and urging them 
to establish a sustainable long-term 
source of funding for our nation’s 
infrastructure.

Tracy Okoroike can be reached at (202) 
218-6702 or tokoroike@apwa.net.
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Carol S. Estes, P.E.
Professional Development Program Manager
American Public Works Association
Kansas City, Missouri

Utilities and Public Right-of-Way

he Utilities and Public Right-
of-Way (UPROW) Committee is 
one of APWA’s busiest Technical 

Committees. The committee provides 
education and information to help 
raise awareness about and promote 
the best use of the public rights-of-
way. It provides a forum where diverse 
stakeholders can come together 
to discuss common issues, best 
management practices, and peaceful 
integration of all users of the right-
of-way. It was established as the result 
of a task force report identifying the 
need for clarification of common issues 
arising from the use of public rights-
of-way.

At the APWA Congress this month, 
the UPROW Committee will present 
three educational sessions. In the 
first, “When Public Agencies Do 
Battle,” utility experts will discuss 
past cases involving county, city, and 
state conflicts and explore suggested 
practices for conflict resolution. In 
the session “Trenchless Trends – A 
Growing Industry,” attendees will 
join in the discussion of the various 
trenchless technologies being 
used in this constantly expanding 
industry. They will review case 
studies, challenges, lessons learned, 
advantages and benefits of several key 
projects using trenchless technology. 
Members attending the presentation 
“How Can Technology Help Public 
Works Agencies?” will discover how 
new technology enables proactive 
management of utility projects, 
permitting, incidents, traffic and 
events. For example, enhanced 
electronic white lining allows an 

excavator to click a link, view an aerial 
image of the excavation location, and 
then draw a white line on the image to 
delineate the proposed dig site. Once 
onsite, the locate technician can pull 
up this image and see exactly where 
the dig will occur.

In addition to the educational 
sessions at Congress, the committee 
has been developing articles for this 
edition of the APWA Reporter. Articles 
in the UPROW section include “An 
Engineering Disaster 30 Years in the 
Making,” “Trenchless Trends – A 
Growing Industry,” “The One Call 
Center – a Critical Role in Damage 
Prevention” and “Downside to HDD 
Excavation: Cross Bores.”

If you are interested in matters related 
to utilities or right-of-way, you may 
want to consider joining the unique 
subcommittee structure of UPROW. 
There are currently five subcommittees 
with open membership. You may apply 
directly to a subcommittee and do not 
need to fill out an application or go 
through an appointment process. The 
time commitment is generally limited 
to six, one-hour conference calls a year.

The five current UPROW 
subcommittees are:

• Right-of-Way Management
• Construction Practices/GIROW
• Damage Prevention
• Locating
• Abandoned Utilities

Each subcommittee is chaired by a 
committee member and is charged 

with oversight of a specialized 
technical area of concern. In addition, 
each subcommittee prepares 
or oversees the development of 
educational sessions for Congress. 
Subcommittee membership is open 
to all who are interested in right-of-
way issues. To apply for subcommittee 
membership, contact Staff Liaison 
Carol Estes at cestes@apwa.net.

The current members of the UPROW 
Technical Committee are:

• Vic Bianes, P.E. (Chair), Engineer 
Manager, San Diego County Water 
Authority, San Diego, California

• William Roger Buell, P.E., PWLF, 
Deputy City Engineer, City of Miami 
Beach, Florida

• Rouen Q. Liu, Project Administrator, 
Hawaiian Electric Company, 
Honolulu, Hawaii

• Gerard Lundquist, P.E., Director, 
National Grid, Garden City, New 
York

• Murvyn Morehead, Senior 
Engineering Tech, BHC Rhodes, 
Overland Park, Kansas

• Derrick Saedal, Supervisor of UGS, 
City of Winnipeg, Manitoba

• David L. Lawry, P.E. (Board Liaison), 
Director of Engineering and Public 
Works, Village of Schaumburg, 
Illinois

• Carol Estes, P.E. (Staff Liaison), 
Professional Development Program 
Manager, American Public Works 
Association, Kansas City, Missouri

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE NEWS

T
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Stephen T. Pudloski, P.E.
Program Director, University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin
Member, APWA Institute Review Committee

Herbert A. Goetsch, APWA Past President, dies at 96

erbert A. Goetsch, 

consummate public works 

leader, passed away on June 

8, 2015 at the age of 96. He served 

his community, his state, and our 

profession in important and lasting 

ways. He is best known as City of 

Milwaukee Commissioner of Public 

Works (1963-1983), APWA National 

President (1974-75) and President of 

the Public Works Historical Society 

(1985-1986). He also served as county 

expressway engineer and city engineer, 

and was involved at a high level in 

almost every major public works 

project in the Milwaukee area from 

1960-1983.

As a member of what Tom Brokaw 

called the “Greatest Generation,” 

Herb grew up in the Great Depression, 

served in World War II, completed 

college on the GI Bill, and hit the 

ground running when he joined 

the City of Milwaukee Engineering 

Department. It was a time when 

public works projects were high on the 

public agenda. The construction of the 

Interstate system was in full swing and 

urban and suburban local governments 

were building infrastructure to 

accommodate the ’50s housing boom 

and catching up on the backlog of 

projects postponed by the war effort.

Herb grew up on a farm in an area 

settled by German immigrants. His 

father served as chair of their rural 

town government for 35 years both 

during and after the Depression. 

Herb’s first job after high school was 

with the Agricultural Adjustment 

Act (AAA) Committee of Sheboygan 

County, Wisconsin. Congress passed 

the AAA in 1933 to control the 

production of seven basic crops. Each 

county participating in AAA had to 

inventory all farm fields, identify their 

use, estimate production, and process 

farmers’ applications each year. By 

conducting field inspections Herb 

learned basic land survey techniques 

and at night took college math and 

science courses taught through the 

University of Wisconsin-Extension.

Two months after Pearl Harbor Herb 

joined the Army, landing in the U.S. 

Army Corps of Engineers. He was 

assigned to a Topographic Battalion 

preparing to go overseas, but a change 

of plans detoured the unit to do more 

training. Eager to move on, Herb was 

accepted to Officer Candidate School, 

commissioned and assigned to an 

engineering unit, but not for long. 

Because he spoke German, he was 

transferred to Army Intelligence where 

he trained to interrogate prisoners. He 

disembarked at Normandy on D-Day 

+101 and spent the remainder of the 

war leading an interrogation team near 

the front lines.

After the war Herb studied civil 

engineering at University of 

Wisconsin-Madison graduating in 

1949. He joined the City of Milwaukee 

as a Civil Engineer I in June and began 

as a street construction inspector. He 

H

Herbert A. Goetsch
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moved on to do street design, street 

repair program planning, and finally 

coordinating citywide the increased 

activity in street construction and 

repair. Herb also pursued a master 

of civil engineering degree at the 

University of Wisconsin off-campus 

evening program in Milwaukee. 

Appointed engineer-in-charge of 

the engineering division, Herb was 

responsible for coordinating the 

city’s construction program with 

the Milwaukee County Expressway 

Commission’s interstate projects 

and managing the federal-funded 

city projects related to expressway 

construction.

In 1958 Herb was recruited by 

Milwaukee County to serve as Assistant 

Expressway Engineer. In 1960 he 

was appointed County Expressway 

Engineer. In 1962 he returned to 

the city as City Engineer and was 

then appointed Commissioner 

of Public Works by the Mayor in 

1963 where he served for 19 years. 

Herb’s rise to Commissioner in less 

than 15 years reflects his maturity, 

technical competence, good 

judgment, high ethical standards, 

strong communication skills, deep 

understanding of human behavior, 

respect for and love of public service, 

and as Herb said, a matter of “good 

fortune.”

Herb was committed to lifelong 

learning and encouraged others 

to take advantage of educational 

opportunities. Under his leadership, 

the city had a generous tuition 

reimbursement policy for degree 

courses, supported attendance at 

continuing education programs, 

and encouraged engagement in 

professional association programs and 

activities. He was actively involved 

in the APWA education foundation 

programs and led APWA’s efforts to 

conduct a conference on equity in 

public works service delivery. He served 

on advisory committees for several 

university and college programs and 

was appointed an adjunct professor 

at Marquette University College of 

Engineering upon his retirement.

During his career Herb was involved 

in a host of important public works 

projects that provided a lasting impact 

on the life and economy of the city and 

southeast Wisconsin. They include the 

county expressway system, the water 

pollution abatement program and deep 

tunnel project, the Convention Center, 

Performing Arts Center, Bradley Sports 

Center, the stadium, Grand Avenue 

Mall redevelopment, the development 

of the Northwest Land Bank, the 

reorganization of several public works 

functions to take advantage of new 

technology, and the completion of 

paving unimproved streets in the early 

years of his tenure.

In reflecting on the basis of a successful 

career in public works management 

and the increasing role of persons with 

public administration degrees, Herb 

said, “A solid engineering education 

is essential, but hands-on experience 

is extremely important, and working 

up through the ranks is extremely 

important…I’m a firm believer that 

practice, if not more important, is at 

least as important as the knowledge of 

theory.”

Stephen Pudloski can be reached at (608) 

262-8707 or pudloski@epd.engr.wisc.edu.
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Gail Ann Clark
Canadian Advocacy and Outreach Manager
American Public Works Association
Washington, D.C

Canadian Federal Elections: Parties focus on infrastructure 
spending as a key issue

eaders of the opposition parties 
in Canada are lining up to 
announce their party’s plans to 

boost federal infrastructure spending 
programs prior to Canada’s federal 
election scheduled by statute for 
Monday, October 19, 2015.

Under Canada’s election law, Canada 
is divided into 338 ridings. During a 
federal election, each riding will elect a 
Member of Parliament to represent that 
riding (http://www.electionalmanac.
com/ea/canada-ridings-candidates/). 

Candidates can represent one of the 
political parties or can be independent. 
However, as the election concludes, the 
political party with the most seats in 
the House of Commons usually forms 
the government. The leader of that 
party becomes the Prime Minister of 
Canada. Conservative Party of Canada 
leader Prime Minister Stephen J. Harper 
has held that role since February 2006.

With an impending federal election, 
it is no surprise then that the leaders 
of the major parties in Canada are 

L
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jockeying for position on important 
issues that will resonate with voters. 
Issues of affordable housing and 
childcare appeal to voters’ social 
conscience and are typical campaign 
platform fare, but an emboldened 
emphasis on municipal and national 
infrastructure and transportation 
interests is also apparent.

A stepped up focus on investment in 
infrastructure is taking a high profile 
with the two larger opposition parties 
which includes the New Democratic 
Party (NDP) led by Thomas Mulcair, 
MP, representing Outremont, QC, and 
the Liberals led by Justin Trudeau, MP, 
representing Papineau, QC. Recent 
June announcements from both parties 
have promised additional federal 
funds for municipal infrastructure and 
transportation investment.

NDP Leader Tom Mulcair promised 
in his June 6 speech to the Federation 
of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) 
that “Canada’s NDP Government will 
ensure that our roads, bridges and 
other core infrastructure get attention, 
starting with an additional cent of the 
existing gas tax to get people moving. 
This will ramp up to an additional 
$1.5 billion annual investment by 
the end of the NDP’s first mandate to 
help stabilize long-term funding for 
infrastructure.”
http://www.ndp.ca/news/tom-
mulcairs-plan-to-build-stronger-cities-
and-communities

Liberal Party Leader Justin Trudeau 
said at the same FCM event that “the 
Liberal plan for infrastructure will 
feature strategic investments that 
will make a real difference, including 
in affordable housing, public transit 
and transportation, climate change 
and smart cities.” In addition, Mr. 
Trudeau committed that a future 
Liberal government would hold regular 
meetings with municipal leaders to 

discuss municipal concerns.
https://www.liberal.ca/justin-trudeaus-
speech-to-the-federation-of-canadian-
municipalities-conference/

For their part, the Conservative Party 
is reminding Canadians that they have 
passed one of the largest and longest 
commitments to infrastructure ever 
with the New Building Canada Plan, 
and are continuing to sweeten the pot 
with recent additions like the Public 
Transit Fund, announced in Budget 
2015, which will take effect in fiscal 
2017-2018 and provide an additional 
$750 million in the first two years and 
$1 billion per year ongoing thereafter.

On Parliament Hill, the House of 
Commons Standing Committee on 
Transportation, Infrastructure, and 
Communities recently conducted 
a study, including public hearings, 
focused on the government’s 
investment in infrastructure over 

the past 20 years. CPWA President 
Kealy Dedman was invited and 
during her appearance reported to 
the Committee on asset management 
and sustainability rating systems as 
measures to protect investment in 
infrastructure. Reporting back to the 
CPWA Board on the hearing, Kealy 
noted that it is clear that infrastructure 
is an important issue and will play a 
role in the upcoming federal election 
campaign.

It is good for public works, Canadian 
communities, and indeed for all 
Canadians to be heading into an 
election where the candidates are 
clearly thinking about the need for 
investment in infrastructure. CPWA 
and other stakeholders plan to keep 
the issue out in front running up to the 
election in October.

Gail Clark can be reached at (202) 218-
6732 or gclark@apwa.net.

Parliament Hill in Ottawa
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 have been a civil engineering 
technician for almost nine years, 
starting out as a designer and 

inspector. For seven of those years I 
have been employed with the City of 
Cedar Falls municipal engineering 
department. Several years ago I 
was put in charge of managing the 
Construction Site Stormwater Runoff 
Control section of our City’s NPDES 
GP#2. Starting with the construction 
site pollution prevention enforcement, 
my responsibilities and interest rapidly 
increased to include several other 
sections of the NPDES permit and other 
City programs. My responsibilities now 
include site plan and SWPPP review, 
public education and outreach, public 
programs and publications, illicit 
discharge elimination and training 
municipal employees. I also seek out 
and provide input on stormwater 
projects for our Capital Improvements 
Program (CIP) as well as design and 
inspect the installation of bioretention 
cells, permeable pavements, and other 
stormwater management facilities. 
I recently had an IDALS grant pre-
application approved, which has  
moved us one step closer to completing 
another permeable alley project.

In the early days of my involvement 
with the City’s NPDES program, I 
knew that I would be able to apply 
my limited experience where needed 
and learn about everything else. One 
of the first steps I took was to identify 
certifications that would provide me 
with the credentials to more effectively 
perform my expanding job functions. 
The CSM program stood out, as it was 
part of the nationally known APWA. 
I was impressed with the extensive 
recommended reading material list 
and was eager to get started. I studied 
the suggested materials over the course 
of a few months and passed the test. 
While my supervisor was not very 
familiar with the certification, he was 
very supportive of my goal to become 
a CSM. Being one of only five CSMs 
in Iowa gives me and our department 
an advantage by having access to the 
entire CSM community throughout 
the country.

The CSM certification has afforded me 
the confidence to acknowledge that 
I am an expert in the many different 
aspects of stormwater management 
within my agency. The initial study 
materials expanded the base of my 

“The future belongs to those who understand that doing 

more with less is compassionate, prosperous and enduring 

and thus more intelligent, even competitive.”

– Paul Hawkin, environmentalist, entrepreneur and author

I

Amy Kay, CSM, CPESC
Engineering Technician II
Community Development, Engineering Department
City of Cedar Falls, Iowa

Celebrating the CSM certification

Amy Kay
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stormwater knowledge, building on 

my civil engineering technology 

and environmental compliance 

foundations. I also found the exposure 

to some of the reading materials during 

the preparation for the testing to be 

helpful to me in my current position. 

Having a greater understanding of 

FEMA’s National Flood Insurance 

Program, the Center for Watershed 

Protection’s publications and a deeper 

knowledge of the NPDES Phase I and 

Phase II regulations has lent a depth 

of thought to my decision making and 

ability to work interdepartmentally. 

The professional development hour 

requirement to maintain certification 

is a great reminder to seek out and 

enroll in webinars and classes or 

find opportunities to create training 

programs or publish articles. There 

are always new opportunities and 

advancing technologies within the 

stormwater field, leaving no room for 

complacency.

For those applying to the program 

that are new to the stormwater field 

or have had only limited exposure to 

stormwater management, be sure to 

maintain a healthy confidence level. 

Know that you have the knowledge 

base necessary to obtain all of the 

professional skills and expertise needed 

to grow the programs you are involved 

with as well as your personal leadership 

skills and proficiency in the stormwater 

field. Both you and your employer will 

benefit greatly if you stay positive. If 

you are seeking certifications, you are 

likely passionate about your career 

and interested in advancing your 

capabilities. That dedication will serve 

you well when studying for the CSM 

certification.

As a first step to narrow the field of 

study for the test, briefly reviewing all 

of the suggested reading materials to 

weed out what you may already have 

a handle on, will save some time. I 

found that many of the publications 

were available for free online or 

available through the local libraries or 

available in the City’s office. We look 

forward to welcoming you to the CSM 

community!

Amy Kay can be reached at (319) 243-

2708 or amy.kay@cedarfalls.com.
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he year was 1978 and I was a 

“Young Whippersnapper,” 

as the seasoned managers 

would call anyone between 22 and 35 

years old. (Today, the term has been 

upgraded and redefined as “Young 

Professional”). I had just finished 

college, and was entering into my 

company’s management training 

program. I was ready to take the 

world by storm. After completing 

the program my first supervisor 

assignment was as a Department 

Manager. Eighty percent of my 

employees were older than I.

The first challenge was to find what 

my responsibilities were. Normal 

procedure would be that the previous 

manager would conduct a two-

week training session. The previous 

manager, who had just retired due to 

health reasons, refused to come back 

and train me. I spent a lot of long 

hours after work, at no pay, to figure 

out what reports I was responsible for 

and when they were due. I depended 

heavily on my first-line supervisor’s 

experience, loyalty, and commitment 

to help me. My entire crew was very 

respectful and went out of their way, 

as well. I will never forget how great 

they were to me. The Finance Manager 

was a godsend who took me under his 

wing and coached/mentored me. Due 

to his impeccable reputation and solid 

credibility, I gained access to a lot of 

key people.

It is important to mentor and pay 

it forward when the opportunity 

becomes available. As a result of my 

experiences, I became very loyal, 

protective, and supportive of my 

employees, as long as they were 

operating within the rules and 

regulations. Being the first African-

American Department Manager at 

that facility, I faced a lot of resistance. 

I was taught you overcome evil with 

good. I won them over with kindness 

and professionalism. I acquired some 

lasting friendships, including some 

who did not embrace me in the 

beginning.

On December 21, 2014, I was blessed 

to celebrate my 60th birthday. I am 

now reporting to a boss who is eight 

years younger! When I interviewed 

Charles E. Pinson
Safety Manager
Anderson County, South Carolina
Member, APWA Diversity Committee

Young Whippersnapper

T

Kendall Company shipping and receiving crew, 
Pelzer, South Carolina in 1978. The author stands 
at far left.
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with him for my job, I found out very 

quickly he knew his craft, embraced 

diversity, and had his employees’ best 

interest at heart. He loves technology 

and that concerned me because I was 

going to have to get out of my comfort 

zone. He prefers to text and e-mail 

instead of face-to-face communication 

(which is my personal preference). I 

had to accept and get on board with 

his management style to be an effective 

employee and manager. Thankfully, 

I was taught never to turn down an 

opportunity to learn something, 

and as a result, I am learning and 

experiencing things I had never 

dreamed about, especially in the way of 

technology.

John Pierce once said, “It is the spur 

of ignorance, the consciousness of 

not understanding, and the curiosity 

about that which lies beyond that 

are essential to our progress.” My 

younger supervisor encourages and 

recommends courses that are beneficial 

and make me a better manager. His 

recognition and respect of my 37 years 

of managerial experience is 

obvious, appreciated, thus 

reciprocated.

There are six things that I 

found essential in dealing 

with a younger boss:

Respect – You must show 

respect to your boss. If 

you cannot respect the 

person you must respect 

the position. Respect 

must be earned and is 

not automatic because of 

your age. We can learn 

something from everyone. 

Treat everyone with respect 

from the CEO to the 

person holding the entry-

level position.

Integrity – We must be honest in how 

we live, work, and play. If your boss 

cannot trust you he/she does not need 

you. When your supervisor, peers, and 

employees trust you because of your 

exemplary character you gain favor 

with them.

Learn New Things – Be willing to 

learn new things. Technology advances 

at an accelerated rate. If you do not 

text, e-mail, Facebook, tweet, and/or 

use LinkedIn, you cannot stay relevant.

Make Your Boss Look Good – Do 

whatever you can to make your boss 

look good. When you make him/her 

look good he/she will protect and take 

care of you.

Accept Change – Make every effort 

to accept change. There is one thing 

that is sure and that is CHANGE. How 

we deal with change determines our 

success or failure. Work to embrace 

change and get rid of resentment. 

Check out your manager’s style 

and go with the flow. If we can keep 

The Serenity Prayer in mind by the 

American theologian Reinhold 

Niebuhr: “God, grant me the serenity 

to accept the things I cannot change, 

the courage to change the things I 

can, and the wisdom to know the 

difference,” life would not be as 

stressful.

Share Your Knowledge – When the 

opportunity presents itself, humbly 

share your knowledge and wisdom. Do 

not be a “know-it-all.”

In conclusion, always communicate 

and conduct yourself in a manner to 

reflect that you have your boss’s best 

interest at heart. A 2012 survey by the 

job website CareerBuilder found that 

34% of workers reported that they 

currently work for a younger boss. If it 

is painful for you to work for a younger 

boss remember what C.S. Lewis said, 

“Getting over a painful experience is 

like crossing monkey bars. You have to 

let go at some point in order to move 

forward.”

Charles Pinson can be reached at (864) 

231-1922 or cpinson@andersoncountysc.

org.

Special Reminder: Please make sure 

you update your personal membership 

profile, including answering the 

optional questions 13-16 (see page 10, 

November 2013 Reporter). Please refer 

to APWA’s 2013 Diversity Resource Guide 

2nd Edition and the Diversity Toolbox 

for more ideas in celebrating the 

diversity in your chapter.

Charles E. Pinson (older employee) with Holt Hopkins (younger 
supervisor) in 2015 at Anderson County Public Works, Anderson, 
South Carolina
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Recognize Your Leaders

ow long has the candidate 
been involved in the public 
works industry? 47 years

How long has the candidate 
worked in their current position? 
20 years

Please describe the reason that 
the candidate is being considered 
for recognition: 
I believe Raymond T. Olsen deserves 
recognition for his 47 years of 
dedicated service to the Township of 
South Brunswick, 20 of which have 
been as the Director of Public Works. 
When Mr. Olsen first started in 1968, 
the township had a population of 
just over 10,000. Since then, the 

population has more than tripled and 
is now estimated to be around 45,000. 
Mr. Olsen manages a Public Works 
Department comprised of 40 full-time 
employees.

What makes Mr. Olsen stand out 
from other public works managers is 
his dedication to in-house services, 
such as the roadway reconstruction/
overlay program which typically runs 
during the summer months and has 
a $350,000 annual budget. Mr. Olsen 
is able to keep costs down and save 
taxpayers money by performing this 
paving service in-house.

How was the candidate’s 
leadership ideas/actions brought 
to the forefront? 
When Mr. Olsen first started working 
for the township, many of the town’s 
streets and roads were still unpaved 
and a drag slat was used to blacktop 
many of these roadways. Since that 
time, Mr. Olsen has overseen the 
purchase of paving machines, tandem 
dump trucks, roller compactors, 
asphalt emulsifier applicators, even 
a small milling machine; all of 
which expanded the Road Division’s 
overlay program into the modernized 
operation it is today as well as aiding 
in the expansion of the township 
into a beautiful, safe, and prosperous 
municipality. Infrastructure can often 

be overlooked, but there is no doubt 
that a township’s roadways are vital 
to commerce, local economy, and 
motorist and pedestrian safety.

Mr. Olsen recognizes that since South 
Brunswick is an important shipping 
and distribution hub, the arterial 
roadways in the township’s industrial 
section which lead to state highways 
and the New Jersey Turnpike must be 
especially maintained, which is why in 
2014 he authorized the reconstruction 
of Davidson Mill Road. This road is 
located just minutes from the New 
Jersey Turnpike and is home to many 
large-scale distribution centers such 
as Shop Rite and Barnes & Noble. The 
one-mile stretch of reconstructed 
roadway was done using 2,760 tons of 
asphalt. It is projects like these which 
keep South Brunswick Township’s 
commerce moving and its tax base 
satisfied. It’s no wonder that with 
services like these South Brunswick was 
rated one of the best places to live in 
America by CNN Money Magazine.

Who did the candidate work with 
to help bring this idea/action 
forward? 
Director Olsen implements his overlay 
program each year by presenting a 
list of roadways he deems candidates 
for reconstruction to the township 
council. By maintaining a positive 

H

Nominator’s Name: James Asprocolas

Candidate’s Name: Raymond T. Olsen

Candidate’s Title: Director of Public Works

Candidate’s Agency/Organization: South Brunswick Township Department of  
        Public Works

Candidate’s City/State: South Brunswick, New Jersey

Raymond T. Olsen
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Recognize Your Leaders and professional working relationship 
with the town council and the mayor, 
Mr. Olsen is able to secure $350,000 in 
capital for annual funding of the road 
overlay program. He relies on his Road 
Division Supervisor, foremen, and three 
road crews to execute the program.

Did the candidate experience 
any challenges when trying to 
implement this? 
Director Olsen has faced many 
challenges over the years in regards 
to in-house services; however, he has 
proved time and again that a well-
staffed public works department can 
outperform contracted services to serve 
the township’s needs in quality of work 
as well in cost effectiveness. One of his 
greatest challenges came during the 
height of the great recession during 
2008 and 2009. There simply was not 
enough money in the budget and the 
In-House Road Overlay Program was 
even cancelled for the first time in 
over 35 years in 2009 due to lack of 
funding. This led to a more extensive 
roadway patch and repair program that 
year which temporarily kept township 
roadways from becoming unsafe until 
the return of the overlay program 
in 2010. Director Olsen and his 
department weathered the recession 
and came back strong in the following 
years, paving sections of more than 17 
different township roadways requiring 
over 20,000 tons of asphalt. The 
township was even listed as one of the 
top places to live in America by CNN 
Money Magazine in 2011. When asked 
about his thoughts on keeping paving 
services in-house and South Brunswick 
being featured in CNN Money Magazine, 
Olsen said, “It’s a real honor to live and 
work in a town regarded as one of the 
top places to live in America. A town 
must have good quality infrastructure 
in order to serve residential and 
commercial needs, which is why I 
take pride in knowing that our In-

House Road Overlay Program can save 
taxpayers money while contributing to 
the prosperity of our township.”

Are there steps/processes 
that, when looking back, the 
candidate could have done 
differently to make this idea/
action even more successful 
(lessons learned)? 
Director Olsen reflects that yes, there 
is always something more that can 
be done to improve the township’s 
in-house services whether it’s more 
manpower, better equipment, etc. 
However, public works must work 
within budget constraints while 
striving to achieve the finest possible 
results for the township and this 
means persevering through upswings 
and downswings in the municipal 
budget and providing the same level 
of service year after year regardless of 

any issues the department may face. 
The Township of South Brunswick has 
grown, and with it the Public Works 
Department has grown. As time goes 
on new challenges will be faced and 
different projects will be proposed 
but the role of public works in South 
Brunswick will remain the same, to 
maintain and support a higher quality 
of living for the township’s residents, 
businesses, and visitors by providing 
essential services and infrastructure.

Director Raymond T. Olsen is an APWA 
National Life Member, APWA New Jersey 
Chapter Member, and a PWANJ Member 
of Region V (Middlesex & Monmouth 
Counties). He is a Certified Public 
Works Manager (NJDCA – Certification 
# M-0050) and is South Brunswick 
Township’s Principal Public Works 
Manager (PPWM).
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Awards 2015

Young Leader Award

The Young Leader Award recognizes 
APWA members who have demonstrated 
an initial commitment to the profession 
and the Association and display potential 
for future growth within the Association. 
The award promotes the concept that 
length of career does not necessarily 
indicate leadership abilities or potential 
for service. 

Amanda Millirons, MPA
Assistant Public Works Director
City of Palm Bay, Florida

Amanda Millirons, Assistant Public 
Works Director for the City of Palm 
Bay, Fla., has had many successes at 
the City of Palm Bay, including the 
relationships she has developed with 
other departments, particularly the 
Finance and Utilities Departments. 
In the last few years, she developed 
stronger relationships with the 
Utilities Department for billing 
solid waste and stormwater utility 
services. She has been instrumental 
in providing strategies and improving 
the solid waste program by revising the 

reactivation fees to be in alignment 
with the Utilities Department’s 
business model. She also developed 
stronger relationships with the Finance 
Department to improve finance and 
accounting processes in the Public 
Works Department.

Millirons is very committed to 
professional organizations, particularly 
APWA. She has served various 
leadership roles with APWA, such as 
National Young Professional Steering 
Committee member; 2012 Annual 
Meeting & Trade Show Steering 
Committee member; Florida Chapter 
Young Professional Subcommittee 
Chair; Central Florida Branch Vice 
Chair; and Central Florida Branch 
Secretary. At the 2015 APWA Florida 
Chapter and NACE Conference and 
Expo, she was inducted into her 
new APWA roles which are Central 
Florida Branch Chairperson and 
Florida Chapter Diversity Committee 
Chairperson. She is a graduate of the 
Public Works Institute and was an 
Emerging Leader, Class IV. Last year 
she was selected as the recipient of the 
Jennings Randolph Fellowship where 
she traveled to New Zealand to study 
the role of public works professionals as 
first responders.

Young Leader Award

The Young Leader Award recognizes 
APWA members who have demonstrated 
an initial commitment to the profession 
and the Association and display potential 
for future growth within the Association. 

The award promotes the concept that 
length of career does not necessarily 
indicate leadership abilities or potential 
for service. 

Sean O’Dell, P.E.
Infrastructure Department Manager
Baxter & Woodman, Inc.
Mokena, Illinois

Since graduating from Bradley 
University in 2002 with a B.S. in 
Civil Engineering, Sean O’Dell has 
worked for Baxter & Woodman 
(B&W), a Chicago-based municipal 
engineering company. Over the years 
with B&W he has worked on modeling, 
planning, design, and construction 
of water, wastewater, stormwater, 
and environmental projects. Since 
receiving his Professional Engineering 
license in 2006, he has been the Project 
Manager for more than 200 projects for 
more than 30 communities. In 2012, 
O’Dell was promoted to Department 
Manager. He is now managing nine 
people and 140 projects (annually) 
within the Water/Wastewater 
Infrastructure Department for B&W. 
He is in charge of sales, client service, 

APWA’s Awards Program recognizes outstanding individuals, groups and chapters representing the best in public works. 
In the April issue of the APWA Reporter we announced the recipients of the Excellence in Snow and Ice Control Award; in 
the May issue we paid tribute to the Top Ten Public Works Leaders of the Year; and in the July issue we covered the Public 
Works Projects of the Year. In this issue we announce the rest of this year’s award winners, recognizing their achievements 
in excellence demonstrated by their vision, passion and delivery of service to their communities.
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project execution, and quality designs 
throughout the Chicagoland area.

O’Dell’s APWA career began in 2008 
when a project he designed won 
Project of the Year honors at the 
Southwest Branch of the Chicago 
Metro Chapter level. In 2009, he was 
selected to be the incoming Treasurer 
for the Southwest Branch. Over the 
past four years, he has served on 
the branch’s executive committee. 
Since 2010, he has attended over 100 
APWA events (branch and chapter) 
and volunteered over 600 hours 
(company and personal) to the APWA 
organization. He volunteered at four 
different posts during the 2013 APWA 
International Public Works Congress 
& Exposition in Chicago. O’Dell is 
also a well-traveled speaker on the 
organization circuit. Since 2006, 
he has presented 15 times on such 
topics as Trenchless Technology 101, 
Water Main Rehabilitation, Anaerobic 
Digester Foaming, and Lake Michigan 
Water Conversions.
 
Sustainability Practices 
Award – Individual

The Sustainability Practices Award 
recognizes individuals, teams or 
organizations that have made outstanding 
contributions to promote sustainability 
in public works. Sustainability is 
accomplished by the efficient delivery of 
infrastructure in an environmentally and 
socially responsible way that ensures the 
best choice in the long term.

Kalpana Sutaria, AIA, LEED-AP, 
PMP, ENV SP
Project Management Supervisor
City of Austin, Texas

Kalpana Sutaria, Project Management 
Supervisor with the City of Austin, 
Tex., has been a leader in the area 
of sustainable practice. All of the 
City’s architectural projects have met 
LEED standards. Sutaria has taken 

on some very difficult challenges, 
resulting in the advancement of 
several remarkable products. Her list 
of achievements includes delivery of 
the City’s cultural centers, including 
completion of the Mexican American 
Cultural Center, the Austin Asian 
American Resource Center, and the 
African-American Heritage & Cultural 
Center; design and construction of the 
Austin Animal Center and the related 
infrastructure improvements; and 
design, construction and upgrades to 
numerous recreation and public safety 
facilities. Sutaria has worked closely 
with the City’s Office of Sustainability, 
and she was instrumental in delivering 
the first Green Alley project in East 
Austin.

Sutaria was involved in the Austin 
Animal Center from its inception 
in 2007 during the master planning 
and needs assessment phases. 
Controversial from the start due to its 
location and impact on the homeless 
animal situation in the city, Sutaria 
was required to use skills far beyond 
what is expected for normal project 
management. She organized and led 
meetings that often involved emotional 
stakeholders, hardworking staff, and 
City personnel, all with different needs 
and demands. She was instrumental 
in balancing these different entities, 
and the result is a very successful LEED 
Gold Certified animal shelter facility 
that has been embraced by the City of 
Austin with pride.

Sustainability Practices 
Award – Program/
Organization

The Sustainability Practices Award 
recognizes individuals, teams or 
organizations that have made outstanding 
contributions to promote sustainability 
in public works. Sustainability is 
accomplished by the efficient delivery of 
infrastructure in an environmentally and 
socially responsible way that ensures the 
best choice in the long term.

Get Green
City of Columbus, Ohio

Columbus Mayor Michael B. Coleman 
released in January 2015 his third 
community-wide sustainability plan. 
Building upon the work of two earlier 
plans, the new plan creates a vision for 
Columbus as a green community that 
is beautiful, healthy and prosperous. 
This document will shape the 
community’s efforts in nine focus areas 
including Climate Change, Energy, 
Transportation, Waste Reduction, 
Ecological Systems, Water, Local Food, 
Built Environment, and Community 
Engagement over the next five years.

As an outcome to Mayor Coleman’s Get 
Green initiative, the City’s first five-
year sustainability plan was released in 
2005 to strategically reduce the impact 
of city operations on the environment. 
In 2010, a follow-up plan was released. 
The most notable accomplishments 
from the first two plans include 
development of the City’s popular 
residential recycling service; removal of 
a low head dam and subsequent river 
restoration; installation of a large-scale 
solar array; conversion of City fleet to 
cleaner-burning fuels; launch of CoGo 
Bike Share; and establishment of the 
Green Columbus Fund.
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Sustainability Practices 
Award – Program/
Organization

The Sustainability Practices Award 
recognizes individuals, teams or 
organizations that have made outstanding 
contributions to promote sustainability 
in public works. Sustainability is 
accomplished by the efficient delivery of 
infrastructure in an environmentally and 
socially responsible way that ensures the 
best choice in the long term. 

The Journey of Stormwater: KC to 
the Sea
Kansas City Water Services 
Department

Kansas City Water Services (Water 
Services) recognizes that good 
quality water is everyone’s business 
and that educating young people is 
a great way to spread the message 
of sustainable water use and raise 
awareness about the role we all play in 
preventing stormwater pollution. To 
get the message out, Water Services is 
providing “The Journey of Stormwater: 
KC to the Sea,” a curriculum for 4th 
through 6th grades that is aligned 
with Missouri Core Curriculum and 
Next Generation Science Standards, 
to schools within the ratepayer area. 
Through five days of interactive 
and fun lessons, the students learn 
how precipitation moves through a 
watershed, how stormwater becomes 
polluted by point and non-point 
source pollutants, and how best 
management practices (BMPs) 
implemented by the City and in their 
own backyards improve water quality 
and reduce the quantity of stormwater 
that enters our creeks, streams, and 
rivers.

The curriculum was first piloted during 
the 2010-2011 school year. Based on 
the lessons learned in the first two 
years, the program formed into its 
current format. Prior to classroom 
implementation, each teacher is 
required to attend a half-day training 
workshop to familiarize them with 
the curriculum and the water issues 
facing Kansas City. Water Services then 
sends a staff person to teach the first 
day of the curriculum in the classroom. 
The next three days of teaching are 
completed by the classroom teacher. 
The teacher then gets to work with 
their students to determine what the 
final public service message will be.
 
Professional Manager 
of the Year Award 
– Administrative 
Management

The Professional Manager of the Year 
Award in the Administrative Management 
category seeks to recognize outstanding 
achievement in the area of administration 
within the public works department 
and to inspire excellence and dedication 
in the public sector by recognizing the 
outstanding career service achievements of 
administrative professionals.

Elvira I. Alonzo, CPM
Deputy Director of Public Works
City of McAllen, Texas

Elvira I. Alonzo, Deputy Director of 
Public Works with the City of McAllen, 
Tex., began her employment nearly 30 

years ago as a part-time clerk in Human 
Resources, and has worked her way 
up to her current position. Providing 
oversight in the administration and 
management of a $28 million budget, 
Alonzo has seen McAllen Public Works 
grow to an entity of 259 employees 
and comprised of 15 functional 
departments including Street 
Maintenance, Drainage, Sidewalk 
Construction, Graffiti, Residential & 
Commercial Solid Waste Collection 
Services, Recycling, Composting, 
Stormwater, Keep McAllen Beautiful, 
Materials Management, and Fleet 
Operations.

Alonzo’s accomplishments include 
serving as Branch officer for over 10 
years in APWA’s Rio Grande Branch. 
She also serves as the current Vice-
Chairperson for the Solid Waste 
Advisory Committee under the Lower 
Rio Grande Valley Development 
Council of Governments. She is a 
spokesperson and ambassador for 
the City of McAllen and has been 
chosen to represent the City at the 
International Council Shipping 
Center’s Retail Conference for the past 
three years. Due to her leadership skills 
and experience she has been selected 
as Project Manager for the IT Asset 
Management System that the City of 
McAllen is currently obtaining. She 
continues to serve as the Vice President 
of State Juvenile Detention Facility 
(Beto House), where she coordinates 
fundraising events.

Professional Manager 
of the Year Award 
– Engineering and 
Technology

The Professional Manager of the Year 
Award in the Engineering and Technology 
category recognizes the outstanding career 
service achievements of engineering and 
technology professionals. 
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Jon Nelson, P.E.
Engineer of Traffic
Lake County Division of 
Transportation
Libertyville, Illinois

A graduate of the University of Iowa 
with a degree in Civil Engineering, 
Jon Nelson began his professional 
career with the Illinois Department 
of Transportation (IDOT) in 1999. 
Following a three-year training rotation 
through various departments at IDOT, 
Nelson was asked to return to the 
Traffic Engineering Department where 
he grew in the profession for five years. 
After joining the Lake County Division 
of Transportation in December 2006, 
he was promoted to Engineer of Traffic 
in 2010 and took over responsibility 
for the development of Lake County’s 
fledgling ITS PASSAGE program. 
Nelson’s vision and dedication have 
advanced PASSAGE over the past 
eight years to a national model of 
successful application of Intelligent 
Transportation System technologies to 
local travel networks.

Lake County was nationally one of the 
first to implement ITS technologies 
at the county level. The continued 
application of new and emerging 
technologies to local travel networks 
has been key in growing Lake County’s 
PASSAGE program and keeping 
Lake County at the forefront of ITS 
application and operation. Nelson 
and his staff eagerly explore and apply 

emerging technologies, including 
Bluetooth readers, line-of-sight 
wireless technology, remote traffic 
signal network connections, the use 
of adaptive signal controls, video 
detection, and pan-tilt-zoom cameras. 
LCDOT is providing the public with 
the best information possible to make 
informed travel decisions through 
the development of smartphone 
applications, e-mail subscription 
services for notification of travel events 
on specific routes at certain times of 
the day and days of the week, and the 
Highway Advisory Radio system.
 
Professional Manager of 
the Year Award – Facilities 
and Grounds

The Professional Manager of the Year 
Award in the Facilities and Grounds 
category seeks to inspire excellence 
and dedication in the public sector by 
recognizing the outstanding career service 
achievements of facilities and/or grounds 
management professionals. The focus of 
this award is the recognition of exceptional 
leadership and management in the field of 
facilities and/or grounds.

Deborah Abraham
Division Manager
Columbus Consolidated 
Government/Public Works
Columbus, Georgia

As Division Manager for the Public 
Works Department of Columbus 
Consolidated Government, Deborah 
Abraham is responsible for the 

management and operations of four 
historic cemeteries within the City 
of Columbus, Georgia. Crews under 
her management maintain grounds, 
prepare sites for funeral services, 
and repair and maintain abandoned 
lots. Her crews include a correctional 
officer, crew leader, equipment 
operator, maintenance worker, and 
twelve inmates who fulfill her daily 
plans for the four cemeteries made 
up of a combined 120 acres. Abraham 
coordinates with other public works 
departments and citizens of Columbus 
to improve the green space and 
appearance of the cemeteries with 
the planting of city-purchased and 
privately-donated trees.

Abraham has worked diligently for 
more than three years converting 
35,081 burial site cards on file to 
an updated electronic system. This 
database makes online genealogy 
research possible and will greatly 
reduce the time searching for lot 
locations for the public and private 
vault companies. Generations to come 
will benefit from her dedication and 
hard work in moving forward and 
establishing this more permanent 
and efficient system that replaces the 
deteriorating paper logs, which date 
back nearly two centuries.

Professional Manager of 
the Year Award – Public 
Fleet

The Professional Manager of the Year 
Award in the Public Fleet category 
recognizes the outstanding career service 
achievements of public fleet management 
professionals with the award’s primary 
focus on exceptional leadership and 
management of public sector fleets.

Barry Lowry, MPA
Fleet Program Manager
Town of Chapel Hill, North Carolina
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In his role as Fleet Program Manager 
with the Town of Chapel Hill, N.C., 
Barry Lowry leads the strategic 
planning, operational and budgetary 
execution/planning activities 
associated with all aspects of asset 
management practices for fleet. The 
Town’s fleet consists of a diverse group 
of vehicles and equipment and the 
division provides mission-critical 
support to all Town departments 
including Police, Fire, Public Works, 
Parks and Recreation, Engineering 
and Inspections in a centrally 
located facility. Lowry works with 
departmental liaisons to continually 
improve processes from every aspect 
of vehicle life-cycle costing. Prior to 
joining the Town of Chapel Hill, he 
spent nine years with Ford Motor 
Company.

During his tenure with Ford, Lowry 
worked at multiple dealerships in 
North and South Carolina providing 
customer service to varying private 
fleet accounts. At each location, he 
established a strong customer base and 
built invaluable working relationships 
with local industry. During and 
following his time with Ford, Lowry 
paired his experience in the fleet 
industry and passion for public service 
to become the Fleet Program Manager 
with the Town of Chapel Hill. Lowry is 
a North Carolina native and received a 
Bachelor of Science in Political Science 
from the University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill and his Master’s in 

Public Administration from North 
Carolina Central University.
 
Professional Manager of 
the Year Award – Public 
Right-of-Way

The Professional Manager of the Year 
Award in the Public Right-of-Way category 
seeks to inspire excellence and dedication 
in the public sector by recognizing the 
outstanding career service achievements 
of public right-of-way management 
professionals. The primary focus of this 
award is recognition of public right-of-way 
management which demonstrates that all 
stakeholders share the public right-of-way 
in harmony and preserve them in the best 
interest and benefit of the public. 

Robert J. (Bob) Miller
Highway Commissioner
Algonquin Township, Illinois

Robert J. (Bob) Miller has provided 
42 years of service to the residents 
of Algonquin Township and has 
been the Highway Commissioner for 
the last 22 years. He is an expert in 
the responsibilities and operations 
of a highway department and has 
instituted new programs during his 
term as Highway Commissioner. His 
background with the Fire District 
and involvement in professional 
organizations has provided the 
education and background for Miller 
and the Highway Department to be 
leaders in emergency management. 
The department has responded to 
multiple flooding events from the 

Fox River as well as storm damage 
from wind and snow storms. The 
department routinely assists other 
communities in times of need as well.

Under Miller’s guidance, the 
department has successfully instituted 
multiple inter-governmental 
agreements with neighboring 
communities, governmental agencies 
and highway departments for sharing 
resources and services. The department 
shares its salt storage and liquid deicing 
materials with McHenry County DOT 
(McDOT), IDOT and some neighboring 
communities. Since Algonquin’s 
facility is 11 miles away from IDOT’s 
Woodstock facility and 14 miles from 
McDOT’s facility, it was logical and 
safer for the traveling public and was 
economical for a new large salt storage 
facility to be constructed and shared 
among the agencies. Miller successfully 
obtained a grant for constructing a new 
salt storage facility with extra capacity 
to share with IDOT, McDOT and 
neighboring communities.
 

Professional Manager 
of the Year Award – 
Public Works Emergency 
Management

The Professional Manager of the Year 
Award in the Public Works Emergency 
Management category seeks to 
inspire excellence and dedication by 
recognizing the outstanding career service 
achievements of public works emergency 
management professionals.

Christine Walsh
Director of Operations
City of Beloit, Wisconsin

As Director of Operations for the 
City of Beloit, Wis., Christine Walsh 
is responsible for the successful 
management and direction of 
the operations, including the 
administration of public works 
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emergency management, safety, 
sustainability, snow, streets, fleet, solid 
waste, recycling and traffic safety. 
Above and beyond her day-to-day 
activities in Beloit, Walsh has been a 
leader throughout the state and nation 
on emergency management issues. 
She has not only helped Wisconsin 
to be better prepared to respond to 
emergencies, but has also served 
on the APWA national Emergency 
Management Technical Committee.

Walsh was instrumental in 
development of a Federal Emergency 
Management Course, “The 
Public Works Role in Emergency 
Management.” For many years, she 
has developed and taught courses 
in safety, snow and ice control, and 
emergency management, including 
“Public Works and the Pandemic 
Threat” and “Public Works Response to 
Agricultural Emergencies.” Some of the 
training she has done includes a live 
broadcast on “Restoration of Lifelines” 
for St. Petersburg College-National 
Terrorism Preparedness Institute, Gov 
Sec U.S. Law and Ready 2007, and an 
Emergency Summit and Snow Removal 
workshop for South Suburban College, 
Chicago, Illinois. In 2013, at the APWA 
North American Snow Conference, 
she presented “Federal Snow & Ice 
Declarations: Are You Ready?”

 

Professional Manager of 
the Year Award – Solid 
Waste

The Professional Manager of the Year 
Award in the Solid Waste category 
recognizes the outstanding career service 
achievements of solid waste management 
professionals. The primary focus of 
this award is recognition of exceptional 
management, operation and maintenance 
of public sector solid waste operations. 

Chris Bussen
Solid Waste Superintendent
City of Lee’s Summit, Missouri

As Solid Waste Superintendent with 
the City of Lee’s Summit’s Solid Waste 
Division, Chris Bussen manages 
the team responsible for managing 
operations of the resource recovery 
park, which includes overseeing 
operations of the landfill and multiple 
waste diversion programs. This 
dedicated and knowledgeable staff 
has been successful in maintaining 
a high compliance rating for the 
landfill. For the past three and a half 
years, Bussen’s staff has recorded an 
unprecedented perfect inspection 
report with the Missouri Department 
of Natural Resources. Regulators 
inspect the facility a minimum of four 
times per year on unscheduled visits. 
His dedicated staff has maintained 
this high level of compliance while 
recording a 98% customer satisfaction 
rating as indicated on annual customer 
surveys.

Bussen began working in the solid 
waste field in 1995 as an Executive 
Assistant to the County Executive for 
Jackson County, Mo. During his 13-
year tenure with the County he took 
the recycling program from recycling 
white office paper in four buildings to 
recycling 73 items in over 50 buildings. 
Two of those facilities were Arrowhead 
Stadium and Kauffman Stadium, home 
of the Kansas City Chiefs and the 
Kansas City Royals. At the height of the 
program Jackson County finished in 
the top two diversion organizations in 
the country under the EPA’s WasteWise 
Program. The County was also a 
candidate for the prestigious Hall of 
Fame Award, designed for consistent 
national award winners that achieved 
the highest levels of diversion. During 
his tenure with Jackson County, 
the County received over 50 local, 
regional and national awards for waste 
diversion.

Professional Manager 
of the Year Award – 
Transportation

The Professional Manager of the Year 
Award in the Transportation category 
recognizes the outstanding career service 
achievements of public transportation 
professionals. The primary focus of 
this award is recognition of exceptional 
leadership and management by an 
individual through a significant 
transportation-related project or program. 

Ted Marquez, P.E.
Director, Department of 
Transportation
City of El Paso, Texas

As El Paso’s Transportation Director, 
Ted Marquez manages an operating 
budget of approximately $18 million 
and department with about 260 
employees. The department is 
dedicated to enhancing the local 
transportation system by providing 
traffic engineering and infrastructure 
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maintenance services to the traveling 
public. The department also 
collaborates with other organizations 
to coordinate mobility solutions for 
the region. A licensed professional 
engineer in the state of Texas, Marquez 
began his career in 1980 following 
his graduation from the University 
of Texas at El Paso where he earned a 
degree in electrical engineering. He has 
devoted his career to working in the 
public sector.

In 2013, Marquez oversaw the 
implementation of a $210 million 
Street Infrastructure Capital 
Improvement Program (CIP), which 
will be carried out over multiple years. 
A priority of the first year of the CIP 
was resurfacing and microsurfacing 
streets and paving unpaved alleys. 
Another CIP project to be overseen by 
Marquez was developing a Downtown 
Stadium Circulation Study that would 
serve as the foundation for managing 
traffic flow for El Paso’s new downtown 
featuring a ballpark. The funds also 
provide for the synchronization of 
traffic signals along major corridors, a 
vital component of the fledgling Rapid 
Transit System.
 
Professional Manager of 
the Year Award – Water 
Resources

The Professional Manager of the Year 
Award in the Water Resources category 
recognizes outstanding career service  
 

achievements of water resources 
professionals. 

David Hollingsworth, P.E., CFM
Senior Civil Engineer
City of Longmont, Colorado

David Hollingsworth is a Senior Civil 
Engineer for the City of Longmont, 
Colo., and is the Manager of the Storm 
Drainage Utility for the City. He has 
been working in the storm drainage 
field since his graduation from the 
Colorado School of Mines in 1981. 
His first project was at Battlement 
Mesa for the Exxon Oil Shale project 
in western Colorado working for 
Wright-McLaughlin Engineers. This 
project constructed the utilities for 
the new town of Battlement Mesa. 
Other projects he worked on with 
different companies include the US 
West building in Boulder and Littleton 
Hospital. In 1990 Hollingsworth 
was the project manager at WRC 
Engineering for the major drainage 
design and construction at Denver 
International Airport and airside 
drainage at Colorado Springs 
International Airport.

Hollingsworth was the first storm 
drainage engineer to work at the 
City of Longmont. He created the 
Storm Drainage Section of the City’s 
Design Standards and Construction 
Specifications and helped institute 
the policies and regulations in the 
City of Longmont’s Storm Drainage 
Criteria Manual. He solved the historic 
flooding of the downtown and then 

designed and managed projects that 
created regional drainage facilities 
to address major flooding issues 
throughout Longmont. Hollingsworth 
worked many years with the Colorado 
Association of Stormwater and 
Floodplain Managers as a regional 
representative and has served as 
treasurer for the Association.

Diversity Exemplary 
Practices Award – 
Individual

The Diversity Exemplary Practices Award 
recognizes individuals and organizations 
that have made outstanding contributions 
to diversity. 

Catherine Schoenenberger
President
Stay Safe Traffic Products, Inc.
Westford, Massachusetts

In 2009, Catherine Schoenenberger 
launched the first New Hampshire 
Construction Career Days (NH CCD). 
A one-day event at that time, 345 high 
school students participated. In 2014, 
NH CCD, now a two-day event, hosted 
over 900 students, with a cumulative 
total of over 3,800 students since 
inception. Schoenenberger is adamant 
in the pursuit of securing another 
generation of skilled construction 
labor. “The extent of exhibitor diversity 
in this one event demonstrates greatly 
the diverse opportunities there are in 
the careers of public works specifically, 
and construction as a whole,” she says.
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Schoenenberger was nominated and 
joined the APWA Diversity Committee 
in 2012. In that year she was on a team 
of public works professionals who 
rewrote the APWA Diversity Resource 
Guide, 2nd Edition. She gratifyingly 
states, “We still have a lot of work to 
do in the name of diversity, and across 
all industries. I am proud that I have 
been part of the Diversity Committee 
for APWA, and further that I have 
been in the company of such diverse 
and talented professionals. Like 
safety in the work zone, we cannot 
become complacent. We must be 
present, and continue the message of 
inclusiveness.”

Diversity Exemplary 
Practices Award – Program/
Organization

The Diversity Exemplary Practices Award 
recognizes individuals and organizations 
that have made outstanding contributions 
to diversity.

Public Works Equity and Human 
Rights Action Plan
Public Works Diversity Committee
City of Eugene, Oregon

The City of Eugene Public Works 
Department implemented a city-wide 
Diversity and Equity Strategic Plan 
(DESP), a vision for equity and human 
rights, as well as a set of guidelines 
to meet the changing needs of the 
organization and the community. The 
DESP intersects with the department’s 
mission and vision by creating 
guidelines for attaining goals and 
measuring success with respect to 
meeting the needs of the department, 
the City and the community. The 

Public Works Diversity Committee 
developed and implemented specific 
action items as identified in the Public 
Works Equity and Human Rights 
Action Plan.

The Public Works Equity and Human 
Rights Action Plan specifically 
addresses the DESP goal: Develop 
initiatives for encouraging 
communication, team building and 
information sharing between work 
groups to increase knowledge of 
resources, share ideas and innovations, 
and reduce isolation. Beginning in 
May 2012 and continuing through 
October 2014, the Public Works 
Diversity Committee partnered with 
the Recreation Services Division to 
develop the “Learning to Connect/
Connecting to Learn” workshop to all 
Public Works employees to encourage 
development in this area. The concept 
of the workshop is to move beyond 
sitting around and talking about 
diversity topics and to take it a step 
further by experiencing these topics 
and skills together.
 
Harry S. Swearingen 
Award for Outstanding 
Chapter Achievement 
and Excellence in Chapter 
Service – Individual

The Harry S. Swearingen Award was 
established to recognize outstanding 
service to APWA as an individual member 
or corporate company member at the 
chapter level.

Augie Chang
Vice President
Psomas
San Diego, California

Augie Chang has been an active 
member of APWA since 1992, and 
served on the San Diego and Imperial 
Counties Chapter Board moving 
through all of the Chairs from 1994 

until 2001 (President in 1999). He 
was appointed Chapter Delegate from 
2003-2010, and as an indication of 
his strong leadership he was elected 
to the House of Delegates Executive 
Committee. When he first joined the 
chapter he was immediately tapped to 
join the Diversity Committee, which 
he readily accepted. He later became 
the Chapter Liaison to the National 
Diversity Committee, eventually 
chairing it in 2008. Chang was 
instrumental in the chapter’s pursuit of 
and selection to host a very successful 
2003 Congress in San Diego, and was 
appointed Chair of the host committee 
(2001 through 2003), established the 
committee structure and recruited 
members to help with the planning.

Additional committees Chang has 
served on or chaired include Wages 
and Benefits Committee; Golf 
Tournament Committee (established 
early tournaments which, to this day, 
are fundraisers for the Scholarship 
Fund); Scholarship Committee; 
Speakers’ Bureau (an extension of 
the Scholarship Committee that 
organized speakers in partnership 
with the 8th Grade Advancement Via 
Individual Determination Program 
to help underachieving students); 
International Committee (he organized 
the original participants to reestablish 
ties with the chapter’s Mexican public 
works partners); and he has been the 
ongoing liaison between the chapter 
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and the Imperial Counties Committee, 
assisting them in programs, speakers 
and strategic planning. He has also 
been a key member of the Strategic 
Planning Committee since 1994.

Citation for Exemplary 
Service to Public Works

The Citation for Exemplary Service to 
Public Works recognizes a nonmember 
of APWA who is an eminent government 
or other public service leader for their far-
reaching, positive impact on local, state or 
national public works programs, services, 
or policies.

Ann Chanecka
Bicycle and Pedestrian Program 
Manager
City of Tucson, Arizona, Department 
of Transportation

Ann Chanecka brings years of 
education and experience to her 
work for the City of Tucson and 
the community. She followed up 
her undergraduate education at 
the University of Maryland, where 
she obtained bachelor’s degrees 
in sociology and natural resource 
management, with two years in the 
Peace Corps in Madagascar. While 
she worked as an intern in the City 
of Tucson’s Bicycle and Pedestrian 
Program, she earned a master’s degree 
in public administration from the 
University of Arizona Eller College of 
Management, with a concentration 
in local government and nonprofit 
management. During her internship, 

she organized and expanded the 
region’s annual Bike Fest and assisted 
with other education and outreach 
programs.

Chanecka joined Pima Association 
of Governments as a senior 
transportation planner in 2008, 
where she managed and co-authored 
the 2040 Regional Transportation 
Plan, which identified regional 
transportation needs and proposed 
solutions over the next 30 years. She 
also coordinated regional bicycle and 
pedestrian projects including the 
Bicycle and Pedestrian Count Program 
and the University of Arizona Area 
Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan. She taught 
bicycle safety classes to adults through 
Perimeter Bicycling Association, and 
Sustainable Transportation Planning 
to upper-level undergraduates and 
graduate students at the University 
of Arizona College of Architecture, 
Planning and Landscape Architecture. 
She became the City of Tucson 
Department of Transportation’s  
Bicycle and Pedestrian Program 
Manager in 2012.

Community Involvement 
Award

The Community Involvement Award 
seeks to recognize public works leaders 
who are also leaders in their community, 
and to inure public trust in public works 
professionals through recognition of 
outstanding community leadership.

Carl Schoedel, P.E.
County Engineer
Kane County, Illinois, Division of 
Transportation

Carl Schoedel participates regularly 
in various organizations, both 
professional and nonprofit. He attends 
various events throughout the year 
of the various branches of APWA’s 
Chicago Metro Chapter. He has also 
supported countless organizations 

and charities in various capacities 
over the years. Some of these include 
the Naperville Area Humane Society, 
Ronald McDonald House Charities, 
the Northern Illinois Food Bank and 
their Holiday Helping Hands event, 
the Active Transportation Alliance 
and their Bike Commuter Challenge, 
the Respiratory Health Association, 
and the Illinois Society of Professional 
Engineers Foundation and their 
Homework Hotline, a free tutoring 
program for middle school and high 
school students.

Schoedel’s most visible contributions 
to the community lie in his active 
involvement with CASA Kane County, 
an organization that advocates for 
abused and neglected children (CASA 
stands for Court Appointed Special 
Advocates). His involvement has 
grown from simple financial support 
many years ago to his current role as 
Secretary of the Executive Committee. 
As Director of Transportation for Kane 
County, Schoedel has cultivated many 
friendships with the people of the local 
transportation industry. His devotion 
to CASA Kane County has caught 
fire as many industry friends now 
stand behind him in supporting the 
organization on a continual basis.

Donald C. Stone Award for 
Excellence in Education – 
Individual

The Donald C. Stone Award for Excellence 
in Education was established in honor of 
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Donald C. Stone, the founder of APWA. 
The award recognizes outstanding and 
meritorious achievement of individuals 
assisting in the areas of continuing and 
graduate professional education for public 
works professionals, as well as chapters 
in their work in delivering educational 
opportunities for all levels of persons 
engaged in the delivery of public works 
services.

James H. Grothaus, P.E.
Senior Director of Technical 
Assistance and Customized Training
University of Minnesota
St. Paul, Minnesota

During his 18-year career, James 
H. Grothaus has been dedicated to 
providing training and developing 
education materials for the public works 
community. In 2001 he started his 
current position as an educator with the 
University of Minnesota, as the manager 
of the Minnesota Local Technical 
Assistance Program (MNLTAP) for 
the Center for Transportation Studies 
(CTS). The mission of MNLTAP is to 
improve the skills and knowledge of 
local transportation agencies through 
training, technical assistance, and 
technology transfer. Ultimately, the 
goal of MNLTAP is to foster a safe, 
efficient, and environmentally sound 
transportation system. Grothaus’s work 
includes managing and directing the 
development of manuals, handbooks, 
websites, online learning tools, course 
curricula, and outreach and education 
activities.

As director of MNLTAP, Grothaus 
has provided the management and 
leadership for the development 
of numerous technical resources, 
including online courses on gravel 
road maintenance, culvert installation 
and maintenance, sign maintenance 
and management, and work-zone 
traffic control. These online courses 
will serve maintenance staff at any 
location. The online course materials 
and assessments are structured in a 
way that effectively communicates the 
information. Grothaus also provides 
leadership for MNLTAP’s Roads Scholar 
Program, which combines a range of 
LTAP training options into a structured 
curriculum. Graduates earn a valuable 
professional development credential.
 
Exceptional Performance 
Award–Journalism

The Exceptional Performance Award–
Journalism recognizes exceptional 
performance in presenting the story of a 
public works issue or event that projects a 
positive image of individuals or agencies 
in the course of their performance in both 
broadcast and print mediums.

Community & Employee 
Newsletters
San Francisco Public Works

The purpose of San Francisco Public 
Works’ monthly newsletters is to 
promote, inform, educate and inspire 
people about their 24/7 municipal 
public works organization. Every 
month, two newsletters are published: 
one for the community, which is 

sent to more than 5,400 members of 
the public, and the other targeted to 
Public Works’ 1,354 employees. The 
community newsletters also are posted 
on the website for future reference. 
The readership has been growing every 
month.

The newsletter is produced in-house 
by San Francisco Public Works’ 
Communications and Public Affairs 
team, which writes and edits the stories 
and headlines, takes photos and videos, 
and designs the publication. It is a 
true team effort to create a newsletter 
that reflects the diversity and hard 
work of Public Works to improve 
the quality of life in San Francisco 
in every neighborhood. In January 
2014, Public Works began publishing 
the newsletters in a dynamic digital 
platform that offers mobile access, 
links to additional information, and 
provides videos for a multi-sensory 
experience of sight and sound. The 
captivating new format gives Public 
Works more flexibility to be creative 
with the content and the design. For 
easier reading, viewers can zoom in 
and out by clicking on the embedded 
magnifying buttons or clicking directly 
on the area they want to read.
 
Exceptional Performance 
Award–Chapter Journalism

The Exceptional Performance Award–
Chapter Journalism recognizes chapters for 
their newsletters, magazines and/or other 
publications based on quality, content, 
creativity and design.

MN2050
Minnesota Chapter
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In 2009, APWA’s Minnesota Chapter 
established a nonprofit organization 
called Minnesota 2050 (MN2050) 
whose purpose is educating the 
state’s citizens about the importance 
of investing in public infrastructure. 
MN2050 in partnership with Twin 
Cities Public Television produced 
three engaging videos that describe 
the importance of basic infrastructure 
and emphasize the current lack of 
investment. The videos are now being 
shown to statewide audiences via 
public television and are available to 
professionals and civic groups of all 
kinds. They are available via the first 
page of the MN2050 website: mn2050.
org.

Each video presents its topic of 
infrastructure, explaining its 
importance to Minnesota’s economy 
and quality of life and suggests actions 
to remedy the problem. TPT regularly 
includes the videos in their television 
programming and makes them readily 
available on their website. MN2050 
owns the copyrights so the videos are 
available to all 18 partner associations, 
who collectively have thousands of 
individual members in the state. The 
videos are the key part of MN2050’s 
outreach and engagement effort. Links 
to each are prominent on the home 
page of the website.
 
Management Innovation 
Award

The Management Innovation Award 
recognizes an individual, team or 
organization for the development and 
implementation of a creative idea, device, 
process or system that enhances the goals 
of public works in serving the public and 
protecting the environment. 

Neighborhood Partnering 
Program
City of Austin, Texas

Prior to 2009, the City of Austin 
did not have a funding mechanism 
to address small but meaningful 
neighborhood level improvement 
requests that individually could not 
rise to the top during the City’s capital 
budget process. Under the leadership 
of Public Works Director Howard 
Lazarus, staff saw these neighborhood 
requests as an opportunity, developing 
the framework to support and 
enhance neighborhood improvement 
projects while better leveraging public 
resources. The resulting Neighborhood 
Partnering Program (NPP) has since 
developed into an innovative model 
for collaborative partnerships and an 
embodiment of APWA’s mission by 
planning, maintaining, and improving 
our communities to a higher and 
sustainable quality of life.

The mission of the Neighborhood 
Partnering Program is “Empowering 
Neighborhoods, Building 
Community.” Likened to the local 
government version of Kickstarter, NPP 
provides a platform for neighborhood 
and community organizations to 
effect public improvements by sharing 
in the costs of those efforts with the 
City of Austin government. Through 
the program, assistance is given to 
neighborhood groups in developing, 
resourcing, and executing small- to 
medium-sized improvement projects 
in the City’s right-of-way or on 
City-owned property. All projects 
must be initiated by a neighborhood 
or community group, the groups 
must demonstrate via petition 
that 60 percent of the impacted 
stakeholders approve of the project, 
and all proposed projects must be on 
City property or right-of-way. Cost 
sharing can be achieved through cash 
contributions, in-kind contributions, 
or donated labor (sweat-equity).

Technical Innovation Award
The Technical Innovation Award 
recognizes an individual, team or 
organization for the development and 
implementation of a creative idea, device, 
process or system that enhances the goals 
of public works in serving the public and 
protecting the environment. 

John Davis
Sign and Fabrication Supervisor
North Texas Tollway Authority

While working for the North Texas 
Tollway Authority, John Davis and 
the NTTA maintenance staff took 
the initiative to come up with an 
innovative solution to work zone safety 
control. The NTTA uses large traffic 
barrels to mark work zones because 
they are easily visible to motorists. Staff 
searched for a single truck that would 
allow workers to both deploy and 
retrieve the barrels, but none existed. 
This spurred NTTA maintenance staff 
to create a truck (the Barrel Truck) that 
enables workers to efficiently place 
and pick up traffic control devices 
while also protecting them from 
passing vehicles. Lane closure time was 
significantly reduced and worker safety 
increased in initial tests of the truck.

Roadway maintenance is an ongoing 
activity. Work will always need to 
be done and active high-speed toll 
facilities will continue to have a high 
level of risk. To protect personnel in 
work zones, NTTA will continue to 
analyze the circumstances that provide 



the greatest risk and look for solutions 
to reduce risk, increase efficiency and 
improve safety. The Barrel Truck is one 
of the latest technical innovations 
to prove its value by increasing work 
zone safety while decreasing the 
amount of time needed to establish a 
lane closure. The following YouTube 
link shows a video of the Barrel Truck 
in action: https://m.youtube.com/
watch?v=PmB1CUaKbcU.

Accreditation

The purpose of the accreditation program 
is to provide a means of formally verifying 
and recognizing public works agencies 
for compliance with the recommended 
practices set forth in the Public Works 
Management Practices Manual. It is 
a voluntary, self-motivated approach to 
objectively evaluate, verify and recognize 
compliance with the recommended 
management practices. Accreditation 
offers a voluntary evaluation rather 
than government regulated activity, and 
increases professionalism while instilling 
pride among agency staff, elected officials 
and the community.

Accredited agencies to be 
recognized at 2015 Congress:

Cherry Hills Village, Colorado; Fort 
Worth, Texas; Garner, North Carolina; 
San Luis Obispo County, California; 
Smithfield, Virginia; Wellington, 
Florida; Tacoma, Washington; 
Chesterfield, Missouri; and Austin, 
Texas

Re-Accredited agencies to be 
recognized at 2015 Congress:
Albany, Oregon; Anacortes, 
Washington; Anderson County, 
South Carolina; Berkeley, California; 
Chesapeake, Virginia; Encinitas, 
California; Naperville, Illinois; 
Newport News, Virginia; Norman, 
Oklahoma; Oakland, California; 
Schaumburg, Illinois; Skokie, Illinois; 
Thousand Oaks, California; Palmdale, 
California; Bend, Oregon; Bowling 
Green, Kentucky; Westerville, Ohio; 
Union Township, Ohio; Okaloosa 
County, Florida; Lewiston, Idaho; 
Miami Beach, Florida; Hinds 
County, Mississippi; Pierce County, 
Washington

Presidential Award for 
Chapter Excellence (PACE)

The PACE Award recognizes chapters for 
contributions made and dedicated efforts 
in developing programs and services 
that result in a positive impact for their 
members, public works profession and 
community. The following chapters are 
receiving the 2015 PACE Award:

Alberta; Arizona; California Central 
Coast; Central Pennsylvania; Chicago 
Metro; Florida; Georgia; Illinois; Iowa; 
Kansas; Kansas City Metro; Manitoba; 
Mid-Atlantic; Minnesota; Missouri; 
Monterey Bay; Nevada; New England; 
New York Metro; North Carolina; 
Northern California; Ohio; Oregon; 
Sacramento; San Diego/Imperial 
Counties; Silicon Valley; South 
Carolina; Southern California; Texas;  
Washington; Western Pennsylvania; 
Wisconsin
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PWA is excited to bring 

the 2015 International 

Public Works Congress 

& Exposition to Phoenix, Arizona, 

August 30-September 2, at the Phoenix 

Convention Center. With more than 

125 educational sessions and nearly 

90,000 square feet of exhibit space, you 

have the opportunity to learn, network 

and see the largest display of public 

works equipment in North America.

By the time this issue of the APWA 

Reporter hits your mailbox, there 

will only be a short time left before 

Congress begins. Needless to say, time 

is running out; however, there’s still 

time to register! Just go to www.apwa.

net/Congress for more information.

To ensure you are able to arrange your 

schedule to be here and have the 

options you need, APWA gives you 

four options to attend the Congress & 

Exposition:

1. Full Congress Registration – 
$835.00. Includes access to the 

Exposition, entry to all educational 

sessions including General Sessions, 

Wednesday Workshops, Get 

Acquainted Party, Awards Ceremony 

and much more.

2. One-Day Congress Registration 
– $395.00. Choose the day(s) you 

can attend and get access to the 

Exposition, entry to all educational 

sessions including General Session.

3. One-Day Expo Only Pass – 
$40.00. Access to more than 400 

exhibitors with all the latest in 

public works equipment, services 

and technology.

4. Pre-Congress Seminar 
Registration – $350.00. This 

year’s Pre-Congress Seminar is “Self-

Assessment Using the Public Works 

Management Practices Manual—A 

Tool for Improving Operations and 

Management.” This workshop has 

a separate fee and you do not have 

to be registered for Congress to take 

advantage of this great opportunity 

for additional education.

Don’t miss this opportunity to 

take advantage of this full library 

of resources and to experience the 

excitement of Phoenix. Remember the 

magic URL: www.apwa.net/Congress.

Phoenix here we come!

A

Four options to attend Congress

the new Alexandria Waterfront

The City of Alexandria, Virginia is 
embarking on a multi-year capital 
program to re-invent the City’s 
Waterfront as a dynamic gateway 
to historic Old Town. The 
$60 million program includes 
development of a flood mitigation 
system, creation of a riverfront 
promenade and the new Fitzgerald 
Square plaza. The City’s rich 
heritage will be honored through 
this investment in new public 
spaces and infrastructure.

The City has issued a request for 
proposals (RFP) seeking a highly 
qualified, professional design team 
with national expertise to lead the 
effort.

Call for proposals:

For more information:
www.alexandriava.gov/Waterfront
www.alexandriava.gov/Purchasing
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 f you’re looking for a place to 
meet with your colleagues, 
gather with old and new 

acquaintances or just relax awhile, 
visit the Arizona Host Chapter 
Hospitality area on Level 100 (next 
to the Info Desk) in the Phoenix 
Convention Center.

 Join us in honoring the best in 
the business! Come see your 
peers recognized during APWA’s 
Annual Awards and Recognition 

Ceremony on Monday from 
5:00-6:00 p.m. in the Convention 
Center North Ballroom. Be sure to 
attend the reception that follows, 
also in the North Ballroom.

 Building on the success of the 2014 
EXPO EXPERIENCE in Toronto, 
the 2015 EXPO EXPERIENCE 
is located in Booth 1453 on the 
exhibit floor and promises to bring 
more opportunities for attendees 
to learn, discover, and have fun. 

There will be Exhibitor Solutions 
Theater presentations, prize 
drawings, connecting areas, cyber 
stations, happy hour, and more at 
the EXPO EXPERIENCE. Put this 
on your calendar to visit daily or 
make the EXPO EXPERIENCE your 
central hub for the week.

 APWA’s New Product Showcase 
features the latest product 
innovations and technological 
advancements to hit the industry. 
Exclusive to exhibitors with 
products introduced since last 
year’s Congress, the New Product 
Showcase is a must-see right on the 
show floor. All new products will 
be on display in the New Product 
Showcase area located in Booth 
967.

 The 2015 Public Works Stormwater 
Summit has so much to offer, 
we are holding it over two 
afternoons—a total of six hours 
of up-to-the-minute and must-
know information! APWA’s 
Water Resources Management 
Committee has planned a program 
that features the latest approaches 
for stormwater planning and 
management in North America. 
Day One: Stormwater Resiliency 
(Monday, August 31, 2:00-5:00 
p.m.); Day Two: Sustainable 
Stormwater Management (Tuesday, 
September 1, 2:00-5:00 p.m.).

Don’t miss these at Congress!

I
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an’t take off a whole week 

for APWA’s International 

Public Works Congress & 

Exposition? Don’t worry. We have 

the ticket that is just your ticket—our 

one-day registration! Geared for those 

who cannot take the entire time for 

Congress, the one-day pass entitles the 

registrant to all educational sessions 

on that day and, also, entry to the 

Exposition where the latest in public 

works equipment and services will be 

on display.

The one-day registrations may be 

purchased onsite at $395.00. A special 

pass to tour the exhibit hall only is also 

available for just $40.00.

Speaking of the $40.00 special exhibit 

hall pass, the APWA Congress in 

Phoenix is the perfect opportunity 

for supervisors to let staff attend the 

exposition for one day. Congress is 

great for those attendees who are 

able to go for four days, but it is also 

a wonderful experience for non-

supervisors who can tour the exhibit 

floor for only $40.00 per day. It’s a 

chance to have your entire staff take 

advantage of this once-a-year gathering 

of the biggest and best in public works. 

As APWA Past National President Judy 

Mueller once said, “What an incredible 

way to reward your employees by 

allowing them to be a part of The Best 

Show in Public Works!”

We’re looking forward to seeing you in 

Phoenix!

One-day passes available for Congress

C
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n May 16, 2006, the voters in 
Pima County, Ariz., approved 
the 20-year, $2.1 billion 

Regional Transportation Authority 
(RTA) plan and a 0.5% excise tax to 
fund it. The plan approval followed 
four unsuccessful earlier efforts and 
was the product of an extensive civic 
involvement effort. Perhaps even more 
important to the success of the plan 
was the deliberate effort to involve 
stakeholders vigorously opposed to 
the earlier plans, as well as to earn 
media trust through an open planning 
process.

Prior proposed transportation plans 
had included large-grade separated 
intersections and limited access road 
improvements along a number of 
key commercial corridors. The small 
business community mobilized 
to oppose the plans, fearing long 
disruptions, altered traffic patterns, 
changed access and unmitigated 
impacts to their bottom line due 
to a major construction campaign. 
During RTA plan development, the 
potential negative business impacts of 
transportation improvement projects 
across the region were acknowledged 
and funding for the MainStreet 
Business Assistance Program 
(MainStreet) was included in the plan 
to assist in mitigating those negative 
impacts to businesses. MainStreet is 
available to any business within one-
fourth mile of a project at no cost to 
the business. MainStreet contracts 
with local, private-sector small 
business consultants to ensure the 

confidentiality of the services provided 
and because business-experienced 
consultants understand business 
needs.

Founded in 2007, the MainStreet 
program has served over 5,000 
businesses representing over 70,000 
employees on over 50 regional projects. 
The MainStreet team has logged over 
35,000 business liaison, construction 
ombudsman and consulting visits 
and is only halfway through the 
anticipated 10,000 businesses the 
program will touch over the course of 
the RTA plan. Over 95 percent of the 
program time is spent working directly 
with businesses to maximize the 
benefits to them. MainStreet is a critical 
part in the public participation process 
and has played a significant role in the 
pre- and post-election success of the 
RTA plan. One of the smallest program 
elements in the entire RTA plan has 
turned into one of its biggest assets and 
success stories.

MainStreet has built a program of 
successful construction mitigation 
based upon two fundamental core 
beliefs. First, communicate effectively 
and consistently to the businesses both 
before and during the project. Second, 
help businesses directly plan for and 
act on elements that may negatively 
impact them.

In implementing the MainStreet 
program some of the key issues 
uncovered include the following:

Acknowledge the problem
Nationally, business losses due to 
transportation construction projects 
will run in excess of 50% with typical 
averages falling in the 20%-25% 
range. This loss of revenue can impact 
a company’s cash flow, operations 
and functionality, which quickly 
jeopardizes their business. Virtually all 
the businesses that MainStreet works 
with have never directly experienced a 
transportation construction project, so 
helping them understand the project 
fundamentals of who, what, when and 
where are all vital; but the “how to plan 
a strategy to cope with the project’s 
impacts” is mission-critical.

Know the business community
Prior to establishing the MainStreet 
program, project teams often heard 
from business owners that they 
didn’t know a project was coming. 
Even worse, they were completely 
unprepared for the impacts in spite 
of multiple property owner mailings, 
public meeting announcements, etc. 
going back years prior to the start of 
construction. Small business owners 
are typically tenants and do not 
own the properties their businesses 
occupy, so standard mailings of 
project information sent to absentee 
landlords rarely reach those businesses. 
While some of the available business 
directories can be useful, MainStreet 
verifies through door-to-door outreach 
since turnover in small businesses 
is commonplace. Furthermore, 
managing a small business is all-

Business Rocks: Establishing a successful 
business assistance program

James DeGrood, P.E., Deputy Director, and Britton Dornquast, MainStreet Business 
Assistance Program Manager, Pima Association of Governments/Regional Transportation 
Authority, Tucson, Arizona; presenters, 2015 APWA Congress

O
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consuming, leaving owners little time 
to attend public meetings.

Communication, Communication, 
Communication
As George Bernard Shaw is famously 
quoted, “The single biggest problem 
in communication is the illusion that 
it has occurred.” What all businesses 
can benefit from is reliable, consistent 
information, delivered to the business 
in a form it can use. This may mean 
multiple channels of messaging to 
the businesses along a transportation 
improvement project—and always 
means personal, direct contact.

To implement its program, MainStreet 
assigns a specific consultant to each 
of its projects to serve as the business 
liaison/construction ombudsman 
for the duration of the project. They 
become thoroughly familiar with the 
project, walking door-to-door through 
the project area (and beyond) to 
identify all of the potential businesses 
affected, and the best ways to work 
with them.

Establishing these strong lines of 
communication with the businesses 
along a project is crucial, beginning 
with the planning phases, and 
continuing through the ribbon 
cutting. MainStreet also finds it 
beneficial to have its business liaisons 
on the technical advisory committees 
for the projects; they bring valuable 
insights to the designers, can anticipate 

potential business owner concerns, 
and are invaluable to both the business 
owner and the project team when 
problems arise during construction.

Recognizing that one size does not 
fit all
Not every business is impacted equally; 
each will have unique issues, needs and 
impacts depending on the project and 
variables outside the project. Project 
impacts and long-term consequences 
to a small hair salon or a family-run 
restaurant will be very different from 
a national drugstore chain. Numerous 
factors can determine business 
impacts. MainStreet has isolated 21 
different variables in assessing the 
potential impacts to a business and 
uses this information to allocate their 
consulting service hours appropriately. 
Businesses can receive up to 90 hours 
of business consulting services. It is up 
to the business owner to choose and 
implement the services the MainStreet 
consulting team offers.

Providing deliverables and resources
The services offered by MainStreet 
are diverse with over 500 unique 
deliverables in virtually every business 

Don’t assume that a small business owner is paying attention to a transportation improvement project 
that takes years to go from concept to construction.

Access during construction is only one of many challenges.
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category, be it marketing, operations, 
finance, planning, training or 
technology. MainStreet consultants 
average 20 years of direct business-to-
business consulting and construction 
mitigation experience to the businesses 
served.

The MainStreet Business Assistance 
Program does have a cost of 
implementation: $10 million over 
the 20-year life of the RTA. At half of 
one percent of the total RTA plan cost, 
this has been one of the wisest public 
investments made. This is reiterated 

within the hundreds of thank-you 
letters, cards and e-mails received at 
MainStreet. Of the businesses that have 
completed the MainStreet program, 
only one has closed as a direct result 
of transportation improvement 
construction impacts. The MainStreet 
program is strengthening our local 
business community by providing 
tools, resources and expertise that will 
last beyond project completion. The 
program also creates goodwill toward 
government by growing positive, 
trusting relationships based upon 
tangible solutions. Moreover, the 

MainStreet program helps retain local 
jobs, and can foster job growth in the 
long term.

The authors will give a presentation on 
this topic at the 2015 APWA Congress in 
Phoenix, Arizona. Their session is entitled 
“Business Rocks: Establishing a Successful 
Business Assistance Program” and takes 
place on Sunday, August 30, at 4:00 p.m. 
James DeGrood can be reached at (520) 
495-1481 or JDeGrood@PAGregion.
com; Britton Dornquast can be reached 
at (520) 838-4352 or BDornquast@
MainStreetInfo.org.

Larry W. Frevert, P.E., PWLF, who served as APWA National Past 
President in 2007-08, has been appointed by the Board of Directors 
to serve as APWA Interim Executive Director. He will serve in 
this capacity during the time that the Board continues with the 
recruitment process.

Frevert has been a Senior Consultant with TREKK Design Group in 
Kansas City, Mo., since 2012. He previously served as a Vice President 
and National Program Director for Public Works at HDR, where he 
assisted local governments with their public works projects. Prior to 
his tenure with HDR, Frevert worked for the City of Kansas City, Mo., 
Public Works Department as the Division Engineer–Street and Traffic 
for nine years and the Deputy Director of Public Works for eight 
years. He also served Kansas City as its Acting Public Works Director 
and Assistant Engineering Director for its Parks and Recreation 
Department. During his career, he also worked for Burns and 
McDonnell and the Missouri Department of Transportation.

Frevert is a Past President of the Kansas City Metro Chapter, served as the chapter’s Alternate Delegate, 
and was the Vice General Chairman of the 2002 Congress host committee and General Chairman of 
the 1997 North American Snow Conference host committee. He served at the national level on the 
Board of Directors from 2002-08, on the Finance Committee (2001-05; Chair, 2005-06), Engineering 
and Technology Committee (Chair, 2001-02), Congress Site Selection Committee (1997-2001; Chair, 
1998-2001) and as the Board Liaison to the Fleet Services Committee (2002-06) and Facilities & Grounds 
Committee (2002-06). He has chaired the Professional Development Committee for the past two years. 
He received APWA’s Top Ten Public Works Leader of the Year award in 2010 and in 2013 he received the 
APWA Presidential Leadership Award.

Larry W. Frevert, APWA Past President, 
appointed as Interim Executive Director

Larry W. Frevert
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hat happened to our 

sidewalks? Why did they 

become so neglected? 

What will it take to restore them 

to good condition and who is 

responsible? Who is liable for injuries 

caused by unsafe sidewalks? These 

are questions faced by nearly every 

municipality in the U.S.

Sidewalks deteriorate gradually 

over time due to poor materials 

and construction, soil movement, 

tree roots, mechanical damage 

and displacement from utility and 

construction work. But it wasn’t until 

someone was injured that a serious 

deficiency suddenly became apparent. 

Normally, the injured party submitted 

a claim to the municipality who denied 

it because of the laws that put the 

responsibility of sidewalk maintenance 

on the abutting property owner. 

Conversely, property owners (or their 

insurers) would refute the claim and 

assert that the municipality was at 

fault. Though most jurisdictions have 

statutes and ordinances that hold the 

abutting property owners responsible 

for maintenance of the sidewalk in the 

adjacent public right-of-way, citizens 

are often unaware of this or dispute 

who is really liable. Court cases and 

out-of-court settlements over the 

years tend to find the municipality at 

least partly at fault—for example, if a 

sidewalk was displaced because of roots 

from “city” trees in the right-of-way.

For many years jurisdictions 

conducted routine neighborhood code 

enforcement programs that included 

sidewalk inspections. Property owners 

were notified if repairs were needed 

and informed that the cost would be 

their burden. In certain situations, the 

local jurisdiction would share the cost 

of the repair with the property owner. 

Over time, such programs tended to 

be sporadic and ineffectual due to 

cumbersome bureaucratic processes, 

legal complications, staff shortages 

and other priorities. Eventually, 

sidewalk code enforcement dwindled 

to responding only to complaints. This 

was exacerbated by the inability of 

lower-income homeowners to afford 

the repairs and an increasing number 

of abandoned properties in the central 

neighborhoods. Enforcement was 

also difficult against commercial and 

industrial properties that were often 

owned by absentee landlords and 

corporations. The usual recourse was 

for the public agency to pay for the 

repairs and then impose liens on the 

properties. However, these liens had 

little effect until the property was to be 

sold at a much later date.

Prior to the advent of the automobile 

age in America a century ago, sidewalks 

were an urban necessity. Though 

streetcars ran on major streets, walking 

was the most common way of getting 

around. Neighborhoods and business 

districts were compact and most daily 

life was conducted within a relatively 

Don’t get tripped by hazardous sidewalks: 
mitigating risk by a systematic inspection and 
maintenance program
Dave Bergner, M.A., PWLF, Principal, Monte Vista Associates, LLC, Mesa, Arizona; Janet Luessenheide, 
Senior Engineering Technician, City of Overland Park, Kansas; and Mike Hale, P.E., P.L.S., Supervisory Civil 
Engineer (retired), City of Overland Park, Kansas; presenters, 2015 APWA Congress

W

Broken, uneven sidewalks are safety hazards and 
potential liability risks. (Photo credit: Mike Hale)
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short range. However, after World War 

II America was in a prosperity boom; 

families could now afford a car and a 

new house in the outlying suburbs. 

Few sidewalks were installed in those 

developments as our society became 

fixated on the convenience of personal 

autos. Expressways were built through 

older neighborhoods to make the 

commute from the suburbs to city 

core easier and faster. And, as the old 

neighborhoods aged and declined, so 

did the sidewalks. Local governments 

were more concerned with ways to 

handle the growing traffic congestion.

Now, American cities are experiencing 

revitalization as people move back into 

the central areas of cities. One of the 

amenities of urban life that appeal to 

people is being able to conveniently 

walk or bike to work, mass transit, and 

nearby shops, stores and restaurants. 

Demographically, both affluent 

“Millennials” and mature “Boomers” 

are at the forefront of this trend. 

“Walkability” is an important factor 

in their decisions. Another trend is 

young families moving to the older, 

but stable, inner-ring suburbs. Built 

30-60 years ago, they typically have 

either no sidewalks or sidewalks on just 

one side of the streets. The sidewalks, if 

present, exhibit the same deficiencies. 

Where no sidewalks exist, residents 

petition the local government to install 

them. Though residents of these areas 

still travel predominantly by auto, they 

want good sidewalks for recreation 

and a sense of connectivity to their 

neighborhoods.

The National Complete Streets 

Coalition, founded in 2005, advocates 

for the design and operation of 

roadways that accommodate all modes 

of surface travel, not just automobiles. 

Complete Streets policies improve 

safety, lower transportation costs, 

provide transportation alternatives, 

encourage health through walking 

and biking, stimulate local economies, 

create a sense of place, improve social 

interaction, and generally improve 

adjacent property values. Sidewalks 

are an essential element of that total 

system.The National Conference of 

State Legislatures named Complete 

Streets policies as the most effective 

policy avenue for encouraging walking.

Another major concern is accessibility 

for disabled and elderly persons. The 

population of elderly with mobility 
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infirmities will rapidly grow as the 

“Boomer “generation ages. Regardless 

of whether using canes, walkers, 

wheelchairs or battery-powered 

scooters, defective and missing 

sidewalk segments hinder their 

mobility and safety. ADA laws mandate 

that jurisdictions install wheelchair 

ramps at corners and designated 

crosswalks; remove obstructions (or 

relocate sidewalks if that cannot be 

done); ensure that new sidewalks 

or major replacement work comply 

with ADA standards; and that public 

sidewalks and ramps are free from 

hazardous conditions.

Los Angeles, Calif., recently agreed 

to spend more than $1 billion over 

30 years to fix the city’s broken and 

crumbling sidewalks as part of a 2010 

lawsuit settlement. Forty percent 

of the city’s sidewalks need repair, 

according to one estimate. A number 

of other municipalities around the 

nation have also agreed to settlements 

regarding accessible sidewalks with the 

U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ). A 

concise and informative discussion of 

ADA sidewalk compliance is available 

at the Southwest ADA Center website: 

http://www.southwestada.org/html/

publications/ebulletins/legal/2014/

july2014.html.

All things considered, it is imperative 

that local jurisdictions recognize 

and respond to the pressing need for 

sidewalk maintenance management. 

By and large, this falls on the public 

works agency. The first step is to 

develop a complete and accurate 

inventory of all sidewalk segments 

and curb ramps within the public 

right-of-way. The second, usually done 

concurrently with the field inventory 

process, is to precisely identify each 

deficiency by location, type and 

extent. The third step is to aggregate 

the data according to the deficiency 

classifications. The numbers will then 

clearly indicate the scope and severity 

of sidewalk problems. Fourth, calculate 

the per-unit cost of repair/replacement, 

the total amount needed for each 

category and a grand sum for all repairs. 

Fifth, the needed repair work is sorted 

by priority (for example, tripping 

hazards would have the highest), 

by location (i.e., areas of highest 

concentration of priority problems; 

locations with most pedestrian activity; 

along school routes or where many 

elderly and disabled live) or by a 

combination of factors including local 

political districts. Another approach 

is to divide the jurisdiction into zones 

and, based on land use, determine a 

sequential chronological order. Sixth, 

the jurisdiction must decide how much 

money can be appropriated over a 

defined period of time to mitigate the 

backlog of repairs. Put simply, if the 

total of all sidewalk maintenance work 

is calculated to be $10,000,000, but the 

most that can be funded annually is 

$1,000,000, then it will take 10 years to 

complete.

But not all sidewalk deficiencies need 

immediate attention. That is why it 

is important to prioritize and address 

the problems that pose the greater 

risk of liability exposure and/or ADA 

compliance enforcement. Clearly, it 

seems a daunting challenge especially 

with so many other priorities and not 

enough staff, time and money. But, 

despite the obstacles, it can be done; 

moreover, it must be done. Generally, 

the DOJ and courts have held that if a 

jurisdiction has a plan to systematically 

identify, prioritize and correct 

sidewalk deficiencies—including ADA 

compliance—over a reasonable period 

of time, then it is less likely to be held 

liable for claims regarding injuries and 

lack of accessibility.

To learn more about how one city 

developed and implemented a “home-

grown” systematic sidewalk inspection, 

inventory and maintenance program, 

see the article by the above authors at: 

http://issuu.com/apwa/docs/092011_

reporteronline/34. The authors will 

make a presentation on that topic at 

the 2015 APWA Congress in Phoenix, 

Arizona, Sunday, September 30, at  

8:30 a.m.

Dave Bergner is a retired Public Works 

Superintendent and presently is the 

Principal of Monte Vista Associates, 

LLC in Mesa, AZ; he can be reached at 

dlbergner@gmail.com. Janet Luessenheide 

is a Senior Engineering Technician in the 

Public Works Department of Overland 

Park, KS and manages the sidewalk 

inventory and inspection program; she 

can be reached at janet.luessenheide@

opkansas.org. Mike Hale is a retired 

Supervisory Civil Engineer who managed 

the annual major street preservation 

program for Overland Park, KS Public 

Works; he can be reached at mhale@

everestkc.net.

Defective sidewalks that hinder mobility by the 
disabled and elderly are an ADA compliance 
enforcement issue. (photo credit: http://www.
sandiegoreader.com/news/2011/mar/02/
citylights2-san-ysidro-sidewalks/)
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hether you are from 
a rural area or highly 
urbanized city, stormwater 

impacts your community. It is by 
no means a new topic, but certainly 
one that is gaining traction among 
local governments. For the City of 
Valdosta, stormwater has always 
been a part of our community, but a 
defining moment occurred in 2002 
when we received a letter from the 
Georgia Environmental Protection 
Division (EPD). After reading all 
the information, the message was 
clear—the City met the National 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination 
System (NPDES) Phase II Stormwater 
rule, which required a Municipal 
Separate Stormwater Sewer System 
(MS4) permit. While the permitting 
process was familiar to us for water and 
wastewater, the stormwater side was 
unknown territory and there were no 
communities nearby that we could 
follow. So in 2003, the City applied 
for coverage under the NPDES permit 
and began the process of developing 
an official Stormwater Management 
Program.

Now let’s be honest. No matter 
how many times you read through 
the permit language, it can be 
overwhelming and confusing. As 
we outlined the requirements, we 
quickly realized that not only did we 
need to define our program, since 
multiple departments were providing 
services, but designate funding to 
ensure its success. After discussing 
various options, the City decided that 
a stormwater utility would be the best 
option. No matter the economic times, 

this can be a challenging undertaking. 
In order to do it right, the City hired 
a consultant with a rich history in 
developing stormwater utilities across 
the nation—CDMSmith. Over the next 
two years, CDMSmith interviewed 
staff from each department involved 
with stormwater functions, compiled 
geographic information system (GIS) 
data, evaluated the operational costs, 
worked closely with a Stormwater 
Advisory Committee, prepared 
an ordinance appropriate for our 
community, and assisted with the 
development and integration of the 
customer billing database. At the 
same time the stormwater utility was 
implemented in 2006, the City was 
also in the process of preparing for the 
adoption of the Stormwater Ordinance 
to address post-construction runoff. 
Just as the momentum was in full 
swing, it was time to renew the 
stormwater permit which would serve 
us for the next five years.

The timing of renewing the permit 
was certainly not perfect, but 
good did come out of it. We were 
able to reevaluate our Stormwater 
Management Program and fine-tune 
our activities. Through the growing 
pains of the previous two years, we 
better understood questions such as 
“What is required?”, “What are we 
already doing?”, “What else do we 
need to do to be in compliance?” and 
“What resources and partnerships are 
available?” Now with a designated 
funding source and defined direction, 
our workforce was able to improve our 
response time, increase inspections 
and maintenance, which helped 

transition us to a more proactive 
program. We moved from only 
knowing the stormwater system based 
on experience, to having each crew 
using a map book created through GIS. 
By utilizing GIS and providing unique 
ID numbers to each feature, we are now 
better able to document our efforts and 
visually see where we have worked, 
trouble spots, and areas we need to 
work in.

Today, our Stormwater Division 
consists of 19 employees responsible 
for the 36 square miles of our city. 
Their experience and length of service 
varies, but together we have grown 
from a small division that almost went 
unnoticed, to a strong unit that rises to 
new challenges every day, such as slip 
lining pipes and breaching a Category 
I dam. When most people head inside 
due to heat or rain, they are already 
in the midst of whatever activity is 

Stormwater: One community’s story

Emily P. Davenport
Assistant Director, Engineering Department
City of Valdosta, Georgia
Presenter, 2015 APWA Congress
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needed in that situation. We trust 
each other, understand our strengths, 
and know our resources—whether our 
infrastructure or equipment. Because 
of this, we are able to handle most 
functions in-house, such as preparing 
annual reports, reviewing stormwater 
utility accounts, performing operation 
and maintenance of the system (e.g., 
inspections, cleaning, repairs, mowing 
easements), street sweeping, education 
outreach, GIS data collection, water 
samples, and much more.

While this has been a long and 
challenging process, it has truly been 
worth it—not just for the benefits 
to our water resources, but also the 
importance of finding a balance 
between our built and natural 
environment. Through this process we 
have learned that it is not just about 
the “Stormwater Division” managing 

the existing stormwater system. It is 
about working with staff from our 
planning/zoning and engineering 
departments so that we prepare for 
and promote smart development. It is 
about working with our Arbor Division 
to preserve and plant trees not just 
for beautification, but to help reduce 
runoff and improve water quality. It 
is about engaging the community to 
bring awareness through presentations 
to civic groups, curb marker 
events with youth, or organizing 
neighborhood cleanups.

Our program is not perfect and never 
will be. We have wish lists, needs, 
and challenges just like every other 
community. If anything, we hope 
that our story will encourage you 
and remind you that you are not 
alone on this journey. Each time 
another community reaches out to 

us for help, we also learn from them. 
It is important that we continue to 
collaborate and share information in 
this constantly changing environment. 
So just remember, no matter the size 
of your community or if you have a 
stormwater permit, you are impacted 
by stormwater in some way. To learn 
more about our program, please visit 
our website at www.valdostacity.com/
stormwater.

Emily Davenport will give a presentation 
on this topic at the 2015 APWA Congress 
in Phoenix, Arizona, and will be joined 
by Stan Brown, P.E., City Manager, City 
of Oakwood, Georgia. Their session is 
entitled “Stormwater for Small Cities/
Rural Communities – One Community’s 
Story” and takes place on Sunday, August 
30, at 3:00 p.m. Emily Davenport 
can be reached at (229) 259-3530 or 
edavenport@valdostacity.com.

The American Public Works Association has announced the winners of the 2015 Chapter Membership 
Achievement Award. The Chapter Membership Achievement Award encourages membership growth by 
honoring the chapters showing the largest percentage of net increase in membership, compared to  
other chapters of similar size. Every APWA chapter in good standing is eligible for consideration.

Congratulations to the 2015 winners for their success in member retention and recruitment: 

All six winners receive a $500 award which can be used to provide more education and professional 
development opportunities for members. In addition, the winners receive a plaque of recognition and  
a patch for their chapter banner, as well as being recognized during the Awards Program at Congress.

Contact Brad Patterson at 800-848-APWA (2792) with any questions about the Chapter Membership 
Achievement Award.

Chapter Membership Achievement Award 
winners announced

 

Chapter Size Division 
(based upon qty of members as of June 30, 2014) Award-Winning Chapter 

Net Membership Increase 
from 

July 1, 2014 - June 30, 2015 
100 members or less Alaska 1.67% 
101-200 members Western Pennsylvania 17.50% 
201-300 members Central California 10.67% 
301-500 members San Diego/Imperial 

Counties 
6.98% 

501-850 members Arizona 7.89% 
More than 850 members North Carolina 7.83% 
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he City of Gahanna is a vibrant 
suburb of Columbus, Ohio. 
With a population of almost 

34,000 and land area of twelve square 
miles, it takes about 175 vehicles and 
major pieces of equipment along 
with hundreds of pieces of minor 
equipment to handle the City’s needs. 
Historically, Gahanna had a successful 
equipment replacement program 
that was based upon equipment age. 
However, as with most municipalities, 
budget cuts as a result of reduced 
funding has presented the City with 
the challenges to finding better ways to 
target the equipment that truly needed 
replacement, purchase the right 
equipment to properly complete tasks, 
and right-size the fleet by eliminating 
under-utilized equipment. As a result, 
the entire equipment replacement 
program was evaluated and redesigned.

One of the first steps we undertook as a 
city was to identify all of the challenges 
with the existing equipment 
replacement program and then to 
explore possible solutions to those 

challenges. We felt it was important 
that the new program support the city-
wide philosophy of practicing fiscal 
responsibility while maintaining a 
high level of service and safety for our 
citizens and employees. With that goal 
in mind, solutions to the following six 
main challenges were developed:

Challenge #1 – Automatic 
replacement schedules based solely on 
equipment age allowed replacement 
of equipment without requiring any 
justification of its need. Also, one-for-
one equipment replacement strategies 
provided little incentive to encourage 
the right-sizing of fleet by eliminating 
under-utilized equipment.

Solution #1 – Business Case forms 
were created that would be completed 
for all equipment replacements/
purchases. These forms request 
information regarding how and to 
what extent the equipment will be 
used. To incentivize the user to give a 
thorough analysis when completing 
each Business Case, the new program 

was designed to allow any department 
choosing to reduce their fleet to have 
the proceeds from the sale of their 
equipment dedicated specifically to 
their department’s future equipment 
purchases.

Challenge #2 – Each department 
owned their equipment. The silo 
design of equipment ownership 
allowed redundancy of equipment 
among departments.

Solution #2 – The Business Case 
form asks if another department has 
equipment that could be shared or if 
it would be wiser to lease or rent the 
equipment. As noted above, with the 
new program design, departments 
would benefit directly by considering 
all possible equipment use options and 
reduce their own fleet when it made 
sense.

Challenge #3 – Equipment might 
continue to be repaired even when 
a life-cost analysis would show it’s 
become a money pit. This practice 
increased in frequency as funding 
became tight over the years due to the 
legitimate fear that money might not 
be available to actually replace the 
equipment.

Solution #3 – A Business Case form 
was created that includes a repair vs. 
replacement formula. Completion of 
this document immediately reveals 
equipment that should be replaced 
before it crosses from an asset to a 
liability.

Sustainable fleet replacement program made easy

Dottie Franey
Director of Public Service
City of Gahanna, Ohio
Presenter, 2015 APWA Congress
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Challenge #4 – It was difficult to 
objectively rate all City equipment 
and target what exactly needed to be 
replaced.

Solution #4 – An Equipment Rating 
spreadsheet was created that objectively 
ranks all equipment based upon:

• Maintenance/Repair Cost - 
This number divides the total 
maintenance/repair costs by the 
acquisition cost to rate where the 
equipment stands on the money-pit 
scale.

• Total Mileage Expectancy – 
This number takes the equipment’s 
actual current mileage and compares 
it with how many total miles would 
be on the equipment before you 
would ultimately want to replace it.

• Total Lifespan Expectancy – 
This number takes the equipment’s 
actual age and compares it with the 
oldest age that the equipment would 
be when you would ultimately want 
to replace it.

• Actual Use vs. Expected Use – 
This number compares the actual 
use of the equipment in the current 
year vs. the expected use of the 
equipment in the current year. This 
rating shows whether or not the 
equipment is under-utilized and 
a possible candidate for removal 
from the fleet or over-utilized and a 
possible candidate for replacement.

When the above ratings are calculated 
as a whole, all equipment can be 
ranked objectively making the 
equipment most needing replaced 
obvious.

Challenge #5 – Equipment funding 
varied over the years and a sustainable, 
dependable stream was necessary.

Solution #5 – Once the new 
equipment replacement program 

was developed, it was easy for City 
leadership to commit to a dependable 
annual allotment for equipment 
replacement. The key to this solution 
is that the funding levels need to 
be a consistent amount that works 
for long-range, sustainable budgets. 
Additionally, annual budget account 
balances need carried into the next 
year. That way, long-range equipment 
replacement can be saved for, similar 
to the way individuals handle their 
personal incomes with regard to 
significant purchases.

Challenge #6 – Police fleet competed 
with other departments for limited 
General Fund dollars. Based upon use 
and volume of vehicles, it was difficult 
for any General Fund department to 
qualify for fleet dollars over Police.

Solution #6 – Separate budget line 
items were created for consistent 
annual funding allotments; one 
specifically for the Police fleet and 
one specifically for general fund 
equipment excluding police fleet.

Implementing the new equipment 
replacement philosophy was difficult 
at first, as departmental supervisors 
felt like they were losing control of 
their equipment replacement needs. 
Over time, however, they realized that 
the new system actually gave them 
greater control of the process because 
it allowed them to save toward future 
purchases and hone their fleet to be 
exactly what they needed. In time, 
staff learned to trust the process and 
eventually became engaged and 
enthusiastic participants.

Dottie Franey will give a presentation on 
this topic at the 2015 APWA Congress 
in Phoenix, Arizona. Her session is 
entitled “Sustainable Fleet Replacement 
Program Made Easy” and takes place on 
Wednesday, September 2, at 8:30 a.m. 
She can be reached at (614) 342-4003 or 
dottie.franey@gahanna.gov.
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or local governments 
managing the collection 
and disposal of refuse, a new 

paradigm exists. Solid waste is now 
considered a resource. Specifically, 
some components of the solid 
waste stream can be converted into 
energy. The concept of pursuing 
conversion technologies for solid 
waste management to promote landfill 
diversion, generate renewable energy, 
and/or reduce greenhouse gases 
can be relatively simple. However, 
actually determining what technology 
to choose is considerably more 
complicated.

But don’t despair. Local governments 
considering such possibilities already 
are ahead of the game, searching 
for ways to make the best decision 
for a community in the short term 
and for the foreseeable future. Such 
options can be identified by choosing 
technologies appropriate for the 
community’s location, size, budget and 
waste stream.

To do so requires a thorough, 
methodical approach that takes 
a number of factors into account. 
Provided below is a five-step process 
recommended for consideration.

Step One: Explore the Universe
The first step is to become familiar with 
various alternatives available—the 
universe of technologies that could 
convert your waste into power.

Provided below is a summary of a set 
of eight technologies most frequently 
identified by waste managers as being 
considered.

Mass burn combustion. 
Whether it’s a modular starved-air 
system—historically used for smaller 
applications, typically less than 400 
tons per day—or a field-erected excess 
air system, such technologies combine 
refractory-lined combustors to reach 
desired capacity with ash as a residual. 
Tubes form the incinerator walls, 
allowing water to circulate as part of 
the steam-generation process, which 
in turn is used to create electric power. 
Some facilities use steam turbines that 
produce steam for sale to an end user.

Advanced thermal recycling. 
This is the term given to mass burn 
technology plants that are enhanced—
either with a pre-processing system 
similar to a materials-recovery facility 
(MRF) added to remove recyclable 
materials from the MSW prior to 
the MSW being introduced into the 
furnace, and/or with an advanced 
emission-control system designed to 
capture and recover components in the 
flue gas, converting them to marketable 
by-products. Such systems segregate 
fly ash from bottom ash, from which 
metals can be recovered and recycled 
for use, potentially, as road base and 
construction material.

Refuse-derived fuel (RDF) 
combustion. RDF systems have been 

used for multiple decades to improve 
the quality of MSW leading up to 
combustion, recover materials and 
generate energy. RDF can be burned in 
different types of combustors. Several 
material-processing systems typically 
are used in an RDF plant, including 
shredders, magnets, eddy current 
separators, trommels and picking 
stations, using different combinations 
and arrangements to optimize results. 
Most RDF systems in the U.S. use field-
erected, excess air grate combustion 
units that include boilers similar to 
those used by the modern mass burn 
system to generate energy.

Pyrolysis. Pyrolysis typically occurs 
at temperatures in the range of 750°F 
to 1,500°F and degrades the feedstock 
without addition of air or oxygen. This 
process produces oils and fuel gases 
that can be used directly as boiler fuel 
or refined for higher quality products 
such as engine fuels and chemicals. 
Solid residue from pyrolysis, often 
called “char,” contains solid carbon 
and most of the inorganic portion of 
the feedstock. Burning gases produced 
during the pyrolytic reaction in a 
separate reaction chamber releases 
significant thermal energy, which can 
be used to produce steam for electricity 
generation, heat the pyrolytic reaction 
chamber or dry feedstock entering the 
reaction chamber.

Conventional gasification. 
These technologies cover fluid bed 
gasification and fixed bed gasification, 

Exploring the universe of solid waste 
conversion technologies

Robert W. Craggs, Solid Waste and Resource Recovery Manager, Burns & McDonnell, 
Bloomington, Minnesota; Scott Pasternak, Senior Project Manager, Burns & McDonnell, 
Austin, Texas; Presenters, 2015 APWA Congress
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both of which involve the thermal 
conversion of organic carbon-based 
materials with a limited supply 
of air/oxygen in the presence of 
internally produced heat, typically at 
temperatures of 1,400°F to 2,500°F. 
This process produces synthetic 
gases (syngas) composed primarily of 
hydrogen and carbon monoxide (CO). 
Inorganic materials are converted 
either to bottom ash (with potential 
beneficial reuse for manufacturing 
ceramic-like bricks or paving stones), 
or to a solid, vitreous slag (with 
potential beneficial reuse in roofing 
tiles or asphalt filler). Like pyrolysis, 
most gasification systems are closed 
systems and do not generate waste 
gases or air emission sources during the 
gasification phase.

Plasma arc gasification. Developed 
for the metals industry in the late 
nineteenth century, plasma arc 
technology—a collection of free-
moving electrons and ions formed by 
applying a large voltage across a gas 
volume at reduced or atmospheric 
pressure—uses very high temperatures 
to break down feedstock. Plasma can 
reach temperatures of 7,000ºF and 
higher, breaking up the molecular 
structure of organic material to 
produce simpler gaseous molecules 
such as CO, hydrogen and CO2, 
while inorganic material is vitrified 
to form a glassy residue. By-products 
of plasma gasification are similar to 
those produced in high-temperature 
gasification.

Anaerobic digestion. This biological 
process, known as AD, involves the 
microbial breakdown of large organic 
molecules into biogas, which can be 
treated and combusted in engines, 
turbines or boilers to produce power, 
or otherwise processed to create 
a fuel comparable with natural 
gas (sometimes referred to as bio-

methane). The process also produces 
a residue that contains inorganics, 
nondegradable organics and other 
materials—solids that may be cured in 
standard composting-type processes 
to produce a usable compost product. 
While AD has been used for decades to 
process solids removed at wastewater 
treatment plants, it has been used 
more recently, primarily in Europe, 
to process source-separated organics 
from MSW. But nondegradable 
materials that exist in MSW can be 
problematic because they remain in 
the solid by-product and significantly 
reduce the value and usability of the 
resulting soil amendment.

Mechanical biological 
treatment. This approach 
combines mechanical treatment 
of the incoming waste stream 
with biological treatment of the 
organic fraction of the waste. It is 
presently common in Europe, where 
landfilling of untreated waste is 
limited. Recyclable materials often are 
recovered, and remaining materials 
are used as feedstock for a thermal 
treatment process.

The above list is not an exhaustive 
one. A number of other technologies 
also are marketed as being viable 
for converting MSW to energy. 
However, there is limited evidence of 
application to solid waste.

Step Two: Ask Threshold Questions
Once you are familiar with the 
universe of possibilities, you should 
focus your search on what may work 
in your community. Here are two key 
threshold questions to initiate the 
technology screening process:

Has the technology been used 
to manage the targeted waste 
streams? Some technologies 
provide volume reduction of waste, 
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generate heat and operate efficiently. 
Be sure to weigh the prospects for 
each technology in terms of how 
each would address your actual 
waste stream. If there is no technical 
history reflecting that the proposed 
technology has been applied to 
the targeted waste feedstock, then 
excluding the specific technology from 
any further review is recommended. 
For example, plasma arc gasification 
has been used to manage various types 
of hazardous and industrial wastes, but 
historically has not been commercially 
applied to convert mixed municipal 
solid waste.

Is there a reference facility 
using the technology that is 
operating commercially or as a 
demonstration facility? Project 
developers may advocate the successful 
application of select technologies 
to MSW without a specific reference 
facility. A reference facility is a 
conversion facility where the select 
technologies have successfully 
converted the targeted waste streams 
to energy on a continuous basis. The 
distinction between a commercially 
operating facility and a demonstration 
facility is that the commercially 
operating facility has operated on a 
continuous basis; the demonstration 
facility usually has not. However, 
the existence of a facility that has 
successfully demonstrated the 
applicability of the technology to the 
targeted waste stream provides a basis 
for further consideration. Without 
either of these types of reference 
facilities, then excluding the specific 
technology from any further review is 
recommended.

Step Three: Identify and Apply the 
Assessment Criteria
Before moving forward with a 
detailed evaluation on the remaining 
technologies, it is recommended that 

you identify the assessment criteria 
to apply to the various technologies. 
The assessment criteria should reflect 
the economic, environmental, 
and technical issues critical to the 
community where siting of such a 
facility is being considered.

The assessment of the various waste-
to-energy conversion technologies 
will be conducted using criteria that 
reflect critical factors associated with 
their application. These criteria relate 
to the energy benefits, costs, and 
potential environmental effects of 
these technologies. They include the 
following:

• Types and net energy produced.

• Quantities and mix of feedstock.

• By-products/residuals.

• Capital and operations costs.

• Environmental and regulatory 
issues.

• Commercial readiness.

• Flexibility.

• Compatibility with existing system.

Provided below is a brief description of 
each of these criteria. The intent is to 
provide a recommended list of criteria 
for decision-makers. The analysis will 
allow these decision-makers to become 
more informed about the technologies 
examined, especially when conducting 
their own project specific assessments.

Types and Net Energy Produced. 
The types of fuels or energy produced 
through conversion technologies 
include alcohol, biodiesel, methane, 
steam and electricity. Note that these 
are reported as the usable energy 
products created by the technologies. 
However, some further transformation 
may be required to obtain marketable 
energy products. Energy per ton of 

feedstock represents a viable measure 
of energy yield.

Quantities and Mix of Feedstock. 
Additional criteria that should be 
considered are the quantities and mix 
of feedstock available. The technology 
must be scalable for the types and 
amount of feedstock being proposed. 
Many projects fail to provide such 
information to the level to include the 
substreams associated with the project. 
For example, does the project include 
MSW, construction and demolition 
waste, source-separated organics and/
or sludges?

By-products/Residuals. By-
products and residuals can be defined 
as non-energy materials (e.g., ash, 
water, wastewater) that are produced 
during the application of technology 
processes. Some by-products or 
residuals may require treatment and/
or disposal. However, other residual 
materials may be beneficially reused. 
Select regions of the United States 
may have markets for some residual 
materials, such as bottom ash or char. 
In applying this criterion, the by-
products/residuals produced should be 
estimated as a percentage of the total 
inputs when data are available.

Capital and Operations Cost. 
Estimating costs associated with the 
various technologies requires defining 
project parameters. Planning-level 
capital costs should be estimated, 
including design and permitting costs, 
construction and equipment costs, and 
other direct costs associated with the 
development of the project. Planning-
level capital costs will vary depending 
on the size, location, and specific 
details of the project. Project definition 
typically needs to include, at least, 
project throughput, selected primary 
technology, type of energy produced, 
and general site parameters assumed 



for cost estimates to be completed. 
Based on availability of data, capital 
costs may need to be estimated as a 
range of values at this stage of the 
analysis.

Operations and maintenance costs 
are typically measured as annual 
operating, maintenance, and 
associated non-capital costs. Similar 
to the planning-level capital costs for 
a specific technology, the operations 
and maintenance costs may vary 
depending on the size, location and 
specific details of the project. Based 
on availability of data, operations and 
maintenance costs may need to be 
estimated as a range of values at this 
stage of the analysis.

Environmental and Regulatory 
Issues. The environmental and 
regulatory issues typically associated 
with specific technologies vary with 
project-specific parameters and local 
and regional regulatory agencies. 
Generally, environmental and 
regulatory issues are addressed through 
permit applications and reviews of 
facility construction and operating 
permits. In applying this criterion, 
the analysis should characterize 
the fatal flaw regulatory issues (e.g., 
pollution control for air emissions, 
disposal of contaminants) and identify 
the environmental and regulatory 
issues recommended for further 
investigation.

One of the most prominent 
environmental impacts of a conversion 
technology project is the potential 
for reductions in greenhouse gas 
emissions. The amount of such 
reductions related to a technology 
should be assessed with the 
designation of a high, medium, low or 
no change. Greenhouse gas emission 
generation activities considered should 
include collection, transportation, 

processing and disposal. Other 
environmental impacts that may be 
characterized include by-products/
residuals, contamination issues and 
stormwater management.

Commercial Readiness. 
Commercial readiness refers to 
the technical maturity of the 
technology. Some of the technologies 
described above have been operating 
successfully in locations across 
the United States and/or Europe. 
However, other technologies 
may still be in the pilot phase 
or research-and-development 
stage of production. Based on 
this information, a general risks 
assessment of the relative commercial 
readiness of each technology should 
be discussed. For example, in some 
cases the technology may have been 
successfully applied to one type of 
feedstock, but also may have limited 
application to another type of 
feedstock.

Flexibility. The flexibility of 
a technology refers to how well 
a technology can be adapted to 
changing internal and external 
project factors (e.g., regulatory, 
project throughput, feedstock 
quality, feedstock mix). For a 
technology to be flexible over time, 
it must be able to be maintained 
and updated appropriately with 
advances in technology. In applying 
this criterion, the analysis should 
discuss the general parameters of 
each technology and characterize 
its flexibility using a ranking of low, 
medium or high.

Compatibility with Existing 
System. Even if the application 
of the criteria results in favorable 
outcomes, the proposed technology 
should be compatible with the solid 
waste management system in the 
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community where the facility is being 
considered. Compatibility should 
be linked to projected integration 
into the existing system and planned 
programs. For example, anaerobic 
digestion may fit a specific system 
because of the quantities and mix 
of available organics, but the lack of 
available project sites may preclude 

the application of such an opportunity 
from being considered.

Step Four: Develop Comparative 
Matrix and Rank the Technologies
To reflect the application of the criteria 
to the various technologies, the next 
step should include a comparison of 
the outcomes. The relative importance 

of the criteria should be determined 
by weighting each of the criteria. It 
is recommended to develop a matrix 
listing the technologies assessed and 
a summary of the application of the 
criteria to each technology as shown 
below.

Once the framework of the matrix 
is developed, each technology 
should be scored to create a ranking 
of technologies from preferred to 
least preferred. A total score for 
each criterion should be calculated 
by multiplying the weighting of 
individual criteria by the ranking, 
then summing to obtain a total 
score. Usually, the results will reflect 
groupings of technologies. From 
these groupings, a set of preferred 
technologies can usually be identified.

Step 5: Seek Assistance
Upon identifying a short list of 
preferred technologies, the framework 
has been established for conducting 
detailed evaluations of specific 
proposed solid waste conversion 
projects. Numerous local governments 

have received both unsolicited and 
solicited proposals to convert solid 
waste and its various substreams into 
energy. With the list of preferred 
technologies, you can move efficiently 
into a detailed evaluation of specific 
proposals. Detailed review of site-
specific projects by a qualified 
professional(s) is recommended to 
address specific local and regional 
market conditions, future system 
needs, detailed costs, applicable 
environmental regulations and hone 
in on technologies that accomplish 
your mission: making the best decision 
for your community, environment and 
budget.
 
The authors will give a presentation on 
this topic at the 2015 APWA Congress 
in Phoenix, Arizona. Their session is 

entitled “Exploring the Universe of Solid 
Waste Conversion Technologies” and 
takes place on Monday, August 31, at 
3:00 p.m. Robert W. Craggs, Solid Waste 
and Resource Recovery Manager for the 
Environmental Global Practice at Burns 
& McDonnell, has more than 25 years of 
experience in the industry and has helped 
more than a dozen local governments 
evaluate conversion technologies. Scott 
Pasternak is a Senior Project Manager 
with Burns & McDonnell with 20 years 
of experience. Together, they have advised 
multiple local governments regarding 
conversion technology feasibility and 
procurement projects. They can be 
reached at rwcraggs@burnsmcd.com and 
spasternak@burnsmcd.com.
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BUILDING THE PUBLIC SECTOR:
One Leader at a Time
New Program Starts October 23, 2015
REGISTER TODAY!
APWA has once again partnered with renowned Public Sector Advocate and 
Leadership Development Innovator, Ian Hill, to create this first-of-its-kind 
program that will equip participants with the leadership competencies and tools 
the times require. One Leader at a Time incorporates the best elements of the 
successful Leadership in Changing Times program while offering new tools and 
concepts to help participants fulfill their full leadership potential.

Full Series
Building the Public Sector: One Leader at a Time has been designed for every 
member of your department and offers three flexible tracks of learning for 
Executive Leaders, Emerging Leaders and Front Line staff. Participants will learn 
how to generate sustained performance improvement and discover new skills for 
success that are needed in today’s rapidly changing world.

Executive Track
Individuals not interested in signing your agency up for the full training package 
(Director, Emerging Leader, Front Line Staff Tracks) may register their executive-
level leadership for the Director Track only.

Each track includes:
· 5 live video stream workshops (one every three weeks).
· Live video chat support coaching sessions (between the learning sessions).
· Weekly reinforcement and motivational emails.
· A learning portal containing on-demand video archives of all sessions, all 

materials and a support forum for the dynamic exchange of information.
· The learning portal will be available for continuous use for an entire 

year after the initial 15-week program ends.

Don’t wait, sign up today!

For more information, visit www.buildingthepublicsector.org.
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ur cars and roads are 
about to get a lot smarter. 
Soon vehicles, roadside 

infrastructure, and even personal 
mobile devices will all connect via 
a secure and anonymous wireless 
network, generating and exchanging 
a wealth of data that will advance 
our transportation system by leaps 
and bounds. By sharing important 
information such as position, speed, 
brake status, and more, cars will 
be able to sense the environment 
around them and issue warnings 
and recommendations to drivers. 
Connected vehicle technology will 
empower Americans with real-time 
information that can help prevent 
crashes and save lives, improve 
mobility, and enhance our overall 
livability.

The U.S. Department of Transportation 
(USDOT) has been researching the 
potential benefits of vehicle-to-vehicle 
(V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure 
(V2I) communications for over a 
decade. In August 2012, the USDOT 
finished a year-long test of this 
emerging technology to address 
transportation’s toughest safety 
challenges. The Safety Pilot Model 
Deployment in Ann Arbor, Mich., was 
the largest real-world test of connected 
vehicle technology to date, with over 
2,700 participating vehicles using 
wireless safety technology to help 
everyday drivers avoid crashes as they 
went about their normal routines. 
Safety applications alerted drivers 
of braking vehicles ahead, vehicles 
in their blind spots, and impending 
red-light runners. Our efforts proved 
that connected vehicle technology 

indeed works in the real world and in 
a variety of vehicle types—cars, trucks, 
transit vehicles, motorcycles, and even 
bicycles.

This technology is expected to reduce 
unimpaired vehicle crashes by 80 
percent, while also reducing the 4.8 
billion hours that Americans spend in 
traffic annually. Connected vehicles 
will also yield unprecedented levels 
of data that will be the basis for a 
multitude of innovative applications 
that will lead to smart vehicles, smart 
infrastructure, and ultimately smart 
cities.

Connectivity can lessen the impact 
of weather on our roads and our 
lives
Twenty-four percent of all crashes 
occur under adverse weather 
conditions and result in over 7,100 
deaths and more than 673,000 injuries 
each year. Inclement weather delays 
drivers by close to one billion hours. 
Accurate and timely information 
on weather and road conditions can 
reduce the number of crashes and the 
delays caused by snow, rain, ice, wind 
and fog.

Many cars on our roads today already 
track information road temperature, 
windshield wiper use, anti-lock brake 
use, steering patterns, and speed. 
Connected vehicles will provide new 
sources of road weather information 
for use in transformative applications.

Imagine, for instance, a vehicle 10 
miles ahead providing warnings about 
icy road conditions along the route, 
giving other drivers time to adjust their 

speed safely or take a different route 
altogether. Connected vehicle apps 
could provide snowplows and other 
maintenance vehicles with the same 
information about deteriorated road 
conditions. Agencies would have up-
to-date information about problem 
areas and where service vehicles are 
needed most, improving treatment and 
response time.

Connectivity can improve the safety 
of our work zones
Highway work zones are high-risk 
areas for collisions and for highway 
worker safety. The dynamic nature 
of temporary work zones can be 
confusing and disconcerting to drivers. 
By communicating with roadside 
infrastructure, connected vehicles can 
alert drivers to nearby work zones and 
the presence of workers in or near the 
work zone.

Such an app could also ease confusion 
by warning drivers of lane closings 
and unsafe speeds when approaching 
the work zones. Drivers would receive 
messages containing merging and 
speed guidance.

Apps in this area do not just focus on 
providing travelers inside the vehicle 
with as much real-time information 
as possible. They also warn on-scene 
workers of vehicles with trajectories 
or speeds that pose a high risk to their 
safety—protecting the overall safety in 
work zones.

Connectivity can improve public 
safety and incident response
Pre-arrival information about an 
incident is critical to public safety 

Connecting to the future: USDOT advancing 
connected vehicles

Greg Winfree
Assistant Secretary for Research and Technology
U.S. Department of Transportation
Washington, D.C.
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responder decisions about vehicle 
routing, staging, and secondary 
dispatch decisions. Connected 
vehicle apps could help public safety 
responders and dispatchers improve 
response time by providing still or 
video images of an incident scene, 
surrounding terrain, and traffic 
conditions, and help establish incident 
work zones that are safer for responders, 
crash victims, and nearby travelers.

Connected vehicle technology can also 
protect the safety of those dedicated to 
preserving public safety. For example, 
cars could provide warnings to drivers 
about an incident on the road ahead 
such as a traffic stop. This would give 
drivers time to safely slow down and 
change lanes, helping to protect the 
safety of any police officers on the 
scene and maintain the flow of nearby 
traffic. Meanwhile, any officers or first 
responders at the scene could also 
receive a warning on their radios that 
an approaching vehicle might pose a 
danger.

What’s next? Accelerating toward 
deployment
The USDOT wants to speed the 
nation toward this revolutionary new 
transportation system in which the 
number of crashes could one day be 
reduced to zero. The Department is 
accelerating its timetable on a proposed 
rulemaking that would require the 
installation of V2V equipment in all 
new light-duty vehicles. The proposal 
is expected in 2016. New cars with 
connected vehicle technology could be 
on our roads as early as 2017.

To facilitate the integration of 
connected vehicle technology into 
our transportation system, the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA) 
will release a V2I guidance document 
this summer. The guidance will assist 
transportation managers and operators 
interested in adapting their traffic 
signals and other roadside devices to 
be compatible with the new connected 
vehicles.

In addition, the USDOT is funding 
regional Connected Vehicle Pilots 
around the country to further advance 
the deployment of this technology. 
The pilots will demonstrate connected 
vehicle solutions in real-world 
environments. The goal is to spur 
innovation among early adopters of 
connected vehicle application concepts 
and to encourage partnerships among 
multiple stakeholders (e.g., private 
companies, states, transit agencies, 
commercial vehicle operators, and 
freight shippers) to support improved 
system performance and enhanced 
performance-based management.

The Department is investing in 
this revolutionary transportation 
ecosystem in which all of our 
vehicles, road infrastructure, and 
even pedestrians are connected to 
create ubiquitous access to safer, more 
efficient, and sustainable travel for 
everyone.

As we integrate connected vehicle 
technology into our cars, our roads, 
and our communities, we move closer 
toward a connected society that unites 
transportation with public safety and 
other coordinated public services—
improving our overall livability. The 
possibilities are boundless.

To learn about connected vehicles visit 
the U.S. Department of Transportation 
website at http://www.its.dot.gov/
library/media/15cv_future.htm.

Kate Hartman, Team Lead, USDOT, 
will give a presentation on this topic at 
the 2015 APWA Congress in Phoenix, 
Arizona. Her session is entitled “How 
Connected Vehicles Will Change the Way 
We Travel and Impact Public Works” and 
takes place on Tuesday, September 1, at 
10:00 a.m.
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n recent years, dozens of cities 
have created new positions solely 
dedicated to institutionalizing 

what is now often called a “culture 
of innovation.” Often, these 
positions are responsible for defining 
and standardizing organizational 
innovation processes, though they 
may also serve as advocates for specific 
initiatives. And, others serve a broader 
role—not only as Chief Innovation 
Officer, but as Chief Information 
Officer since the application of 
emerging technologies is often viewed 
as integral to the position.

Now, by examining some of the 
best examples of local government 
innovation programs, a number of 
common themes are emerging which 
can help ensure a successful and 
sustainable program of innovation in 
local government is achievable.

Four key attributes which some 
of the most successful innovation 
programs share include:

Senior Leader Support – Whether 
a mayor, city manager, or county 
commissioner(s) oversee the agency, 
both the senior elected officials and 
senior administrative staff must be 
engaged and publicly committed to 
the success of an innovation initiative. 
Since it’s best to often be “the best 
source of the worst news,” senior 
leadership must acknowledge up 
front that the process will be neither 
cheap nor easy and most likely will 
go through “fits and starts” along the 
way. Inevitably, these senior leaders 
will be needed to provide support and 

advocacy when challenges and barriers 
are encountered and be prepared 
for both accepting and expecting 
occasional failures.

Dedicated Resources – While no 
precise “organizational construct” 
is mandatory, dedicated teams with 
three to five full-time members have 
shown excellent results. Some of the 
best innovation team leaders often 
have 20-plus years of experience and 
have varied, often non-technical 
backgrounds while their teams’ less 
senior and associate members should 
possess a background in statistics 
and data analytics. Others heavily 
rely on fellowships and internship 
arrangements with local universities, 
many of whom themselves are, not 
coincidentally, simultaneously creating 
academic “certificate” programs in 
innovation.

Staff Augmentation – The team 
members must be seen by their 
colleagues as augmenting staff 
members’ work in other agencies, 
rather than “piling on” to their 
existing burdensome workloads, 
or worse yet, “stealing” their most 
promising projects and then “basking” 
in the accompanying recognition.

Cross-Functional Support with 
Defined Objectives – The chief 
executive must make it clear to both 
the entire organization and the 
innovation team that well-defined, 
data-driven results are paramount. 
Simply put, the benefits created by 
the team must outweigh its costs; 
and while intangible benefits (think: 

“improved quality of life”) are always 
welcome, quantifiable benefits (think: 
millions of dollars saved) provide 
the best argument for sustaining 
the team against future critics. Since 
collaboration is crucial, key staff in 
other “silos” must understand they are 
obligated to support the team; while 
the team accepts they are obligated 
to assume some of the workload from 
those agencies to advance the most 
promising initiatives.

Four Best Management Practices 
– some of the most successful examples 
of these teams not only generate 
ideas as “think tanks” do, but focus 
heavily on “teeing up” successful 
implementation of their ideas by 
emphasizing:

1.  Quantifying Problems and 
Solutions – using the best available 
analytics, they define their 
problems in quantifiable terms, 
then using the same data sets, 
define their successes.

2.  Avoiding “reinventing” – 
solutions to existing problems in the 
public sector often exist elsewhere. 
Many of the successful teams adapt 
and adopt the “best of breed” and 
success stories from elsewhere.

3.  Implementing – going beyond 
thinking about new approaches, 
these teams must stay focused on the 
ultimate objective—advancing new 
ideas to the “brink of execution.”

4.  Partnering and collaborating 
insatiably – one of the overarching 
common themes of these teams is 

Creating a culture of innovation

Dave Zelenok, P.E.
Consultant
Colorado Springs, Colorado
Presenter, 2015 APWA Congress
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they do not actually implement 
their own good ideas. Rather, 
through collaborating and 
partnering, the teams strive to set 
up others for success. One of the 
last phases is “turning over” these 
successful ideas to the operational 
experts. Although this phase may be 
among the most difficult, “flipping” 
the idea not only reinforces 
the teams’ primary objective—
encouraging others to share in 
the successes—but by “declaring 
victory,” this process allows the team 
to transition or “pivot” to the next 
bold idea, leaving behind a legacy of 
supporting others and success.

Real-world innovative examples
Applying this culture of innovation, 
the City of Centennial, Colo., has been 
actively pursuing a number of creative 
and unprecedented initiatives to 
enhance the services, reduce costs and 
position the city for an unparalleled 
economic development effort into the 
future.

1 – Public vs. Private Works. 
Incorporated only about fourteen years 
ago, the City of Centennial already 
has a few claims to fame. Ranked 
by a number of national surveys as 
a “Safest” and “Best” Place to Live, 
Centennial—with a population over 
100,000—still holds the distinction of 
the largest municipal incorporation 
in U.S. history. Although Arapahoe 
County provided services such as 
public works and law enforcement 
for decades, the advent of a new city 
government allowed a major “reset” 
point for the fledgling city to decide 
how to deliberately provide the best 
possible services in every respect.

Soon, the lack of a “legacy” 
government allowed a number of 
unique opportunities to surface. In 
2007, local leaders decided the newly-
founded city should create its own 
public works department, though 

it owned no equipment, materials 
and had no staff; and for that matter, 
nobody was convinced the public 
works department needed to be quite 
literally “public.”

Under my direction, the city engaged 
a six-month effort to first precisely 
define existing levels of service in 
dozens of work areas in a process often 
known as “Value for Money.” Next, 
proposals were received from three 
private sector companies and a fourth 
“in-house” proposal was prepared 
in a process known in the lexicon as 
“Managed Competition.”

After careful analysis—and to much 
surprise—the “fully loaded” cost 
differential between a traditional 
public works department versus 
an entirely outsourced private 
sector agency was determined to 
be negligible. As a result, the city 
deliberately chose to not create an 
entirely new traditional public works 
department and instead awarded 
a contract to the private sector. 
Using an innovative public-private 
partnership (P3) model with an 
explicit acknowledgement of “risk 
sharing”—the nearly $50 million, 
five-year contract astonishingly 
contained a body of only 33 pages.

Since then, the contract has exceeded 
almost all expectations and thanks 
to an innovative “Value Exchange” 
and a “Flexible Services Account” 
it entered its second five-year term in 
2013 with no major change orders.

Result: The agency is widely regarded as 
the largest outsourced municipal public 
works department in the nation.

2 – Unnatural Evolution: Traffic 
Signals to Fiber Co-location 
to Gigabit Service. Another 
area ripe for innovation in a local 
government setting is delivering 
municipal broadband. Unfortunately, 

with one or possibly two primary 
incumbent internet providers in most 
communities, it’s difficult for a local 
government to gain a “toehold” in the 
market, or so thought Centennial.

To provide some context, many 
internet providers offer download 
speeds to consumers of about 10-
50 megabits per second (Mbps) and 
upload speeds of about 2-5 Mbps. 
Recently, dozens of local governments 
have chosen to offer internet service 
and are striving to “gigafy” their 
communities by extending fiber optics 
to the “premises” (FTTP). In the past, 
such levels of service were impossible, 
but with recent advancements in 
technology, an entire city may now 
be served at 1,000 Mbps—known as 
“gigabit speed”—with as little as four 
fiber optic strands. With that goal in 
mind, Longmont, Colo., and dozens of 
other cities are now connecting their 
residents with FTTP via a city-provided 
fiber optic backbone and are able to 
offer gigabit speeds for less than $65 
per month—and as much as a one-
hundred-fold increase in speed from 
the previous providers.

A few years ago, the City of Centennial, 
like many cities, started to interconnect 
its traffic signals with miles of fiber 
optic cable. However, unlike many 
cities, Centennial has been closely 
reviewing all private sector street cut 
permits for partnering opportunities. 
In certain cases, installers of conduits 
have been asked to “co-locate” 
or partner with the city to install a 
parallel city-owned conduit during 
installation. Some cities have similar 
programs and use terms such as “dig 
once” or “joint build” to accomplish 
similar outcomes. Although the need 
for the future conduit may not be 
known at the time it’s installed, the 
extremely low cost of co-locating 
while the street cut is open can provide 
a highly lucrative potential to local 
governments.
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To illustrate the potential benefits in a 
typical installation, contractors often 
charge about $20-$30 per linear foot of 
underground conduit bored through 
suburban areas. However, when 
co-locating, the additional cost or 
“upcharge” for a second conduit may 
be as low as $2 per linear foot. Over the 
last few years, the City of Centennial 
has installed about 60 miles (about 
a third of a million linear feet) for 
roughly a half million dollars. The net 
result is the City now has a virtually 
ubiquitous conduit network, arguably 
now worth tens of millions of dollars. 
Better yet, should the City decide to 
install fiber optics in those conduits, 
it may do so for as a little as $1 per 
foot; again, literally “pennies on the 
dollar.” Now, should the City decide to 
enter the internet service business, it 
is perfectly positioned to do so and is 
studying the costs, benefits and risks of 
doing so.

Result: Thanks to a number of highly 
innovative processes and a grand vision, 
Centennial may now easily choose to join 
the growing number of “gigabit cities.”

3 – High-Energy Ideation: 
Streetlights. Yet another area ripe 
for innovation and undergoing a 
radical transformation in technology 
is the seemingly mundane area of 
streetlighting. Across Colorado, 
there are about a half million lights 
providing illumination on public 
rights-of-way. Like many states, 
Colorado has an established public 
utilities commission to allow investor-
owned utilities (IOU’s) to provide 
certain services—like streetlighting—
at predetermined, unmetered and 
“regulated” rates, while in other cities, 
co-operatives own utilities and many 
cities own their own utilities.

Nationally, streetlight rates can 
vary significantly, but commonly 
run between about $15 and $25 per 
month for a 100-watt streetlight. With 

electric rates in Colorado commonly 
running about 10 cents per kilowatt-
hour, each of these streetlights only 
consumes about $3-$4 per month 
in power. With another $1-2 per 
month needed for maintenance, the 
remaining funds—and sometimes as 
much as 75% of the total “lighting” 
bill—often don’t go to either power or 
maintenance. Instead, bills for public 
streetlighting may be viewed as highly 
lucrative “cash cows” by utilities; 
while they are seen as “must pay” line 
items included in a local government’s 
budget. The reality is, neither is true 
and a national movement is underway 
which may soon fundamentally 
change the way public lighting is 
delivered.

With the advent of new technologies 
in lighting—including both 
“induction” systems and light emitting 
diodes (LED)—these new lights are 
able to provide as much as three times 
as much light (measured in lumens) 
per watt consumed. Stated another 
way, the power portion of a city’s 
monthly bill can be easily cut in half by 
converting to LEDs, but at a price, since 
replacements can run $400-$500 per 
light installed. Even by factoring in a 
significantly reduced maintenance bill, 
returns on investments can run several 
years—or in some cases, can take even 
decades to recoup the conversion costs.

So, back to the drawing board. While 
technology is improving, many 
cities have calculated that simply 
converting to LEDs may or may not 
be worth considering. Instead, they 
find that even significantly larger 
returns—perhaps three times as high—
can be realized by purchasing or 
recapitalizing the system itself. If 
the lights are owned by an IOU, this 
innovative idea may be well worth 
pursuing. Across Colorado, cities 
have calculated that such a process is 
definitely worth pursuing.

Results: Some cities have determined a 
system-wide “buy-out” may be even more 
valuable than an LED conversion—with 
ROI’s in as little as five years. And, by 
purchasing (either outright or via a P3) 
and upgrading to LEDs, local governments 
can reduce the millions spent on lighting 
by as much as 50% or more.

Results – PLUS: Better yet, with dozens 
of miles of underground conduits in 
place (thanks to co-locating, dig-once or 
joint-build policies), the newly-acquired 
streetlights may be energized with 
conductors—or even by running “lit fibers” 
into them—or possibly both. By doing so, 
thousands of streetlights may be upgraded, 
and now used as excellent neighborhood 
transmitter locations.

Crazy? Innovative? Both?

Fact: Vail, Colo., is now providing 
ubiquitous Wi-Fi from dozens of 
streetlights—all connected by fiber 
optics—and provided by P3’s with the 
private sector.

Things never looked brighter!

4 – The High-Tech Road into the 
Future… With these innovative ideas 
already taking root across the country, 
the obvious question is –

Where to from here?

Here’s just a glimpse into the future of 
innovative transportation initiatives, 
coming soon to a city near you:

• Autonomous cars (may be only a few 
years away!) – imagine sending your 
car by itself for an oil change, then 
picking your Mom up to take her to 
your favorite restaurant for lunch—
without you!

• Predicting traffic jams based on 
“big data”—but only 30 minutes 
in the future—and changing signal 
coordination just in time to improve 
traffic flows.
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• Variable speed limits to “harmonize” 
traffic flows on major arterials—
reducing primary and secondary 
accidents, congestion and 
frustration.

• Pedestrian detectors – sensing the 
presence of your cell phone, and 
adjusting signal timing when you’ve 
safely cleared, say, the eastbound 
lane. No wasted time sitting with 
traffic at an “all red” indication 
needlessly.

• Shared – everything. Car sharing, 
bike sharing, ride sharing, house 
sharing. The future may not include 
your “very own” everything. Get the 
app—and get over it!

• Bus route deviation – based on the 
dynamics of who/is/where/when, 
the bus can swing by and pick you 
up—on your way to the bus stop!

• Traffic management and even crowd 
management by sensing your cell 
phone – why wait in endless queues 
when the “system” can detect you 
and send you where no one else is? 
That’s assuming you want to avoid 
lines, of course.

• Parametric, predictive adaptive 
control. Huh? Knowing where 
you are, where you’re going, the 
“system” will not only “admire 
the problem,” but prevent it from 
happening in the first place, then 
adjust everything proactively. 
That future may take longer than 
autonomous cars, but it’s on it way. 
Imagine the power in the future of 
combining both.

• Well – get this: the future is on its 
way. It’ll be here tomorrow.

Enjoy your day. 

Dave Zelenok has served as the City of 
Centennial’s first full-time Public Works 
Director, their Interim City Manager 
and since 2012, as Chief Innovation 
Officer. He has spoken at every APWA 

Congress since 2001 and will be 
speaking in Phoenix—on the topic of 
Creating a Culture of Innovation in Local 
Government (Tuesday, September 1, at 
3:45 p.m.). Dave now consults with public 
sector agencies and the private sector on 
the process of innovation, the importance 
of embracing the coming waves of 

technology and its future impact on our 
everyday lives. He can be reached at david.
zelenok@gmail.com.

Acknowledgement: City Hall 
Innovation Team Playbook, 
Bloomberg Philanthropies, March 2015
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2015
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ith an ever-expanding 
array of bulbs available 
at home improvement 

stores and installations in place from 
Beijing to Boston, light-emitting diodes 
(LEDs) may seem like an innovation 
that has arrived rather than a future 
for invention. In streetlights and 
traffic signals, LEDs are being installed 
to enhance reliability, deliver more 
consistent and appealing light, 
reduce spillover lighting of adjacent 
properties (light “trespass” is the legal 
term), lower energy usage, and lower 
costs for operation and maintenance. 
Cost savings from reduced electricity 
demand alone—recent experience 
suggests larger cities can immediately 
cut their electricity bill by a third or 
more—go a long way toward repaying 
the cost of replacing incandescent, 
mercury vapor, and other traditional 
lighting with LEDs. LEDs seem like a 
done deal.

But wait, there’s more. An LED is 
a semiconductor device, like the 
transistors that give the appearance of 
intelligence to our laptop computers 
and cell phones. As has been the case 
with those transistors, LED prices have 
declined and technologies advanced 
steadily since the 1970s. (Moore’s Law, 
the famous prediction that plots out the 
still ongoing convergence of increasing 
computing power and declining costs, 
has its LED counterpart in Haitz’s Law 

that forecasts the cost per unit of useful 
light emitted falls each decade by a 
factor of 10 while the amount of light 
generated per LED increases by a factor 
of 20, for a given light wavelength.) 
Tomorrow’s LED may be a lot brighter 
and smaller than what we have now.

Tomorrow’s LED may be a lot more 
energy-efficient as well. The better-
performing products currently on the 
market convert about 25 percent of 
the electricity they use to light, and 
researchers anticipate the industry 
could reach levels of 70 to 80 percent, 
but we have to figure out how.

But the lighting is only part of the story. 
Looking ahead, you ain’t seen nothin’ 
yet!

Researchers are exploring how to 
control LEDs on a large scale. Already 
you can use your home or office Wi-Fi 
and a cell phone or computer to adjust 
the color and intensity of your desk 
lamp; tomorrow you could be able to 
use your municipality’s streetlights and 
signals to direct emergency vehicles or 
reroute traffic.

Researchers are also exploring how 
to incorporate micromechanical 
optical components—tiny mirrors 
and lenses—in packages with LEDs to 
change the direction and focus of the 
light delivered. That desk lamp might 

light the whole room while you are 
moving around to find your papers, 
then focus in on what you are reading 
once you settle down in your chair. The 
streetlights might focus on pedestrians 
and bicyclists to light their paths and 
alert motorists to their presence.

Some people feel we are at the start 
of an LED-driven lighting revolution. 
The future for this solid-state digital 
technology does indeed look bright.

Andrew Lemer, Ph.D., is currently a 
Senior Program Officer with the National 
Academy of Sciences of the United States 
of America. In addition to technical papers 
and occasional articles for the Reporter, he 
writes on civil infrastructure and human 
settlement at www.andrewlemer.com.
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PUBLIC WORKS INSTITUTES

he most fundamental aspect 
of local government public 
works is that it is performed in 

public view by public organizations 
for the public good. This results in 
fundamental differences between 
public and private organizations that 
affect virtually all aspects of the way 
the two make decisions, the rules 
under which they operate, and the 
expectations placed on them by those 
they serve. The following are some of 
those fundamental differences.

Public works customers are more than 
just customers, for together they are 
the ultimate owner of the local public 
works organization. I’m sure very few 
in public works have not heard the 
words, “Remember, I pay your salary.”

And because the owners elect the 
board of directors or the top manager 
in the case of a strong mayor, opinions 
of individual customers carry much 

more weight than they ever would 
in a private organization. That same 
relationship and the need to run for 
election every two to four years can 
result in a short-term view being 
held by elected leaders when the 
long-lasting nature of public works 
requires a long-term view. So it often 
falls to the public works manager/
leader to foster the long-term view in 
their recommendations and decision-
making processes.

Public organizations do the public’s 
business with the public’s money. In 
an attempt to safeguard that decisions 
are made honestly for the public good, 
all meetings, with a few exceptions, are 
to be officially noticed before they are 
held and all decisions are to be made 
in the open. Other protections against 
illegal acts include layer upon layer 
of procedural rules and regulations 
that must be followed, particularly in 
purchasing, accounting, and personnel 
activities. Often these rules are in 
response to a shady or downright 
illegal act committed in the long 
distant past, but the rule lives on.

In addition to the fundamental 
aspect presented above, Unit 7 in the 
Wisconsin Public Works Institute 
program covers the following three 
topics:

• The nature of the power relationship 
between the state and its local 
governments and its impact on local 
operations,

• The effects that the various 
structures of local governments have 

on decision-making processes and 
effectiveness,

• The impact that public employee 
ethics laws and professional ethics 
have on personal and organizational 
decisions in local governments.

While all three topics have a significant 
impact on public works policy-making 
and management, this column will 
focus on the nature of the power 
relationship between the state and its 
local governments, because it is the 
most fundamental of the three topics 
and sets the framework for the issues 
related to the other two topics.

Our U.S. federal system has resulted 
in local governments having different 
powers, structures, and processes from 
state to state, because it is within each 
state’s power to create corporations, 
private and public, and to set into law 
the primary framework by which these 
corporations operate.

This column focuses on local 
government fundamentals in 
Wisconsin and will not apply 100% 
of the time to local governments in 
other states, but many of the concepts 
presented are widespread in the U.S. 
and are found in one form or another 
in the majority of the states.

Who is in charge?
Most Wisconsin residents and many 
public works employees are surprised 
to learn that the State of Wisconsin 
calls all of the shots when it comes to 
local government powers. The tension 
between state control and local control 

Stephen T. Pudloski, P.E.
Program Director, University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin
Member, APWA Institute Review Committee

Unit 7: Local Government Fundamentals
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of local governments has existed for 
more than 100 years in the U.S. The 
state-in-charge power relationship 
grows out of a ruling in 1886 by Justice 
John Forest Dillon, Chief Justice of 
the Iowa State Supreme Court and is 
known as Dillon’s Rule. At the time of 
Dillon’s ruling, there was a prior ruling 
by a Michigan Court in favor of local 
control. However, it’s not surprising 
that Dillon’s rule has been adopted 
by most states and currently 39 states 
follow it.

Dillon’s Rule
Simply put, local governments are 
creatures of the state:

• They must do what is required by 
the state,

• They must not do what is prohibited 
by the state, and

• They must seek state approval for 
any function or process on which 
state law is silent.

Therefore, in order to perform a new 
function not covered in state law, 
a local government must petition 
that new law be adopted by the state 
legislature and signed by the governor.

Sign of the times
Justice Dillon’s ruling shows that he 
did not trust local government officials 
to do the right thing. Dillon practiced 
in the period known as the gilded 
age. Between 1860 and 1900 the U.S. 
economy grew more than 400%. Titans 
of industry like Rockefeller, Carnegie, 
and Morgan built monopolies and 
revolutionized business practices and 
there was virtually no government 
regulation of economic activity. There 
was a burst of labor-saving innovations 

in industrial and agricultural 
technology, but not all Americans 
benefited from this period of national 
prosperity, for there was enormous 
wealth for a few and crushing poverty 
for the many.

During this “golden” period local 
government politics was ripe with 
corruption, scandal and patronage 
for political advantage. You may 
remember from your American history 
classes the story about the Tammany 
Hall political machine in New York 
and the slogan “To the victor goes 
the spoils.” Dillon’s concern about 
local control may have been valid 
when he ruled. In his writings, Justice 
Dillon indicated his general distrust of 
local governments and their leaders, 
“those best fitted by their intelligence, 
business experience, capacity and 
moral character usually do not hold 
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local office” and the conduct of 
municipal affairs is generally “unwise 
and extravagant.” Dillon saw state 
control as a way to clean up local 
governments.

Frozen in time!
However, the immediate effect of 
Dillon’s rule forced local governments 
to stand still in time, since they had no 
power to innovate, be flexible, or meet 
new conditions and needs without 
state action. A major complicating 
factor in seeking more local power was 
that any law granting power to one 
local government had to be granted to 
all local governments in the same class. 
No single unit of local government 
wishing to provide a new service would 
do so without trying to convince other 
local governments to join them in their 
appeal for a change in state laws and 
a grant of a new power. That proved 
a very high bar for a petitioning local 
government to overcome, and only the 
largest city would ever have a chance to 
seek a unique grant of power.

Reform Movement
In 1901 the Progressive Reform 
Movement blossomed in response to 
corporate and government corruption 
and waste. At the national level the 
movement focused on regulation 
of industry. At the local level the 
movement attempted to eliminate 
political corruption and waste through 
professionalizing local government 
by creating the City Manager form 
of government and implementing 
new management techniques and 
regulations. The progressive movement 
took a foothold in three states led by 
three reform Governors: Theodore 
Roosevelt in New York, Woodrow 
Wilson in New Jersey, and Robert M. 
LaFollette in Wisconsin.

In Wisconsin during the nineteenth 
century cities and villages were 
created or chartered by special act 
of the state. In 1892 the creation of 

local governments by special act was 
prohibited in an amendment to the 
Constitution and a set of laws for all 
cities, villages, towns, and counties 
were included in state law drafted for 
each of those governmental units.

Home Rule comes to Wisconsin
In Wisconsin the local control 
movement was adopted by the 
progressives and in 1911 they were able 
to push through Home Rule law, which 
is the antidote to Dillon’s Rule. A year 
later the Home Rule act was found 
unconstitutional. A constitutional 
amendment creating home rule for 
cities and villages was finally adopted 
in 1924.

Home Rule provided more power to 
cities and villages, simply put:

• They must do what is required by 
the state,

• They must not do what is prohibited 
by the state, and

• They may do anything not 
prohibited by the state.

Home Rule changes the power 
relationship between the state and its 
local governments. Cities and Villages 
no longer need to seek approval from 
the state before they can provide a 
new service, adopt new regulations, 
or increase fees. However, the state 
has not provided home rule powers to 
its town governments nor counties, 
because they act as administrative units 
of the state.

Cities and villages have had home rule 
powers for over 90 years and from time 
to time the state has acted to prohibit 
city and village from exercising their 
home rule powers, but the pace of 
limiting local control by the state in 
Wisconsin has accelerated since 2011. 
Many local officials believe this has 
hampered their ability to meet new 
challenges.

In a feature article dated November 7, 
2013, the Madison Isthmus, a weekly 
newspaper, reviewed 11 changes 
adopted during 2013, many as part of 
the state biennial budget process. The 
11 actions included prohibiting local 
units of government from requiring 
employees to be residents and creating 
more restrictions on city powers 
regarding relocations of utilities for 
public projects. Earlier actions included 
eliminating any local control of frac 
sand mines and cell towers and their 
locations. In 2011, the most deeply 
felt such change by local public works 
agencies was the elimination of public 
employee unions and a reduction in 
state shared revenue that was justified 
by the increased flexibility gained by 
local governments due to the union 
legislation.

Several local officials are quoted in 
the Isthmus article indicating their 
concern about recent reductions 
in local government powers. The 
conclusion quotes Curt Witynski, 
assistant director of the League of 
Wisconsin Municipalities, “I have 
Republican legislators tell me, ‘I’m 
for local control: you guys are closer 
to the problem.’ Individually they 
see themselves as proponents of local 
control, but their votes over time don’t 
seem to add up to that.”

The tension between local control and 
state control of local affairs has seen 
rebalancing from time to time based 
on new challenges, opportunities, 
and climate of the times. We may 
be approaching a time of significant 
rebalancing of power to the state. 
Local public works leaders need to 
be watchful, analyze the impacts of 
proposed changes, and participate in 
the public discussion to protect their 
ability to provide services effectively 
and efficiently for the public good.

Stephen T. Pudloski can be reached at 
pudloski@epd.engr.wisc.edu. Wisconsin 
Public Works Management Institute: epd.
engr.wisc.edu/certsPublicWorks
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he APWA International Affairs 

Committee (IAC) works to 

facilitate the exchange of 

ideas with our international partners. 

Through our activities we teach, we 

learn, and we establish friendships 

across the globe. In 2014-15 we said 

goodbye to some old friends, welcomed 

some new ones, and provided 

opportunities for APWA members 

to learn from the international 

community. This glimpse into our 

activities is intended to provide a better 

understanding of the connection 

between APWA members and the 

international public works community.

Jennings Randolph International 
Fellowship Program
The Jennings Randolph International 

Fellowship Program provides financial 

assistance for APWA members 

to attend and present at a public 

works conference of one of APWA’s 

international partners and to conduct 

a public works study tour in that 

country. The IAC is charged with 

the program’s application process. 

This year we were gratified to have 

14 highly qualified applicants who 

proposed public works study tours in 

New Zealand, the Czech and Slovak 

Republics, and Mexico.

Frank Pandullo from Charleston, S.C., 

and Tom Jacobs from Kansas City, 

Mo., were the 2015 Jennings Randolph 

International Fellowship Award 

recipients. Frank travelled to the Czech 

and Slovak Republics and Tom travelled 

to the IFME/IPWEA joint conference in 

New Zealand. Please watch the APWA 

Reporter for future articles describing 

their experiences.

If you are attending Congress and 

want to learn more about the program, 

please plan to attend the JR Fellows 

meeting at Congress in Phoenix 

on Tuesday, September 1 in Room 

226A/B of the Phoenix Convention 

Center. The 2016 JR application will 

be available in October; information 

will be posted on the APWA website 

and e-mailed to individuals. Next year 

the program will expand to include 

travel to conferences hosted by our five 

Nordic partners (Denmark, Finland, 

Iceland, Norway and Sweden).

Ambassador Program
At the APWA Congress in Toronto 

the IAC rolled out its International 

Congress Ambassador Program. The 

goal was to help the international 

attendees network with fellow public 

works professionals and have a better 

overall Congress experience. Nineteen 

ambassadors were paired with forty-

one international members. The 

ambassadors included IAC committee 

and subcommittee members, chapter 

international liaisons and other APWA 

members. Ambassadors were asked 

to communicate before Congress, 

and attend the general sessions and 

international reception with their 

“charges.” Many ambassadors also 

invited their guests to their respective 

chapter dinners. It was a great way to 

show some “APWA hospitality” to the 

international public works community.

The ambassador program will continue 

at the APWA Congress in Phoenix 

with a solicitation for ambassadors 

expected in July. If interested, contact 

your Chapter IAC Liaison or APWA’s 

Lillie Plowman at lplowman@apwa.

net for eligibility criteria and other 

information.

International Chapter Liaisons
In 2013-14, under the leadership of 

previous IAC Chair Ted Rhinehart, the 

IAC established the Chapter Liaisons 

program. Since that time the IAC has 

been holding monthly conference 

calls with the liaisons to inform the 

chapters of the activities of the IAC 

and its international partners. This 

year, in response to a request from 

one of the chapter liaisons, the IAC 

produced a PowerPoint™ presentation 

and brochure to help chapters better 

inform their members about the IAC, 

its mission, and its partnerships. It 

is anticipated that the PowerPoint™ 

presentation and brochure will be 

available in time for the 2015 APWA 

Congress in Phoenix. 

Vydas Juskelis, P.E.
Director of Public Works
Village of Villa Park, Illinois
Chair, APWA International Affairs Committee

INTERNATIONAL IDEA EXCHANGE

IAC: Teaching, learning, and establishing friendships 
across the globe

2015 APWA International Affairs Committee

T
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APWA/SPWA/CZPWA Subcommittee 
(Czech and Slovak Republics)
The APWA/SPWA/CZPWA 

Subcommittee goals are to identify 

ways to better serve our organizations 

and members through collaboration 

and exchange of information in 

education, training, technology 

and management practices. 

Subcommittee Chair, Helena Allison, 

was instrumental in facilitating JR 

Fellow Frank Pandullo’s successful 

study tour and presentations to 

both Czech and Slovak Public Works 

Conferences. At the Congress in 

Toronto, APWA honored longtime 

member, international liaison and 

past President Jiri Neužil of the Czech 

Republic Public Works Association 

who retired from the organization 

after 11 very productive years. Nine 

representatives from the Czech and 

Slovak Associations participated in 

the 2014 Congress in Toronto where 

their president made a technical 

presentation.

Helena Allison also led IAC’s 

expanded communications with 

the Ghana Institution of Engineers 

in Ghana, Africa. APWA hosted the 

President of the Ghana Institution of 

Engineers, Mr. Magnus Quarshie, at 

the 2014 Congress in Toronto. The 

President, Past President and Executive 

Secretary are expected in Phoenix 

further opening doors for expanded 

relations in the future. Helena is also 

communicating with the Ghana 

Institution of Engineers in hopes of 

developing a long-term partnership.

International Federation of 
Municipal Engineers
APWA is a member of the International 

Federation of Municipal Engineers 

(IFME), whose purpose is to connect 

public works professionals around 

the world. In June 2015, Doug Drever, 

IAC member, and former national 

board member of APWA, assumed 

the presidency of IFME for a three-

year term at the joint IFME/IPWEA 

conference in Rotorua, New Zealand. 

President Drever offered a special 

thanks to outgoing President Ross 

Vincent of New Zealand and outgoing 

Past President Jorma Vaskelainen of 

Finland for their leadership during the 

past six years.

Over 800 registrants attended the 

conference, including APWA President 

Larry Stevens and Tom Jacobs, the 

2015 JR Fellowship recipient. The 

President of Iceland, His Excellency 

Olafur Ragnar Grimsson, delivered the 

opening keynote address with a speech 

on sustainability and a comparison 

of Iceland and New Zealand on their 

similar energy programs.

This IFME conference is held on a 

triennial basis. In 2018, the Kansas 

City Metro Chapter will be hosting 

the IFME conference jointly with the 

APWA Congress in Kansas City. “The 

KC Metro Chapter is thrilled to be 

hosting the 2018 joint APWA/IFME 

Conference,” said KC Metro President 

Tim Ross. We have already begun 

From left to right: Jennings Randolph Fellowship recipient Frank Pandullo from Charleston, South 
Carolina; Vice Mayor of the City of Mikulov, Ing. Marie Leskovjanova; APWA Past National President 
Dwayne Kalynchuk from Victoria, British Columbia; IAC Czech and Slovak Task Force Chair Helena 
Allison from Davis, California; and Czech International Liaison Tomas Hlavenka from the Czech Republic

APWA President Larry Stevens in Rotorua
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planning to make the 2018 conference 

a success.” President Drever indicated 

that IFME delegates are “keen to find 

out more about Kansas City.”

APWA/CPWA/IPWEA/IPWEA NZ 
Subcommittee (Australia/New 
Zealand)
The Institute of Public Works 

Engineering Australasia (IPWEA), 

which includes Australia and New 

Zealand, focused much of its activities 

on hosting the IFME conference in 

New Zealand. Every year they also 

send a number of their members on 

study tours in conjunction with the 

APWA Congress. This year two groups 

from Australia will be attending 

the Congress in Phoenix with stops 

in Chicago, San Francisco, New 

York, Seattle and Vancouver. APWA 

chapters hosting these study tours 

will find these experiences to be very 

educational and rewarding.

APWA/Mexico/Latin America 
Subcommittee
Under the leadership of Tyler 

Palmer, the APWA/Mexico/Latin 

America Subcommittee worked out 

a new partnership agreement with 

ICLEI Mexico (the International 

Council for Local Environmental 

Initiatives). Signing of the agreement 

is expected at the APWA Congressin 

August. Onbehalf of APWA, Tyler 

Palmer attended and participated 

in ICLEI’s Public Works Congress in 

Villahermosa, Mexico in the spring 

of 2015. The APWA/Mexico/Latin 

America Subcommittee also worked 

closely with the Phoenix Congress 

Committee to help promote the 2015 

Congress in Mexico, and Central and 

South Americas. A Congress flyer 

published in Spanish was distributed 

at two different events in Mexico 

and e-mailed to ICLEI’s members in 

Northern Mexico. Congress invitations 

were also sent to a fledgling Public 

Works Association in Honduras.

The APWA/Mexico/Latin America 

Subcommittee continued work on 

outreach to other Latin American 

countries. They drafted an 

introduction letter from APWA into 

Spanish and Portuguese and sent it to 

organizations in Brazil and Honduras. 

With continued effort, this committee 

works to expand the reach of the APWA 

further into Latin America. With many 

rapidly developing countries in the 

region, APWA can be a critical source 

of information and expertise for this 

region of the world.

Nordic Task Force
The partnership agreement with 

the five Nordic countries (Denmark, 

Sweden, Finland, Norway and Iceland), 

APWA, and CPWA was formally signed 

at the APWA Congress in Toronto. 

An organizing task force led by APWA 

Past President Noel Thompson held 

conference calls on a regular basis to 

establish the governance and goals 

for the 2015-2016, which is the 

first year that there will be a Nordic 

Subcommittee. Members from the 

Swedish organization produced 

an article for the APWA Reporter on 

the operations and resiliency of a 

power utility owned by multiple 

municipalities. Members from the 

Finnish organization submitted a 

Reporter article about innovative 

municipal water utilities. Members 

from the Finnish organization also will 

present a program at the Congress in 

Phoenix.

The 2014-15 IAC members are:

• Vydas Juskelis, P.E., Director of 

Public Works, Villa Park, Illinois 

(Chair)

• Helena Allison, Eng., PWLF, 

Engineering Manager, MLJ-LLC, 

Davis, California

• Martin Pastucha, Director of Public 

Works, Santa Monica, California

• Len Bernstein, Retired, Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania

• Chris Champion, IPWEA, Chief 

Executive Officer, Sydney, Australia 

(ex-officio)

• Doug Drever, P Eng., FEC, PWLF, 

City of Saskatoon, Saskatchewan 

(IFME Vice President)

• Tyler Palmer, Division Manager, 

Moscow, Idaho

• Joy M. Schaad, P.E., Retired, 

Chicago, Illinois

• Mike Connolly, Chief Executive, 

IPWEA NZ, Wellington, New 

Zealand (ex-officio)

• Ross Vincent, Retired Chief 

Executive, IPWEA NZ, Thames, New 

Zealand (ex-officio)

• Chuck Williams, PWLF, Director of 

Municipal Services, Lenexa, Kansas 

(APWA Board Liaison)

Vydas Juskelis can be reached at (630) 

834-8505 or juskelis@invillapark.com.

Tyler Palmer addresses ICLEI Conference in 
Villahermosa, Mexico.



Resources:
• APWA’s website – http://www.apwa.

net/

• IPWEA’s website – www.ipwea.org

• IFME’s website – http://www.

ifmeworld.org

• Lillie Plowman, APWA’s 

International & Outreach Manager, 

lplowman@apwa.net, (816) 595-

5253

• Dave Dancy, APWA’s Director of 

International Programs, ddancy@

apwa.net, 816-595-5250

• Vydas Juskelis, P.E. (IAC Chair), 

juskelis@invillapark.com, (630) 834-

8505

Supporting APWA’s International 
Mission
Want to get involved but not sure how? 

Here are some ideas:

• Serve on the IAC, a subcommittee, 

or as a Chapter Liaison to the IAC

• Seek out bilingual members in your 

chapter and encourage involvement 

in APWA’s international activities

• Submit professional articles of 

international interest to the IAC for 

coordination

• Attend international and IAC-

sponsored sessions and participate 

in the Ambassador Program at 

Congress

• Encourage applications for Jennings 

Randolph International Fellowship 

Program from your chapter

• Offer to host international guests 

for a study tour; inform IAC of 

international public works activities 

in your area

• Volunteer to help the Kansas City 

Metro Chapter plan and host the 

2018 APWA/IFME Joint Conference
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his is a story of an engineering 

disaster that through a series 

of events and missteps caused 

significant problems in a residential 

neighborhood. It started with a little 

sanitary sewer extension project and 

ended up breaking a water main and 

flooding several basements. Like any 

disaster, there is a timeline of events 

that at any time during the chain of 

events someone could have intervened 

and prevented the incident from 

happening. Here’s my story.

Once upon a time, a city installed a 

water main to service a new residential 

development. Since this was back in 

the 1980s for some reason a tracer wire 

was not part of the project. No records 

were found as to where the contractor 

placed the pipe, what materials were 

used or where the bends were. What 

type of pipe material did the city use 

you ask? Back then, instead of the more 

expensive cast iron pipe, the city saved 

money by using 6” AC (aka Asbestos 

Cement).

Wm. Roger Buell, P.E., PWLF, Director of Public Works, City of Columbus, Nebraska; 
member, APWA UPROW Committee; Chair, APWA UPROW Locating Subcommittee

An engineering disaster, 30 years in the making

T
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As most of you know, AC pipe has been 

installed in water systems in North 

America starting in the 1930s and 

up until the early 1980s when it was 

deemed not safe to cut as the asbestos 

fibers might be inhaled by the workers.

Now let’s fast forward to 2012. A 

consulting engineer working for a 

subdivision developer is tasked with 

designing a sanitary sewer extension 

that will cross this old water main.

Without checking the original plans 

from 30 years ago, the public sanitary 

sewer extension is drawn up with 

plan and profile view. The plans are 

then sent to the state for the required 

permit. It’s important to note here 

that the state does not require local 

approval of the plans.

Just by chance, plans are also sent to 

the Engineering Department but not 

the Public Works Department.

Historically, the city doesn’t have a 

structured engineering plan review 

process so submitting plans to the 

Engineering Department didn’t 

generate any sort of checks and 

balances on the accuracy of the plans 

or any coordination with the Public 

Works Department in charge of 

operating and maintaining the public’s 

water and sewer system.

Public Works staff just happen to be 

out on routine project patrol and drive 

by the future construction site. After 

noticing pipe and equipment onsite, 

they ask for a set of the plans.

Public Works staff performed a detailed 

plan review. One of the items noted is 

that the “existing” water main location 

shown on the plans isn’t represented in 

the corresponding profile view of this 

new public sanitary sewer line.

These written engineering comments 

are then forwarded to the Engineering 

Department. Unfortunately, the 

comments are not forwarded to the 

developer’s engineer.

Enter the “underground utility locator” 

aka the private contractor’s excavator.

The next contact from the private 

contractor’s side to the city is for an 

underground utility locate request. The 

Figure 2 – Profile view of recent engineered plan

Figure 1 – Recent engineered plan showing location of water main and sanitary sewer
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field personnel, who have not been 

provided a copy of the engineering 

plans for the new work, respond 

to the One-Call request with their 

system maps. They head on out to the 

field to the work site and try to find 

the untraceable 30-year-old asbestos 

cement water main.

They start to mark the location using 

the best available resources but then 

cross out the marks on the pavement 

since the exact location cannot be 

determined.

The day is January 27, 2012. The 

excavation date. The contractor calls 

the DPW’s utility locators to meet 

onsite. Since the city has historically 

run with a lean staff, the city staff 

instructs the contractor to “dig with 

care.” A special note here is that in the 

state’s one call law, there is a provision 

for a meet request but it has to be at a 

“mutually agreed upon time.”

Let’s head over to the job site now. 

The contractor begins the pavement 

removal by saw-cutting the concrete 

pavement panels to get to the 

underground sanitary sewer line 

that he has to connect to. Since the 

manhole to be connected to was in the 

pavement, the excavator knocked the 

entire casting off the top of the cone 

creating a gap between the bottom of 

the casting and the top of the cone.

So far all is well. Excavation of the soil 

begins, but we are now only seconds 

from disaster.

As the excavator continues to “dig 

with care,” he excavates down to the 

base of the sanitary sewer manhole 

and begins to elongate the trench 

towards the unmarked water main. It 

just so happened that the natural gas 

line, buried about three feet deep, was 

marked. As the contractor approaches 

the marked location of the gas line, 

he proceeds to “hand dig” with the 

excavator to expose the gas line.

While excavating (aka hand digging) 

under the gas line, the excavator 

“found” the water main with the tooth 

of the bucket.

The water main is ruptured. At just over 

50 psi, water quickly fills the trench. 

The workers ran to find the nearest 

upstream and downstream water valves 

to isolate the new break as the water is 

attempting to find its own level. The 

first hole that the gushing water finds 

was the recently created gaping hole in 

the top of the sanitary sewer manhole, 

between the casting and the cone.

It turns out that a six-inch broken 

water main can quickly exceed the 

capacity of a six-inch diameter main 

sanitary sewer line. Now water gushing 

out of the trench into the manhole still 

wants to find another outlet. That’s 

where the unhappy homeowners come 

into the field of view.

Most of the houses in this existing 

neighboring development were built 

in the late 1990s. Specifically, they 

were built after the city adopted 

the plumbing code that requires 

backwater valves to be installed if 

any part of the house lies below the 

nearest downstream manhole lid. 

Unfortunately the home builder didn’t 

install the required device.

This water, now racing down the gravity 

sewer line, finds the house leads and 

quickly fills up the nearest basements.

At the same time water is filling up 

several basements the contractor’s crew 

only partially isolated the water main 

break. Of the three water valves in the 

area, two were the in-line valves and 

one was for a fire hydrant. Guess which 

valves they shut off? Yep, one in-line 

valve and the hydrant valve. Only 

when the city’s DPW staff were notified 

and the remaining valve was closed was 

the flow turned off.

Once the dust settled, out came the 

attorneys. After a series of depositions, 

where there was more than enough 

finger pointing by all parties, the 

viability or plausibility of the city 

prevailing in court was presented to 

the City Council. It was decided that 

it was best to just pay the claim, admit 

no wrongdoing, and close the book on 

this matter. 

Lessons learned:

• Know where your asbestos cement 

(AC) water main mains are and 

consider them a high hazard when 

anyone works on, around or near 

them.

Figure 3 – Open excavation to connect new 
sewer extension

Figure 4 – Open excavation showing repaired 
water main and gas line



• Distribute all proposed engineering 

plans to all affected agencies and 

departments.

• Review and provide comments by 

all affected departments on all plans 

submitted.

• Require all plans to be drawn and 

marked to some level of ASCE 

Standard 38-02, Subsurface Utility 

Engineering (Quality level A-D). In 

this case, the plans drawn by the 

developer’s engineer were drawn 

without asking the city for available 

records. That’s less than D level.

• Provide city inspection anytime a 

contractor is working on or near 

your infrastructure.

• When installing infrastructure, 

partner with your GIS staff to build 

an as-built database of what was 

installed and what was found during 

the process.

• Require home builders to construct 

to current codes.

• If you have seasoned plan review 

staff available, use them.

• When you or the “city” approves 

plans, send a copy to the field staff 

so they know what’s going to be 

constructed.

• Hold preconstruction meetings for 

all public and private projects and 

invite the field personnel.

This article was written by Wm. Roger 

Buell, P.E., PWLF, UPROW Committee 

member and Chair of the UPROW 

Locating Subcommittee with the 

assistance of several members of the 

UPROW Locating Committee. He can be 

reached at (402) 562-4260 or wrbuell@

columbusne.us.

Infrared Asphalt Heater & Generator
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Leaf Loader with Truck Chute
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Front End Loader & Spraying Systems
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Snow Blowers (Standard or High-Output Ribbon)
Angle Plows, V-Plows, 5 Position Folding V-Plow 
Front, Rear & Tow Behind Spreaders

519-688-0370  •   www.tracklessvehic les.com

The Trackless all-purpose heavy duty Flail 
Mower was designed to cut and mulch 
grass, weeds, shrubs and light brush on 
smooth lawn or rough terrain. The front 
to rear flexibility ensures an even cut that 
will not damage turf and alleviates the 
need to to raise the mower when 
appapproaching a hill.

74" Flail Mower

The Trackless Boom Flail Mower is perfect 
for those difficult, unsafe or impossible 
areas to mow. Ditches, steep inclines, over 
guard rails and waters-edge are areas in 
which the boom flail excels. Hydrostaac 
speed control allows the operator to react 
to oncoming obstacles for opamum safety 
and pand producavity.

Boom Flail Mower

Flail Mowers
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renchless Technology and 
Infrastructure Management
The complex needs of North 

America’s underground municipal 
services continue to expand as existing 
infrastructure reaches the end of its 
life cycle. This is a major challenge for 
today’s public works professionals.

According to the 2015 AWWA State of 
the Water Industry Report, the single 
most important issue faced by North 
American municipalities is the renewal 

and replacement of aging water and 
wastewater infrastructure. The report 
states, “These issues continue to 
be important because many water 
and wastewater systems built and 
financed by previous generations are 
approaching or have exceeded their 
useful lives. Because of past budgeting 
approaches that may have included 
inadequate revenues to fully cover 
costs, some municipal utilities have 
deferred necessary maintenance and 
replacement. Even systems that have 

acted as good stewards by planning for 
the renewal or replacement of their 
assets can sometimes find it difficult to 
secure reasonable funding for capital 
projects and/or to win public support 
for these necessary efforts.”

The question on everyone’s mind 
should be, is there a way we can 
rehabilitate existing systems and install 
new systems that is economically 
feasible as well as environmentally 
sensitive and socially responsible? 

Michael J. Willmets
Executive Director
North American Society for Trenchless Technology
Ottawa, Ontario

Trenchless Trends: A growing industry 

T

Trenchless technology is a family of construction techniques for installing or rehabilitating 
underground infrastructure with minimal disruption to surface traffic, businesses and residents.
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The answer is yes, and the technique 
that owners should consider is 
trenchless technology. By definition, 
trenchless technology is a progressive 
civil engineering process for the 
installation, replacement or renewal 
of underground utilities with no 
or minimal excavation and surface 
disruption. These innovative methods 
have been used successfully for all 
underground utilities including water 
mains, storm and sanitary sewers and 
gas mains, along with electrical and 
fiber optics conduits.

The social and environmental benefits 
of trenchless technology are noticeable 
when employed in urban areas. 
These substantial benefits include 
dramatically reduced disruption to 
vehicle and pedestrian traffic, business 
activities, residential areas and 
environmentally sensitive areas. Recent 
advancements in robotics have allowed 
trenchless technologies to provide pipe 
condition diagnostics never before 
available, permitting utility owners to 
more accurately identify infrastructure 
priorities. In most cases, trenchless 
techniques will also demonstrate 
significant cost-saving benefits for 
municipalities and utilities over 
traditional open trench methods. These 
are all benefits that any public works 
department should be able to promote 
successfully within their communities.

North American Society for 
Trenchless Technology (NASTT)
NASTT is a not-for-profit engineering 
society of individuals, public 
organizations and private companies 
with strong beliefs in the practical, 
social and environmental benefits of 
trenchless technology. NASTT strives to 
advance trenchless technology and to 
promote its benefits for the public and 
the natural environment by increasing 
awareness and knowledge by providing 
technical information, research and 
development, education and training.

As the world’s premier resource for 
knowledge and education in trenchless 
technology, NASTT engages instructors 
and panelists who are experts in 
their field to inform and assist public 
works professionals. These volunteer 
instructors ensure that all of NASTT’s 

educational content is peer-reviewed 
and offered from a non-commercial 
perspective. Not only does NASTT 
provide valuable trenchless training, 
but it provides a community for 
trenchless professionals to network and 
share ideas.

Model 600® CNG
Compressed Natural Gas Powered

Model 600®

Street Sweeper

Model 500x® 
High Side Dump

Model 435® 
Conventional Truck Package

1-800-258-9626
www.tymco.com

Because swept is not always clean, call 
TYMCO. Our Regenerative Air Sweepers blast 
into pavement cracks with up to a 250 mph 
controlled jet of air, forcing up even the finest 
sand and particulates into a totally enclosed 
system — never exhausting dirty air as do 
vacuum sweepers. All with only a few moving 
parts, reducing maintenance cost and downtime.
FROM THE PEOPLE WHO INVENTED REGENERATIVE AIR SWEEPING!

LET TYMCO HELP ACHIEVE YOUR 
STREET SWEEPING GOALS!

TM
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NASTT’s Forum: Trenchless Trends 
– A Growing Industry at APWA’s 
Congress
It seems obvious that exploring and 
expanding the use of trenchless 
technology to support North American 
infrastructure needs is the way to 
go. Innovations in the industry 
are constantly developing in both 
rehabilitation of existing systems and 
in the installation of new systems that 
support population growth in our 
cities and counties.

To learn more and hear about 
trenchless technology projects in 
action, join NASTT on Tuesday, 
September 1, from 2:00 p.m. to 3:30 
p.m. in conjunction with APWA’s 2015 
International Public Works Congress & 
Exposition at the Phoenix Convention 

Center in Phoenix, Arizona for NASTT’s 
Forum: Trenchless Trends – A Growing 
Industry. The forum will be led by 
trenchless expert, Dr. Sam Ariaratnam, 
a Professor in the Ira A. Fulton School 
of Engineering at Arizona State 
University. Dr. Ariaratnam and a 
panel of infrastructure authorities will 
discuss the use of various trenchless 
technologies, recent projects and case 
studies. Challenges, lessons learned, 
advantages and benefits of using 
trenchless technology from a user and 
owner perspective will be discussed as 
well.

If you are a public works professional 
involved in infrastructure 
management, consider attending this 
informative discussion while you are at 
APWA’s 2015 Congress and Exposition.

For any questions contact NASTT at 
(216) 570-8711 or info@nastt.org. 
For clarification or verification of this 
article please contact Jenna Hale, NASTT 
Marketing Coordinator, at (661) 588-
0869 or jhale@nastt.org.

NASTT offers multiple in-depth, high-quality courses and forums each year in cities throughout North 
America covering targeted trenchless topics—CIPP, HDD, pipe bursting, laterals, new installation 
methods and gas good practices.

The North American Society for Trenchless Technology is a not-for-profit society that exists to serve 
and support diverse industry partners. NASTT represents municipalities and public utilities, consultants 
and engineers, manufacturers and suppliers, trenchless contractors and academia.
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hen an excavator dials 
8-1-1, where does the 
telephone get answered? 

What happens next? How do the 
utility companies get notified of 
the excavator’s intent to dig? More 
importantly, how do the right utility 
companies get notified? How do the 
underground utility lines get marked? 
What is the One Call Center’s role in 
damage prevention?

The One Call Centers in each state 
have been responsible for acting as 
the communications clearinghouse 
between excavators and underground 
utility owners for more than 40 
years. Pennsylvania One Call System, 
Inc. (“Pennsylvania 8-1-1”) began 
answering the telephone in 1972—
more than 28 years before the 2001 
Common Ground Study that formed 
the Common Ground Alliance, and 34 
years before 8-1-1. Every state One Call 
Center pre-dates the CGA by at least a 
dozen years. Since 1972, Pennsylvania 
One Call has taken almost 12 million 
calls from excavators.

Prior to 2007, an excavator needed 
to know the state-specific telephone 
number to dial before digging. The 
Federal Communications Commission 
designated 8-1-1 as the national “Call 
Before You Dig” number in 2006 and 
mandated implementation by 2007. 
Each state One Call Center bore the 
burden, and the cost, of implementing 
the national 8-1-1 Call Before You Dig 
telephone number.

8-1-1 is now one number to remember, 
one number to promote, and each call 
to 8-1-1 is directed to the appropriate 
state One Call Center based on the 
caller location. Many states, including 
Pennsylvania, continue to maintain 
their toll-free telephone number in 
addition to 8-1-1 for callers located 
outside the state border.

What happens when you call?
Each telephone call received by a 
state One Call Center, whether via 
their toll-free telephone number 
or by dialing 8-1-1, is handled by a 
friendly and helpful Customer Service 
Representative. He or she collects all 
information necessary to accurately 
record the details about a proposed 
excavation: Who is digging, where they 
are digging, and what kind of digging 
will take place (excavation, demolition, 
blasting?), when digging will occur, 
and how the excavator will dig.

In almost all cases maps are used to 
determine the precise location of the 
excavation area. Information collected 
from the excavator during the call 
is placed on a document commonly 
called a “ticket” or “excavation 
notification.” In Pennsylvania and 
other states, the “serial number” of the 
ticket is a unique identifier that proves, 
in a court of law, that the excavator 
has fulfilled their obligation to notify a 
One Call Center of their intent to dig. 
The One Call Center then sends the 
ticket to underground facility owners 
near the excavation site.

How do One Call Centers know 
whom to notify?
Underground utility owners are 
responsible for providing information 
to the One Call Center about the 
location of their underground lines. 
The introduction of maps and spatial 
lookups around 2001 or so made the 
process more efficient and accurate.

The One Call Center checks this 
database to determine which 
underground utility owners to notify. 
Once the list of underground utility 
owners near the excavation site is 
determined, each utility company 
receives a copy of the ticket—via 
e-mail, via data modem, via fax or via 
other electronic means. Since 1972, 
Pennsylvania One Call has delivered 
approximately 100 million tickets to 
underground facility owners.

How do the lines get marked?
It is important to note that the utility 
companies are responsible for marking 
the location of their lines. Put another 
way: One Call Centers do not mark lines! 
The facility owner obligation to mark 
the location of underground lines is 
listed in many state One Call laws, 
including PA Act 287, as amended by 
PA Act 121 of 2008.

Some utility companies choose to 
outsource the actual line marking to 
a third party. Although “Contract 
Locators” are prevalent in the 
underground excavation industry, the 
obligation to mark lines correctly and  
 

Dan Lucarelli
Director – Marketing & Education
Pennsylvania One Call System, Inc.
West Mifflin, Pennsylvania

The One Call Center: A critical role in damage prevention
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in a timely fashion rests with the 
owner or operator of the underground 
line.

What else do One Call Centers do?
Many states, including Pennsylvania, 
have a “Positive Response” clause in 
their One Call law. This means that, 
after the utility company determines 
if their underground lines are near 
the excavation site, and after the 
lines are marked, the utility company 
indicates “Marked” or “Clear” to the 
One Call Center. In Pennsylvania, all 
responses are collected from the utility 
owners and sent back to the excavator 
via email on the morning of the 
excavation.

This extra step of collecting marked or 
clear responses from the utility owners 
completes the communications circle 
and provides another measure of safety 
for the excavator. The excavator can 
compare the list of utilities notified to 
the list of responses to ensure all marks 
are on the ground before excavation 
begins.

“No Response” or a “Marked” with no 
corresponding colored indication at 
the excavation site should raise a flag 
for the excavator to investigate the 
discrepancy before damage can occur 
due to no marks or marks that may 
have been placed incorrectly.

One Call Centers also have a deep and 
wide relationship with underground 
excavation stakeholders. Pennsylvania 
One Call System, Inc. provides regular 
outreach and underground excavation 
safety advocacy and education to its 
3,500 underground utility members 
and 125,000 excavators who dial 8-1-1 
before they dig.

Dan Lucarelli can be reached at 
djlucarelli@pa1call.org.
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ross Bore: An intersection 
of one underground utility or 
structure by a second utility 

resulting in a direct contact between 
the utilities. A cross bore compromises 
the structural integrity of either the 
utility or the underground structure. 
A cross bore is created when some 
utility is mistakenly and unknowingly 
installed to pierce or pass through 
another utility, e.g., when a gas or 
electric line installed by a mini-HDD, 
impact moling or plowing ends up 
passing through an existing sewer 
lateral.

Although HDD excavation to install 
underground utilities has many 
advantages (cost, installation time, 
reduced restoration of the area to 
its original state), there are dangers. 
One danger is a cross bore: when an 
installed utility compromises the 
integrity of a second and existing 
utility within the area of excavation. 
The photo depicts a sewer lateral 
compromised with the installation of 
a natural gas service line that has been 
installed with HDD equipment and 
techniques.

The danger in the installation depicted 
may not be in the compromised sewer 
lateral. The sewer lateral appears as if 
it will still function. The real danger is 
not today, but tomorrow or next week 
or five years from now, when the sewer 
lateral eventually becomes clogged and 
needs to be cleaned.

The plumber who cleans this sewer 
lateral will typically use a rotating 
cutting tool snaked through the 
sewer lateral, to cut or grind through 
the blockage. The cutting tool can 
easily cut through a plastic gas line 
compromising its integrity, causing the 
escape of natural gas. Because natural 
gas is lighter than air, it will migrate 
upwards, or back into the house. The 
accumulation of natural gas in the 
house can be catastrophic when it 
finds an ignition point, such as a water 
heater pilot light or a light switch.

Prevention
Prevention of a cross bore during 
the installation of new underground 
facilities via HDD technologies is 
critical, and mostly involves common 
sense planning, observation and 
practices.

1. Call 811 in advance of your 
excavation. State and federal 
laws obligate excavators to notify 
underground utility companies of 
their intent to excavate. The national 
8-1-1 three digit number is reserved 
for this use. Laws vary, but in general 
excavators are obligated to place an 
excavation notification 48 hours 

(Washington, DC), two days (West 
Virginia), two business days (Delaware, 
Maryland, Virginia) or three business 
days (Pennsylvania and New Jersey) in 
advance of the start of work.

2. Identify every facility near or 
across the proposed excavation 
path. With the work site marked, 
every utility and service lateral must 
be identified and accounted for. HDD 
excavation does not follow an exact 
planned path, and it is critical to know 
what’s below, above, around and across 
the proposed excavation path in the 
event the cutter head deviates from 
plan. Facility owners are a resource 
during the identification process—
helping an excavator avoid damage is 
always safer and less expensive than 
repairing a damaged facility.

3. Expose every facility near or 
across the proposed excavation 
path. Vacuum excavation and hand 
digging (potholing) are used to expose 
every facility that may cross or is near 
the proposed excavation path. Without 
exposing the facility, the excavator 
will not be able to visually confirm 
that the new installed facility does 
not compromise an existing facility in 
the ground. Some facility owners may 
insist on having a representative onsite 
during the planning and excavation, to 
ensure their facilities are not damaged 
and that backfilling occurs according 
to their specifications.

4. Adjust the plan as necessary. 
The path or depth may need to be 

Dan Lucarelli
Director – Marketing & Education
Pennsylvania One Call System, Inc.
West Mifflin, Pennsylvania

Downside to HDD excavation: Cross Bores
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adjusted based on the location and 
depth of existing facilities within the 
planned excavation path. Some facility 
owners may have clearance minimums 
between their facility and anything 
installed in the right-of-way near their 
facilities. When in doubt, a telephone 
call or face-to-face meeting with the 
facility owner is prudent.

5. Use a spotter. When the actual 
excavation takes place, a spotter 
should be used when the cutting head 
is anywhere near an existing facility. 
Visually check the drill head as it passes 
through potholes, entrances and exit 
pits. The spotter should be empowered 
to halt the excavation at any time.

6. Inspect existing underground 
facilities. After excavation is 
complete and the new facility is 

installed, inspect the existing facilities 
before backfilling. If any facilities have 
been damaged (such as a nick, or a 
hole, or a crack, or a cross bore), the 
appropriate facility owner must be 
contacted for inspection and repair 
before backfilling is completed.

Resources
There are a variety of resources 
available to assist excavators in 
learning how to safely use HDD 
excavation equipment in the 
installation of new underground 
facilities:

HDD Consortium, “Horizontal 
Directional Drilling Good 
Practices Guidelines,” ISBN 
1-928984-13-4. This guide covers 
all aspects of Horizontal Directional 
Drilling, and is incorporated by 

reference in the PA One Call law. The 
third edition is available at https://
www.nastt.org/products/13.

“Guidelines for Use of Mini-
Horizontal Directional Drilling 
for Placement of High Density 
Polyethylene Pipe,” Dr. Larry 
Slavin, The Plastics Pipe Institute. 
https://plasticpipe.org/pdf/tr-46-hdd-
guidelines.pdf.

The Mid Atlantic Society for Trenchless 
Technology (www.mastt.org) conducts 
seminars on trenchless technology. For 
a list of seminar locations, dates and 
cost, please see http://www.mastt.org.

Dan Lucarelli can be reached at 
djlucarelli@pa1call.org.
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ver the last half century, 
Orange County, Fla., has 
transitioned from a rural 

to an urban community. From the 
first recorded plat in 1884, to the 
introduction of Orange County’s first 
set of Subdivision Regulations in 1968, 
there were no standard requirements 
governing the subdivision of property 
or the platting of rights-of-way and 
easements.

The absence of a regulated 
developmental approval process 
during the early twentieth century 
caused challenges associated with the 
use, ownership, and maintenance 
responsibility of Orange County’s 
infrastructure improvements. Among 
the more common challenges were 
inadequate rights-of-way, inadequate 
easements, and lack of fee simple 
ownership.

Beginning in the late 1970s through 
the 1990s, Orange County experienced 
a high population growth rate. As a 
result, existing rules and regulations 
quickly became obsolete. Generally, 
rules and regulations are created as a 
result of past experience and often do 
not account for new challenges.

The impact of unregulated 
development that occurred during 
the early twentieth century, and 
to a lesser degree during the late 
twentieth century, can be minimized 
by identifying and assessing each 
situation and developing a solution. 

Providing viable solutions often 
requires significant expenditure of 
public funds and resources. Typical 
solutions include acquisition of land, 
rights-of-way, and easements. By 
correctly identifying the source of 
each problem, steps can be taken to 
eliminate similar issues in the future.

Let us examine some of the specific 
causes and potential solutions 
encountered.
 
1. County Roads with no Right-
of-Way – During the late 1800s to the 
early 1960s, many roads within Orange 
County were dirt trails and paved 
two-lane roads. During the following 
decades, as population increased, those 
trails and dirt roads became the major 
traveled ways in the county. Over time, 
Orange County came to maintain, 
improve, and pave most of these trails 
and roads. However, the County 
accepted these roadways without the 
benefit of the necessary rights-of-way 
or easements.

2. County Roads with Inadequate 
Rights-of-Way – From the date of 
the first recorded plat in 1884 until the 
adoption of the first set of Subdivision 
Regulations in 1968, there was no set 
standard for the minimum width of a 
dedicated public right-of-way. In fact, 
a typical platted right-of-way was forty 
feet. Today, the minimum right-of-way 
width is sixty feet.

3. Drainage Improvements 
Installed without Dedicated 
Easements – Several drainage 
pipes, canals, ditches, ponds, 
control structures, and drainwells 
were installed without the required 
easement rights. As a result, the Orange 
County staff expends considerable 
time and resources to identify all 
County roadways with non-existing or 
insufficient right-of-way. The amount 
of right-of-way required must first 
be assessed and acquired through 
donation or purchase. In the event that 
an agreement cannot be reached with 
the property owner, it often becomes 
necessary for the County to litigate 
in an effort to acquire the property 
through eminent domain. Another 
alternative available to the County is 
to claim the right-of-way by meeting 
maintenance and construction criteria 
as established by Florida Statute 95.361 
(Roads Presumed Dedicated).

4. Drainage Improvements 
Installed Outside Easements 
Provided – An example of this type of 
challenge is Apopka Blvd. at Lakeville 
Road. Roadway runoff has been 
historically draining to an existing 
ditch. The ditch was maintained 
and cleared by Orange County. The 
property owner later requested that 
the drainage ditch be moved from his 
property or face a lawsuit. As a result, 
Orange County spent considerable 
time and resources to acquire an 
easement west of the existing ditch. 
The newly acquired easement was used 

Deodat Budhu, P.E., Division Manager, and Nathaniel Haney, Citizen Services 
Coordinator, Orange County Roads & Drainage Division, Orlando, Florida

A compendium of maintenance challenges and solutions
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to relocate the ditch. (See photos #1, #2 
and #3 on page 86)

5. Retention Ponds within 
Drainage Easements – Orange 
County was found liable for damages 
when a retention pond located 
within a public drainage easement on 
private property failed and flooded 
surrounding properties. Although 
Orange County did not own or 
maintain this retention area, the 
County was found liable for damages 
because the retention pond was located 
within a dedicated public drainage 
easement. Based on this experience, 
any retention area that accepts runoff 
from a dedicated public right-of-
way should be located on property 
owned by the County. The County 
has determined that platted drainage 
easements are no longer acceptable for 
retention ponds that receive drainage 
runoff from a public road. Fee simple 
ownership is required when dedicating 
or acquiring property for County 
retention ponds.

6. County Retention Pond with 
Inadequate Access – Some County 
maintained retention ponds were built 

with insufficient easements or tracts 
of land to allow for proper access by 
County vehicles. Access easements 
are often blocked by property owners 
when fences, sheds, hedges, etc., are 
installed. These structures hinder 
ingress and egress of maintenance 
personnel and equipment.

The County proposes requiring all 
future platted Retention Pond Tracts 
to have a minimum of twenty feet 
fee simple access from the nearest 
dedicated public right-of-way. It will 
be necessary for the County to identify 
and acquire additional property rights 
for those existing ponds with little or 
no access. Some retention areas may 
never have adequate access due to 
significant associated acquisition costs.

7. Plats on which the Use, 
Ownership, and Maintenance 
Responsibilities for Public 
Improvements are not identified 
or assigned – Unanswered questions 
arise when a plat is recorded and 
the use, ownership, or maintenance 
responsibilities are not identified. 
Without this information, it is 
unknown who owns the property, 

what it is used for, or who will 
maintain it. Currently, there is no 
corrective action available to remedy 
this situation. However, the County 
can require this information be 
provided on all future plats.

8. Annexation or County Roads 
by Municipalities without 
Transfer of Ownership or 
Responsibility – There is no state or 
local requirement for a municipality to 
accept the maintenance responsibility 
for an annexed county road or 
drainage improvement. There is also 
no requirement for a municipality 
to accept ownership for a right-of-
way or easement over an annexed 
improvement. In order to clearly define 
maintenance responsibilities and 
promote a sustainable maintenance 
program, future Joint Planning 
Agreements or Inter-local Agreements 
should require a municipality to accept 
ownership responsibilities when 
annexing greater than fifty percent of 
the total linear frontage along both 
sides of a road. The municipality 
should agree to accept ownership and 
responsibility for the operation and 
maintenance of such road right-of-

Start your Congress experience off with an amazing round of golf in beautiful Scottsdale, Arizona. 
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course has hosted some of contemporary golf’s greatest moments since opening in 1986. Editor’s 
Note: The four-person scramble tournament begins at 8:00 a.m. on Saturday, August 29; for more 
information visit http://www.apwa.net/Congress/2015/Attendees/Special-Events#Golf Tournament.

Don’t know what a Fartlek is?
The 5K Race will be run in Tempe around the scenic Tempe Town Lake. You don’t have to be a 
professional runner to participate. You can walk, skip, run this event. All fitness levels are welcome. 
Editor’s Note: The 5K Fun Run/Walk starts at 7:00 a.m. on Tuesday, September 1; for more 
information visit http://www.apwa.net/Congress/2015/Attendees/Special-Events#5K Run/Walk.

Fore… Fartleks… Fun: Activities slated 
for 2015 Congress in Phoenix, Arizona
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way, including all associated drainage 
facilities.

Each of the problems described above 
can be traced to a failure to properly 
identify and assign the use, ownership, 
and maintenance responsibility for 
an improvement. The oversight could 
have occurred during the planning, 

platting, or construction phase of 
development. In the case of Orange 
County, many of these problems 
appeared to happen back to the periods 
of nonexistent or obsolete regulations 
compounded by large population 
growth. The cost of correcting these 
problems can be high and not all issues 
have a viable solution.

Orange County has been amending its 
land development process, including 
policies and procedures, in an effort to 
eliminate future problems.

Deodat Budhu can be reached at (407) 
836-7887 or deodat.budhu@ocfl.net; 
Nathaniel Haney can be reached at (407) 
836-7957 or nathaniel.haney@ocfl.net.

Photo #1: Before Photo #2: Cleaning after relocation

Photo #3: After realignment of Apopka Boulevard canal
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any issues hampering 
management of state and 
local public right-of-way 

(ROW) management in 1999 are still 
encountered today, only in a more 
exasperated sense. However, thanks in 
part to some smart initiatives by the 
American Society of Civil Engineers 
(ASCE) and the U.S. Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA), there is now 
a good enthusiasm to improve the 
ROW management with innovative 
technology and methodology. ASCE 
sponsors an effective standard for 
acquiring and depicting existing utility 
infrastructure data and is working on 
a national standard for documenting 
new infrastructure at the time of 
installation. The FHWA 2nd Strategic 
Highway Research Program (SHRP2) 
and Every Day Counts (EDC) programs 
have also been fruitful, providing 
methodologies for 3-D modeling, 
proactive decisions and streamlining 
project delivery. But there is a missing 
link between all departments and 
stakeholders.

A specific ROW management issue 
involves utility infrastructure, 
which, owing to deregulation, 
population growth, and the internet 
and e-commerce boon, has grown 
into a very complicated, costly, risk-
prone problem and a leading cause 
for construction delays, claims and 
change orders. The necessity for adding 
new utilities, replacements, and fiber 
optic installations to accommodate 
public and commerce demands has 

led to nothing less than a chaotic 
congested web of infrastructure 
within public ROW. The division of 
ownership between states, counties 
and cities, and situations sometimes 
involving a combination of them 
regulating the same territory, makes 
management really complicated for 
all parties. Poor coordination with 
and between “external” stakeholders 
(e.g., a contractor installing a 
telecommunication duct in public 
ROW and a natural gas company 
with a crossing distribution line) 
increases damages on existing utilities, 
heightens risk to workers and public, 
leads to unnecessary road cuts, poorer 
restorations, and further litigation 
and claims. Deficient coordination of 
“external” utility-related work within 
public ROW and agency public work 
can have a huge impact on traffic 
congestion. In urban areas there is 
often a further void of coordination 
and synchronization of “internal” 
activities and projects or programs 
managed by other city, county and 
state agencies. Also missing and 
difficult to achieve is a shared base map 
for organizing information strictly 
connected with traffic flow.

All of these are daily problems, often 
dismissed as a cost for doing business to 
maintain and operate our roads and 
infrastructure, but what if we have to 
build or modify an infrastructure, like 
a light rail or a major corridor? Under 
these situations there is a real necessity 
and value to be reaped by decreasing 

all the costs of utility discovery, utility 
relocation, risk contingencies and 
change orders. So, is it possible to move 
from the unpredictable to proactive 
action? The answer is yes, but only if 
we are able to change the pigeonhole 
management structure to a new wide-
vision concept which eliminates 
territorial, departmental, and even 
government/private industry barriers. 
The reality is that decisions taken 
from one department or in a territory 
are affecting other departments, 
private utilities, commerce and the 
taxpaying public. We cannot divide and 
separate the road design, operations, 
and maintenance from the utility 
infrastructure. Nor can we continue 
to solve conflicts with transportation 
projects by simply relocating all existing 
utilities (truly the least creative solution 
to utility conflicts) only because this is 
easier to authorize and administrate. 
Easier but repeatedly more expensive, 
risk prone, and time consuming.

In accordance with legal acts and 
ordinances, especially for controlling 
traffic, all information about 
transportation infrastructure is in 
principle available at the public agency 
directly responsible for planning, 
maintaining, and regulating activities 
within public ROW. Likewise, 
information about utility and other 
third-party ROW occupations is also 
managed and available within the 
same public agency, though often in 
other departments (or shall we say 
compartments?).

Lapo Cozzutto, Principal Scientist, Consorzio Futuro, Ricerca, Italy; Philip J. Meis, P.E., 
Principal Engineer/Vice President, Utility Mapping Services, Inc., Clancy, Montana; and 
Dr. Stefan Kollarits, Founder, PRISMA Solutions, Mödling, Austria

ROW Management in the Year 2025: The Dream

Less costs, less hassle, and better roads

M
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But this information more often than 
not is just a theoretical information 
pool—the processes of public 
authorities are often carried out 
without any reference to a common 
geographical road networking base 
map (known as the “graph” in Europe), 
and in document and sometimes even 
in analogue (e.g., paper) form.

The ideal improvement planning 
system for a transportation department 
director would do the following:

 1. reduce construction time and costs

a. instigate more sophisticated, 
value engineered solutions to 
utility issues;

b. have a Decision Support System 
to better estimate costs of utility 
adjustments or relocations;

c. provide bid documents which 
clearly present utility-related 
activities, schedules, costs, 
constraints and agreements;

d. eliminate construction 
contingencies (currently 
10% or greater of overall 
construction costs) for risk, 
unanticipated delays, damage 
and resulting litigation cause 
by utility infrastructure, and 
likewise eliminate utility-related 
construction change orders;

 2. solve the discordant or missing 
communication between all 
internal and external stakeholders 
(e.g., internal departments, other 
federal, state, and local public 
agencies, private utility owners, 
design engineers, contractors, 
developers, event organizers, and 
other ROW users);

 3. rally private utility relations and 
participation;

 4. reduce labor requirements to 
process ROW occupation permits 
and administer inspections

a. enable intelligent permitting to 
simplify, standardize, and speed 
applications;

b. automatically notify applicant of 
all permit requirements, internal 
and external;

c. automatically notify affected 
internal and external 
infrastructure stakeholders;

d. automatically notify applicants, 
approvers, and other stakeholders 
of permit status changes;

e. assure acquisition of meaningful 
data for future planning and 
design via an emergent system 

2016 CALL FOR PRESENTATIONS NOW OPEN

SUBMIT ONLINE AT:
www.apwa.net/Conferences/cfp/Congress

DON’T DELAY!
The 2016 Call for Presentations closes on October 1, 2015.
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which equitably places burden 
for providing information onto 
applicant;

f. enable proactive planning of 
work in vicinity of existing and 
proposed utilities;

g. have innovative tools for agency 
inspections and policing of ROW 
occupations;

 5. organize planned ROW occupations 
to reap benefits including:

a. advanced coordination between 
all (internal and external) 
stakeholders;

b. reduced occupations and 
corresponding traffic disruptions;

c. common source for traffic 
information;

d. reduced cuts, 

e. common trenches with cost-
shared construction and 
restorations;

f. effective means to track down 
bad actors and enforce better 
restorations;

g. less claims;

h. improved damage prevention;

i. improved safety for workers and 
public

 6. broadcast traffic management 
notifications of active occupations 
to divert traffic, minimize traffic 
flow disruption, and improve work 
zone safety;

 7. provide a common applicant 
supported permitting system and 
utility infrastructure management 
system that is shared between local 
and state agencies statewide;

 8. have a single geographic base and 
road networking for tracking all 
active, planned, and past works 
and events within ROW for sharing 

information with all government 
agencies;

 9. acquire standardized, digital, 3-D 
as-built data of newly installed 
utility infrastructure;

 10. track and manage all planned, 
active, and historic activities within 
public ROW; and

 11. improve agency transparency 
and public service.

Those targets are possible and not 
too far to reach. The technology and 
processes have already been developed 
and are readily available, but why is it 
always difficult to implement effective 
IT solutions?

In May 2013 Lapo Cozzutto, 
Principal Scientist of webgislab 
– Consorzio Futuro in Ricerca, a 
northern Italy Research Institute 
controlled by University of Ferrara, 
gave a presentation at the Geospatial 
World Forum in Rotterdam, The 
Netherlands, demonstrating a WebGIS 
Business Process Management for 
online GIS-based ROW occupation 
permitting, coordination and 
traffic management. Phil Meis, Vice 
President of Utility Mapping Services, 
a U.S.-based utility engineering 
firm, immediately identified the 
system as ideal for managing in 
particular utility installations 
within public ROW. Phil had earlier 
that month, as committee chair, 
kicked off the ASCE* Construction 
Institute initiative to develop a U.S. 
standard for documenting new utility 
installations. It was impressive that 
they were from the beginning on the 
same page, talking the same EngIT 
language (engineering applied to the 
IT, but also English-Italian) about an 
internationally common problem. 
Meis and Cozzutto had a common 
strategic vision to reorganize the 

management strategies for state and 
local agencies in charge of public ROW, 
with best practice from the U.S., Italy 
and the UK.

*American Society of Civil Engineers 
Construction Institute Standard for 
the “Collection, Administration, and 
Exchange of Utility Infrastructure 
Data”

A complete methodology and 
solution, not just software
Government agencies are full of 
software, more or less to manage 
everything, from computer-aided 
drafting and design (CADD) to 
building information modeling (BIM), 
Databases, Document Management 
Systems (DMS) and so on. However, 
buying standard enterprise solutions 
do not magically solve all problems, in 
particular ROW management issues. 
Often the procedures are really tailored 
for project development, maintenance 
or accounting activities; missing is a 
connection with all activities within 
the ROW. The DMS are mostly made to 
substitute paper but are not technical 
enough for project management and 
technical procedures. Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS) can 
spatially organize data to greatly 
enhance understanding, but often 
are not workflow systems, and often 
not really customized to the public 
agency’s daily work. Also it is necessary 
to have easy-to-use-and-understand 
software, with zero training, because 
many people of varying skill levels are 
involved, internal and external, and 
it is impractical to implement long 
education procedures. Further, if the 
system is cumbersome to implement, it 
will quickly be dismissed as something 
terrible.

Required is something developed 
with the engineers, construction and 
maintenance managers, accountants, 
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external utilities, and all of the 
other actors interested in the use of 
the public ROW. This development 
involves also a change of internal 
workflows, simplifying procedures, and 
changes within the staff organization, 
with the benefit of optimizing the 
use of human resources for more 
sophisticated technical tasks rather 
than tedious bureaucracy tasks.

This is the new concept of “emergent 
system,” where all users (internal and 
external) can work and collaborate 
in a shared environment, having 
benefits for the use of this system. 
All procedures (game rules) need 
to be controlled with intuitive tabs 
and sequencing, with necessary 
information normalized and 
standardized and easily coaxed with 
intelligent and concise pick menus, 
simple drawing tools, and auto-

populating fields. Data should be 
provided directly by the information 
source and made instantly available in 
a single point of access. Everything has 
to be easy to understand, without need 
to call someone to receive information. 
Everything has to be instantly tracked 
and visible, and without manual 
passing of hard copies, or need to 
recopy, or redistribute updates, or 
file documents; the system must 
effectively eliminate double (or triple 
or more) handling of information 
and associated information chain 
management activities.

To develop a real geographic Road 
Decision Support System all IT 
people must have an extremely good 
understanding of road management 
and road work; this is essential to 
be proactive and effective at finding 
really straightforward solutions to 

daily problems. Furthermore, a multi-
discipline team whose members 
share vision and can communicate 
seamlessly must be involved to guide 
system development, foresee and 
overcome obstacles, and work through 
implementation issues with an 
understanding the system is always a 
work in progress.

This is the authors’ main vision and 
scope, developing methodologies, 
software and using innovative 
technologies to have everything under 
control, with less effort to solve little 
and big problems.

Top solutions you may consider, or 
rather, you need now:

 1. A ROW occupation WebGIS 
permitting system, to coordinate 
internal agency and external third-

The APWA North American Snow Conference is known for its 
topnotch education program.

Why?
Because APWA has one thing the others don’t... YOU!

You have the knowledge, experience and “boots on the ground” 
practicality that brings snow & ice fighting to life.

We’ll be on the east coast in 2016—Hartford, CT—and we’re 
looking to feature the best local and national speakers at the 
premier snow and ice event on the public works calendar!

Go to apwa.net/speakatsnow

Your experience gives you an edge 
against the storm – pass it on.

2015 APWA North American Snow Conference
The Premier Event in Snow & Ice Management
May 15-18, 2016  |  Connectitcut Convention Center, Hartford, CT
Hosted by the APWA New England Chapter | www.apwa.net/snow
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party work occupations, effectively 
enabling management to place a 
knowing finger on all active and 
planned activities within public 
ROW and invoke proactive and 
efficient coordination, inspection, 
and data acquisition strategies.

 2. A standardized process to 
investigate, analyze and solve 
utility conflicts (per SHRP2 R15B).

 3. An as-built standardized 
acquisition methodology and 
uploading procedure.

 4. A well attributed and qualified 3-D 
utility data repository shared with 
all actors (per ASCE standards).

 5. A decision support system to better 
plan and execute maintenance 
and build new infrastructures, 
to optimize costs, eliminate 
contingencies and change orders, 
and get better roads with longer 
duration.

 6. An integrated Road Asset 
Management System to enable 
coordinated design of above and 
underground utility infrastructure.

 7. An easy to use Road Networking 
System to manage road restrictions 
and directions and have a 
common Road Referencing System 
deployed also to intelligent traffic 
management systems (ITS).

 8. A methodology and an 
interconnected software to plan 
and execute investigation in-
the-field with expeditious data 
collection.

 9. An integrated traffic management 
methodology, to optimize and 
control all ongoing occupations.

 10. Agency transparency, showing 
the performances reached by the 
government.

 11. Traffic management, 
intermodal routing and 

transportation modelling 
(including real-time modelling).

 12. eGovernment processes of the 
relevant public authorities.

What is already possible today
Many of the identified goals are 
reachable today. The authors and 
their associates have acquired 
international experience working 
strictly with many national, state, 
and local government agencies; they 
have a multidisciplinary team with a 
very good knowledge of engineering, 
construction, accounting, regulatory 
statutes, and IT. After more than 10 
years of experience, best practices and 
best procedures were reassembled in 
the GEO.works application suite, a web 
Business Process Management (BPM) 
and WebGIS emergent system that can 
provide and enable these betterments 
at public agencies. The following 
modules are already in use by agencies 
in the U.S. and in Europe:

 1. An Online WebGIS Permitting to 
coordinate work activities.

 2. A utility inventory/repository 
using 3-D geodetically accurate 
and standardized as-built data 
that is SHRP2 R01A and ASCE 
Construction Institute standard 
compliant.

 3. An easy to administer WebGIS 
conflict matrix that is SHRP2 R15B 
compliant.

 4. A road asset management tool 
integrated with road networking 
management.

 5. A traffic control system integrated 
with permitting and traffic 
management centers.

 6. An inspection tablet application 
with geographic dashboard, to 
integrate, plan and track in-the-
field inspections.

 7. Infrastructure installation as-built 
import application with procedures 
and integration.

An outstanding solution concerning 
administration and maintenance of 
traffic measures (traffic controls) is 
currently SKAT – Traffic regulations 
assistant, already in use by many road 
operators and transport authorities. 
Besides the creation of traffic 
measures, the solution is characterized 
by flexible network referencing 
options, automatic generation of 
announcements for proposed traffic 
measures, automatic generation of 
regulatory texts, and archiving and 
planning of traffic measures.

The key advantages offered by the 
system are: (1) permanent overview 
across authorities; (2) the management 
of measures; (3) traffic signs and 
road markings in compliance with 
the Highway Code; and (4) the 
continuously updated routable 
transport network. The benefits are 
derived from the interaction of three 
systems: SKAT – Traffic regulations 
assistant, GIP – Road Intersection 
Assistant and GIP – Network graph and 
reference system.

GEO.works applications are integrated 
digital solutions for all ROW 
management needs. All procedures 
are paperless, accept digital signature, 
and can be interfaced with existing 
systems like accounting or document 
management systems, or also with 
existing GIS or WebGIS.

Benefits
Immediate benefits of this new 
methodology are:

 1. Optimizing the use of human 
resources, eliminating data entry 
activities, exchange of paper and 
manual organization of tracking, 
feedback and controls.
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 2. Reducing costs of utility 
relocations, contingencies, damage, 
delays and change orders.

 3. Coordination of all work within 
public ROW, eliminating 
unnecessary cuts and resurfacings.

 4. A unique source for all information, 
referenced to a single base (GIS/
graph).

 5. Traffic congestion reduction with 
a coordination of all occupations, 
including work activities between 
different government agencies.

 6. Reducing potholes and associated 
claims and legal costs.

 7. Better control of road restoration.

 8. Development of a reliable 
subsurface 3-D mapping of utility 
infrastructure.

 9. Merge the design methodology of 
the above-ground (road cadastre) 
infrastructure with subsurface 
utility infrastructure into a 
coherent 3-D design package.

 10. Promote standardized, 
paperless permit procedures to 
simplify external user applications 
and expedite processing.

 11. Have a complete transparency 
with all external users, and 
demonstrate optimized service to 
the public.

In general for the past three years (and 
in some cases the past 10 years) these 
benefits have been getting achieved 
with the use of GEO.works solutions 
modules in the live environment 
of state, county and city agencies 
within the U.S. and in Europe with 
intelligent web applications specifically 
engineered for ROW management.

The integration of permitting, 
standardized digital as-built data 
collection, digital utility data 

repository, and conflict analytics with 
road network and traffic measure 
management enables ROW officials to 
have a powerful understanding of all 
existing and proposed infrastructure 
installations and a means for 
effectively managing and proactively 
accommodating utility infrastructure 

and ROW occupations within the 
public ROW.

Lapo Cozzutto can be reached at lapo.
cozzutto@webgis.it; Philip J. Meis can 
be reached at pjmeis@umsi.us; and Dr. 
Stefan Kollarits can be reached at stefan.
kollarits@prisma-solutions.at.
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ast year the Washington Post 
dramatically asked “Is The 
American Dream Dead?” in an 

article citing a CNN poll that found 
that Americans question whether their 
children will have the same economic 
opportunities they have had. While the 
article didn’t ring the dream’s death 
knell, it did make the argument that 
Americans are losing faith in it.

But I don’t believe that the American 
Dream is dead or dying. In fact, it’s alive 
and well and being promoted every day 
by city officials and urban planners in 
communities across the United States.

Part of the disconnect (particularly 
among the media) revolves around the 
fact that the way we commonly define 
the “American Dream” no longer 
reflects our hopes and aspirations as a 
society. Does it really revolve around 
the insatiable need to acquire new 
possessions or climb the corporate 
ladder or attain new social status as 
Madison Avenue and Hollywood are 
constantly trying to convince us? Of 
course it doesn’t.

Isn’t the American Dream truly the 
idea that we can all realize all of the 
possibilities, options, and choices that 
life presents to us? Shouldn’t we, as a 
society, aspire to enjoy the economic, 
social, and lifestyle opportunities 
that are presented in modern 21st 
Century life? And, if we accept that the 
American Dream is about experiencing 
all of these types of opportunities, 
aren’t community building and urban 
design cornerstones of that dream? As 
much as anyone, it’s our community 
leaders and urban planners who are 

working to keep the American Dream a 
reality under changed circumstances.

Getting ahead
Most of the metrics that are commonly 
used to measure or define the American 
Dream revolve around economics. 
Are we better off than our parents 
were? Will our children have the 
same economic opportunities that we 
had? By these measures, it’s easy to 
see why many people are losing faith 
in the Dream. After all, the profound 
economic impact of the Great Recession 
is still being felt by many Americans.

However, in the urban planning 
community, the Great Recession 
actually provided the impetus for 
many planners to reexamine the way 
we thought about our craft. It showed 
us that it’s more important than ever 
to focus on creative thinking and 
problem-solving to make sure that 
we are using resources more wisely 
and assuring that they will go further. 
Housing “starts” should not be the 
measure of the national economy as 
that is more of the same development 
patterns that caused the recession and 
only represents single-family homes 
in sprawling subdivisions—not a 
sustainable dream.

In fact, the urban planning field is 
in the midst of an urban planning 
renaissance that has seen numerous 
achievements when it comes to 
promoting economic success. For 
example, one of the most important 
planning trends of recent years has 
been the emergence of mixed-use 
planning neighborhoods that improve 
the quality of life for residents while 

promoting economic development. The 
Live/Work/Walk Removing Obstacles to 
Investment initiative has also been an 
important impetus to changing funding 
models for creating communities that 
provide more opportunity for a greater 
variety of people. Cities and towns 
across the United States are benefiting 
every day from this initiative through 
the development of more vibrant 
economic centers combined with 
attractive residential and community 
space. These new mixed-use 
communities are particularly attractive 
to Baby Boomers and Millennials, the 
two largest generations in history. Both 
demographic groups want to live in 
urban settings that offer employment, 
entertainment, and residential 
opportunities in close proximity to 
each other.

In this digital age, even the residential 
units in mixed-use development can 
promote economic opportunity, 
permitting entrepreneurs, 
telecommuters, and self-employed 
professionals to work from their 
homes rather than commute long 
distances, as was the norm for our 
parents. While more conventional 
and traditional housing models still 
exist as a lifestyle choice, these true 
mixed-use communities are becoming 
more common and popular, and they 
are also economic incubators that will 
help drive the American economy for 
decades to come.

Living better
Of course, urban planning and 
development don’t need to revolve 
solely around economic development. 
Contemporary planning practices, 

Sarah Lewis, AIA, LEED AP, CNU-A
Associate
Fuss & O’Neill
Providence, Rhode Island

Planning for the American Dream

L
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such as New Urbanism, grew out of a 
desire to create healthier, more pleasant 
places to live, and that continues to 
be a primary focus of planners today. 
Baby Boomers and Millennials are 
dictating what the housing market 
should look like, and they both want 
affordable residential options in more 
walkable settings that offer the full 
variety of living, working, recreation, 
entertainment, and shopping options. 
Our parents wanted to live out in the 
suburbs, and only visit urban areas 
when they needed to work or wanted 
to play. Our children, and many of us, 
want to have a chance to experience all 
of the things that cities have to offer. 
And we don’t want to be forced into 
car ownership and then be forced to 
sit in them without moving for hours 
at a time to gain these experiences. 
The mixed-use development that is 
becoming dominant in many of our 
communities, especially around transit 
stations, springs out of this desire.

Younger residents are also passionately 
committed to sustainability—
certainly more so than previous 
generations—and this trend of mixed-
use development also offers important 
environmental benefits. Compact, 
connected, and complete is the most 
environmentally sustainable form of 
development. This is just common 
sense. The closer that all aspects of 
daily living are located to each other, 
the less energy is required to get to 
enjoy them. And the less energy we 
use, the fewer emissions are discharged, 
thus reducing environmental damage 
and the resultant climate implications. 
Not to mention the health benefits 
of being able to walk or bike safely as 
transportation modes.

The original appeal of cars as part of 
the American Dream was freedom of 
movement. But are we really free if we 
are stuck in our vehicles for hours every 
day? Mobility is freedom but, when we 

sit in traffic for hours at a time, we only 
enjoy the illusion of mobility. And for 
those of us who can’t afford a private 
vehicle, or who don’t have access to 
public transit, mobility isn’t even a 
realistic goal.

The American Dream begins in our 
communities
The American Dream is about 
providing opportunities, so urban 
designers and developers are increasing 
community choices and quality of 
life options across the United States. 
When community leaders and 
citizens embrace the idea of creating 
more walkable and livable multi-use 
communities, they truly are promoting 
the American Dream.

Sarah Lewis of Fuss & O’Neill is a 
nationally-known expert on urban 
planning. She can be reached as salewis@
fando.com.
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overnment efficiency may have 

many skeptics, but the reality 

is far different. Any public 

sector agency is capable of streamlining 

operations, achieving cost savings, and 

improving service. A strategic focus on 

priorities and commitment to change 

can help pave the way.

The blueprint for public sector 

transformation comes from the 

private sector concept of continuous 

improvement, or performance 

excellence, which is an ongoing 

journey, not an end point. The origins 

of performance excellence are in 

manufacturing, where even small 

efficiency advances yielded bottom-

line improvements quickly. Lean Six 

Sigma and the seven key quality criteria 

from the Malcolm Baldrige National 

Quality Award program serve as proven 

and tested models to guide public 

sector organizations in efforts to raise 

service delivery and accountability.

Lean Six Sigma is a method of 

streamlining a process or system that 

can result in increased efficiencies, 

increased savings or reduced costs, 

and even improved customer 

satisfaction. A Lean process is faster, 

more efficient and economical, 

without compromising on quality. The 

model relies on collaborative teams to 

improve performance by systematically 

analyzing processes and systems, 

removing eight kinds of waste: defects, 

overproduction, waiting, non-utilized 

talent, transportation, inventory, 

motion, and extra-processing, which 

are abbreviated as DOWNTIME.

Continuous improvement has already 

brought about significant performance 

enhancements in the City of El Paso, 

Texas, which embraced the Lean Six 

Sigma model to take a hard look at how 

it does business and delivers service to 

its 675,000 residents and thousands of 

businesses.

Before the City started analyzing 

systems and processes, the City 

Council authorized funds to train 

employees and ensure they have 

the necessary tools and resources to 

succeed. The City provided values 

training for all of the department heads 

and the second layer of management, 

and Organizational Management 

Examiner training and Lean Six Sigma 

training. This training helped staff 

establish a framework to evaluate and 

improve performance. More than 60 

staff representing all departments 

participated.

The City’s goal: empower all employees 

to serve as change agents. Some 

of the greatest innovations and 

improvements come not from the 

top down, but from the bottom up. 

El Paso challenged each department 

to look within and identify areas 

for enhancing performance or 

streamlining operations, giving staff 

the chance to put their new tools and 

skills to the test, work as a team, and 

truly own the process and outcomes.

In two early pilot programs, the 

transportation and parks and 

recreation (P&R) departments 

demonstrated significant process 

improvements. Transportation staff 

members examined the process of 

making asphalt repairs and set the goals 

of improving service to the public, 

saving money, and reducing pothole 

repair time. The primary challenge: 

a lack of a system to schedule jobs 

efficiently, resulting in lost or wasted 

hours traveling to divergent locations 

throughout the city. The team analyzed 

the times involved in getting materials 

and traveling to jobs, the internal data 

processing requirements, and overall 

utilization of employees.

By setting up consistent processes 

and developing overall operating 

procedures, the team has:

• Increased the number of repairs 

completed each week by 40 percent, 

from 200 to 280

• Reduced the program costs by 14 

percent

• Increased overall production by 24 

percent

• Reduced employee data 

management by 50 percent, while 

at the same time improving data 

accuracy.

Transportation is now on track to 

achieve $200,000 in annual savings.

Tommy Gonzalez
City Manager
City of El Paso, Texas

El Paso shows results in achieving greater 
government efficiency
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The P&R department set a goal of 

reducing time and costs required to 

process outdoor space permits, which 

on average took 16 days at a cost of 

$214 per permit. By carefully analyzing 

the various touch points and data 

required throughout the process, 

the team identified opportunities 

for streamlining the process. By 

collaborating on this project, the  

team has:

• Slashed permit-processing time to 

30 minutes

• Dramatically reduced costs to just 

over $13 per permit

• Reduced from 14 to just 1 the 

number of customer interactions 

(and thus, the opportunities for 

mistakes to happen)

• Achieved yearly savings of more 

than $32,000.

Anecdotally, the department has 

already received praise from residents 

and businesses who participated in 

the pilot, indicating that the process 

changes have improved their customer 

experiences with the city significantly.

These are just two examples of the 

power of Lean Six Sigma—and 

teamwork—to bring about positive 

public-sector changes. An essential part 

of this model is staff recognition. The 

City’s goal has been to ensure that the 

teams responsible receive credit where 

credit is due. As each department 

completes its Lean Six Sigma project, 

the team has had the opportunity to 

present its successful outcomes directly 

to City Council. This is a very simple, 

but public, way to recognize the efforts 

of the team.

Understanding and capitalizing on 

the notion that public sector solutions 

are within reach—and within every 

organization—can be transformative in 

making positive change, in enhancing 

employee morale, in improving service 

to citizens-customers, and in achieving 

savings in human and financial 

resources.

Tommy Gonzalez is the City Manager of El 

Paso, Texas. In his former position as City 

Manager of Irving, Texas, the city won 

the 2011 Texas Award for Performance 

Excellence (TAPE) and the 2012 Malcolm 

Baldrige National Quality Award, only the 

second city ever to earn this recognition. 

He can be reached at (915) 212-0023.
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ur professionals are often 
“jacks of all trades, masters 
of none,” because there’s 

simply too much work to do across too 
many specialties to become an expert 
in any one area. Capital budgeting 
is one of those areas. Public Works is 
often tasked with developing a capital 
budget, yet the staff who specialize in 
budgets or communications sit in other 
departments.

Fortunately, there are ten practices 
that, based on experience from 
Alameda, California, may help 
turn your capital budget into a 
“phenomenal” document, as one local 
blogger described ours. They are:

1. Tell a story with words and a 
plot. If your capital budget doesn’t 

do this, it has failed. Build your story 
around a plot that moves from asset 
to asset within your jurisdiction, 
describing the asset’s purpose, its 
current condition, and the proposed 
plan for maintenance during the 
budget cycle. While moving from asset 
to asset might not sound like backbone 
of the next John Grisham novel, 
this approach led one of Alameda’s 
councilmembers to describe the capital 
budget as a “page turner.”

Avoid a pages-long list of capital 
projects with costs. That was our 
previous budget, and readers found 
it incomprehensible. Moreover, 
staff buckled under the pressure of 
reporting on and pushing forward 
literally hundreds of projects, not to 
mention developing the pages-long list 

for the next cycle. This time, Alameda 
defined a capital project as amounting 
to $100,000 or more. This eliminated 
hundreds of projects, many of which 
were moved to our operations budget.

While Alameda’s budget included 
capital projects, its focus instead was 
our infrastructure’s story. Where 
possible, we identified a key metric or 
two by which asset maintenance would 
be judged. For example, in describing 
sewers, our story highlighted the three 
miles of sewer main we planned to 
replace every year for the next twenty 
years.

Details also keep the plot interesting. 
For example, Alameda included 
sidebars that emphasized how material 
used in street resurfacing was recycled.

Another interesting detail was that 
new tree plantings came from a local 
nursery which doubled as a job-
training program for low-income 
families.

2. Visuals are essential to the 
story. Your audience consumes 
infographics, photos, tables, and 
illustrations every day. The budget 
competes with these media, and 
without good visuals, the budget 
will not engage readers despite 
the fact that the public and your 
electeds are curious about the public 
infrastructure. For all but the biggest 
cities, Public Works doesn’t have in-
house experience to design a budget 
with compelling visuals. We design 
public infrastructure, not compelling 
information to be consumed by 

Liam Garland
Acting Director of Public Works
City of Alameda, California

Top 10 list for capital budgeting
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the public and our electeds. There 
is help. Graphics designers are 
inexpensive, can work remotely, and 
will help you craft an overall theme 
for the document and then design 
it accordingly. That design, and the 
visuals included, will tell 90% of your 
story. For example, the visual above 
describes Alameda’s street condition. 
In this one visual, the reader sees 
that Alameda’s streets are in better 
condition than their neighbors, 
and voters’ approval of Measure BB, 
a countywide transportation tax, 
helped prevent Alameda’s streets from 
becoming at-risk by 2025.

3. Don’t bury your lead. Your 
budget should have one message 
that is up-front and clear. Alameda’s 
lead was, “There’s good news about 
the City’s increased investment in 
its parks, streets, and sewers, but 
challenges remain in sidewalks and 
City buildings.” That lead doesn’t 
include a single dollar reference, 
project number, cost breakdown, or 
cost estimate. In fact, those “budget” 
details were segregated in the back of 
the budget. Yes, you heard that right. 

The story came first and the budget 
materials went last, where few, and 
only the intrepid, look. This keeps the 
focus on the story as told with words 
and visuals.

4. The future is part of the 
story. A capital budget must be 
forward-looking. What is going to 
happen with our assets over the 
budget cycle? Describe the work and 
accomplishments, using visuals such as 
the one below for tree maintenance.

The future also includes an asset-by-
asset plan for the years after the budget 
period. Alameda told the asset-by-asset 
story for the next eight years. This story 
wasn’t told with scientific certainty, 
but it forced us to develop descriptions 
or lists that would guide or work. 
We were not 100% sure which of the 
intersections would be signalized or 
updated, but we took a stab at putting 
together a list. While imperfect, any 
plan is better than no plan, and this 
budget now has a plan for traffic signals 
that can be improved in future budgets.

5. Name your challenges. Given 
the woeful underinvestment in 
maintaining public infrastructure, the 
condition of our assets will decline over 
time. Say that clearly, explain why, and 
say what’s needed to either keep the 
condition steady or even improve it. By 
naming your challenge and putting a 
price tag on it, your budget starts the 
civic-minded conversation of whether 
and how to gain more infrastructure 
investment from your community. It 
also puts your department on offense 
instead of defense. You’ve named 
the challenge and ideally proposed 
solutions. The longer you wait to do 
this, the more your challenges become 
a secret, and secrets are hard to keep.

For Alameda, sidewalk repairs have 
been a long-term challenge. In this 
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year’s budget, we named the problem: 
a backlog of 7,000 repairs. The visual 
above helped explain the scope of the 
problem, the reasons behind it, and 
how recent increases in sidewalk repair 
spending showed a modest reversal of 
the trend.

For particularly serious or expensive 
challenges, third-party validation can 
be very helpful. For example, many of 
us struggle with maintaining our City 
buildings because this is one of the first 
costs cut when finances go south. A 
third-party facility condition assessor 
can identify the price tag to keep your 
facilities in the same condition or 
better. That independent assessment 
is the argument for more funding. 
If more funding isn’t awarded, then 
Public Works has a defensible position 
for the worsening condition of its 
facilities.

6. Be prepared about 3-4 months 
in advance of your budget’s due 
date. It’s important to have your plans 
for each asset ready far in advance 
of budget approval. Inevitably, as 
you work up the budget, the money 

available to fund the plans will change. 
With a plan in place, a changed budget 
number just means you get more or less 
of the plan done. Also, the more you 
can get local boards and commissions 
(e.g., Parks Commission) to provide 
formal input and approval of those 
plans, the better your capital budget 
will look to your electeds.

7. Every project gets one page...at 
the very end. While the public and 
your electeds may not care, these pages 
are still important. Every capital project 
gets a one-page description in the 
back of your budget. It describes the 
project, the staff member responsible 
for it, the cost, and a measurable, 
quantifiable goal by which the project 
can be tracked. Don’t overlook the goal. 
There’s a big difference in reporting 
on a goal of “500+ sidewalk repairs 
in the next year” versus “adequately 
maintaining the sidewalk with existing 
resources.” The former goal can easily 
be reported on at the end of the budget 
period, and it gives data for the capital 
budget story to emphasize the sheer 
volume of work your budget proposes 
to accomplish.

8. Get help from the Government 
Finance Officers Association. 
This association provides guidance on 
capital budget development. Start here 
at http://www.gfoa.org/topic-areas/
capital-budgeting. This association’s 
resources detail the major capital 
budget components (i.e., funding 
sources, revenue projections) and 
covers more minor details that can 
help your budget win a finance award. 
As a bonus, your finance department 
will love that your budget speaks their 
language.

9. Don’t overlook your budget 
presentation. You’ve put together 
a capital budget with a compelling 
story, and now your City Manager has 
asked you to present it in 10 minutes 
with a MS Powerpoint™ presentation 
to your electeds. Luckily, because your 
budget tells a story supplemented by 
lots of visuals, you can excerpt from 
your budget’s story, and copy and 
paste visuals from the budget into your 
presentation to make it stand out.
 
10. Congratulations, your budget 
is approved….there’s more. Make 
sure that, once approved, the capital 
budget gets online. Share copies with 
your local media and/or business 
associations, and direct them to 
the successes and challenges in the 
document. Don’t forget about your 
staff. Especially for your engineering 
department, the capital budget is the 
work plan for the next budget cycle. 
Don’t assume they understand it. Take 
the time to brief them on it, share 
copies with them, and thank them for 
their input in helping to develop it.

Liam Garland is Acting Director of 
Public Works for the City of Alameda. 
Alameda’s capital budget can be found at 
http://alamedaca.gov/sites/default/files/
document-files/department-files/Public-
Works/cip_2015-17.pdf. Suggestions for 
improvement are welcome. Liam can be 
reached at lgarland@alamedaca.gov. All 
graphics by Chuck Todd.
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onstruction observation has 
changed quite a bit over the 
last ten-plus years. In the past, 

a construction inspector/Resident 
Engineer (RE) may have shown up 
on the job, jotted down some notes, 
maybe checked a blueprint, and been 
on to the next job site. Today, REs are 
increasingly becoming more integral to 
the project management process and 
held to a higher standard. APWA has 
worked hard to elevate the collective 
knowledge in this field by providing 
training to become a Certified Public 
Infrastructure Inspector (CPII).

Construction observation now 
requires a Swiss Army knife approach. 
A good RE will have a number of 
different resources and approaches 
in their toolbox to ensure the project 
is completed per specifications and 
on time. Due to budget cuts and 
municipalities tightening their belts 
(in addition to economic pressures 
facing the contractor and construction 
industry), construction observation 
is often an afterthought, or only 
considered on a part-time basis. 
However, a full-time RE is integral to 
risk management consideration for 
many communities.

Construction observation is similar 
to car insurance; the benefits often 
are not appreciated until they are 
needed. The role of the RE provides 
a great deal of risk management. The 
impact can be costly for premature 
repairs or replacement due to improper 
construction methods. A full-time RE 
can be the difference of thousands of 

dollars in a project by avoiding possible 
pitfalls and effectively managing the 
process.

The RE is an advocate for the owner 
on a project. The partnership created 
allows the owner to concentrate on 
their core business, not the daily 
construction activity at hand. With 
the amount of obligatory paperwork 
included with state and federal 
funding, the RE will compile the 
required documentation needed for 
these agencies. Another role an RE fills 
is as a mediator with the construction 
company providing one contact to  
the owner.

Communities invest a great deal 
in their infrastructure. The CPI 
(Consumer Price Index) of goods has 
risen to an all-time high over recent 
years, and combined with prevailing 
wages for contractors, budgets are 
getting spread thinner and thinner, 
resulting in the ability to complete 
fewer improvements. Just because a 
project is successfully designed and 
bid does not ensure success in the 
field. A good RE can ensure that the 
specifications are being followed, the 
intended quality of the equipment 
or product is being used, and 
construction installation is occurring 
as required providing an increased asset 
life for the client.

Having a RE that understands the 
long-term needs of the community 
is essential. Consider a recent $20M 
IEPA project in Freeport, Illinois, where 
the RE role was filled by Fehr Graham, 

a local engineering consulting firm. 
The project included observation for 
the installation of new water main, a 
500,000-gallon elevated tank, 15 miles 
of sanitary sewer lining, installation 
of approximately 12,000 City-wide 
water meters with a City-wide wireless 
system, a new well house, and a new 
1,500-gallon-per-minute deep well.

During the project, the City had some 
unexpected staff turnover which left 
the new Executive Director of Utility 
Operations at the City of Freeport’s 
Water & Sewer Commission, Tom 
Glendenning, as the project manager. 
Needing assistance, he was able to 
identify some project areas of need 
and contacted a local firm with trained 
technical staff capable of leading the 
observation role for these projects. The 
consultant’s team discussed options 
and agreed to staff filling a greater role 
in order to assist the City with the 
management of the project.

The firm agreed to help with the 
project management/RE role, allowing 
Mr. Glendenning to return to his 
advisory-focused role. The consultant’s 
team worked continuously on bringing 
the project paperwork and payables 
current. The firm’s RE took over the 
PM role and became the main contact 
for the numerous projects, answering 
questions, problem-solving, and 
finding a great deal of cost-savings 
for the City. The team worked hand 
in hand with Mr. Glendenning and 
provided new levels of partnered 
communication which led to project 
success.

Adam Holder, P.E., Principal, Fehr Graham, Freeport, Illinois; Tom Glendenning, Executive 
Director of Utility Operations, Water & Sewer Commission, City of Freeport, Illinois; and 
Darin Stykel, Associate Engineering Technician, Fehr Graham, Freeport, Illinois

Construction observation can save you time and money

C
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Glendenning had high praise for 
the important role construction 
observation played in the project. He 
said, “The sheer volume and nature 
of work has made me a believer in the 
observation role.”

Having a full-time observer enabled 
the city to more than pay for their 
construction observation services 
through keen observations and 
negotiations with various contractors 
and agencies involved in the project. 
Through inspection services alone, 
over $1M of documented savings in 
final construction were realized. The 
team was able to lead the project to 
completion on time and under budget.

Construction observation is a critical 
step in any project. It is a key to 
protecting the investment you have 
made in the design and later in the 
actual construction. In the end, even 

with skilled contractors and perfect 
design plans, there are issues identified 
in the field typically associated with 
any project. Construction observation 
is not a guarantee that your project 
will be problem-free, but instituting a 
full-time RE is the one of the best ways 
to ensure potential issues are identified 
as early as possible and reasonable 
solutions can be crafted. It is important 
to make sure full-time construction 
observation is included in the budget 
at the outset and the observation team 
is sufficiently trained. Including these 
services in the budget will allow the 
client to minimize the future risk of 
construction dollars and maximize the 
life of the assets.

Effective quality inspection provides 
the opportunity for the completion 
of a successful construction project 
that will stand the test of time for 
the community investing in its 

infrastructure. It may also make the 
difference between a project that is on 
time and on budget and one that is not.

The American Public Works 
Association has a training program that 
provides instruction and certification 
as a Certified Public Infrastructure 
Inspector (CPII) which is intended 
for individuals who inspect the 
construction of public infrastructure 
and other types of construction work 
and materials to ensure compliance 
with plans and specifications. To 
review a list of the Certified Public 
Infrastructure Inspectors, visit www.
apwa.net/credentialing/certification.

Adam Holder can be reached at aholder@
fehr-graham.com or (815) 235-7643; 
Tom Glendenning can be reached at 
tglendenning@ciytoffreeport.org or (815) 
233-0111; and Darin Stykel can be 
reached at dstykel@fehr-graham.com or 
(815) 235-7643.
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ublic works organizations 

need to find creative ways 

to reinvent and renew 

themselves constantly – new ideas and 

new perspectives are needed to address 

ever-evolving challenges.” – James 

Patteson, Director, Fairfax County 

Department of Public Works and 

Environmental Services

Fairfax County’s Public Works 

Department, much like similar 

departments across the country, is 

facing a major succession challenge, 

with more than 50 percent of 

employees in some areas of the 

organization reaching retirement age 

in the next three to five years. This 

mass exodus is creating a “brain drain” 

on institutional knowledge. Public 

Works Director James Patteson said, 

“My organization has enjoyed a lot of 

success over the last couple decades, 

but past successes do not guarantee 

future success and we need to ensure 

we are developing future leaders to 

move the organization forward. These 

future leaders are not developed 

overnight, and a longer term strategy 

needs to be in place to recruit and 

develop talent. New thinking and 

new ways to engage the community’s 

changing demographics are needed.”

Suzy Stasulis, an engineer in the 

stormwater planning division of 

Fairfax County’s Department of Public 

Works and Environmental Services, 

always knew she wanted to work 

on infrastructure projects involving 

water, but she had never considered 

working for a public entity. That view 

changed after a participant from the 

department’s Professional Engineer 

Development Program visited her 

municipal engineering class at Virginia 

Tech. Stasulis’ career path became 

clearer later in the semester when 

department director Patteson mentored 

a group project for the course. “It was 

encouraging to meet different people 

associated with DPWES who had such 

positive outlooks on the organization,” 

said Stasulis.

Upon graduating in 2012, Stasulis 

was hired in the program and now 

helps the county meet water quality 

standards, ensures dams are safe, 

and monitors the flood warning 

system. She is one of 15 participants 

to come through the program since 

Matthew Kaiser
Public Information Officer
Fairfax County Department of Public Works and Environmental Services
Fairfax, Virginia

Fairfax County’s next generation of public works engineers

“P

Participants from Fairfax County’s Professional 
Engineer Development Program presented “Get 
‘Em While They’re Young” at the APWA Mid-
Atlantic Chapter Conference in Baltimore, Md.
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the first group in 2008; 12 of which 

still work for the department, and 

two more young engineers started in 

July. Restocking the department with 

young, talented engineering graduates 

is exactly why the Professional 

Engineer Development Program was 

created.

Patteson said, “The program has 

brought in a very talented group of 

young engineers who are already 

leaving their mark and are quickly 

developing the skills to be future 

leaders. These engineers have brought 

new ideas and a refreshing level 

of energy and enthusiasm to their 

work. The program is designed to 

provide cross-training across the full 

department and has helped bridge 

organizational silos and improve 

relationships throughout the 

department.”

The program is not an internship, a 

common misconception that program 

coordinator Lisa Jarrell strives to 

correct. New graduates are hired as 

full-time employees with benefits 

and rotate through different business 

areas during their first year. They start 

as an entry-level engineer, and at the 

end of their first year they are non-

competitively promoted to Engineer II. 

Jarrell meets with participants near the 

end of their first year to find out which 

business area they wish to reside in as 

they enter their second year. Placement 

depends on availability, but Jarrell says 

she makes every effort to place the 

employee in their desired business area. 

Once placed, the participant remains 

in that position for three years until 

he/she qualifies for an Engineer III 

position, at which time he/she receives 

a non-competitive promotion.

Patteson said, “Public works 

organizations need to find creative 

ways to reinvent and renew themselves 

constantly—new ideas and new 

perspectives are needed to address 

ever-evolving challenges.” When 

recruitment for the program began 

in 2007, Jarrell and several engineers 

visited Virginia Tech, Penn State, 

Howard University, and University 

of Maryland to seek candidates. After 

the program was in place, participants 

became the recruiters, sharing their 

experiences with students in classes 

and graduates at career fairs. “The 

program participants have taken real 

ownership of the program and its 

success going forward,” said Patteson.

Stasulis values campus visits and 

presenting the advantages of working 

for public works. “In general, students 

don’t think of working for a public 

entity right out of school. Most plan 

on working in the private sector 

because that’s generally what happens. 

To overcome that, public works 

departments need to meet students 

where they are and present a relatable 

image.” She suggests working with 

student chapters of ASCE or APWA as a 

new way to build relationships.

Retaining young talent hasn’t been 

a problem to date. When asked why 

they chose to pursue a career with 

Fairfax County, participants said they 

see opportunities to learn and grow 

and an opportunity to hit the ground 

running after graduation, working on 

exciting public improvement projects. 

Stasulis feels municipalities take a 

Professional Engineer Development Program participants learn by doing, such as in this stream 
restoration project.

Suzy Stasulis examines an Archimedes Screw 
during a tour of a levee in neighboring Prince 
Georges County.
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more holistic perspective than private 

firms do because they deal with issues 

in perpetuity. “Problems don’t just 

evaporate because a contract is done,” 

she said.

Catherine Torgersen’s first job out of 

college was with a private firm, but 

the idea of working on environmental 

change within her community drew 

her to the department where she now 

manages stormwater retrofits and 

stream restoration design projects. 

“After experiencing that side of 

engineering, I realized I find much 

greater job satisfaction working 

for a public entity. DPWES offers a 

great balance of engineering, project 

management, and community 

outreach. All of my projects require a 

lot of stakeholder interaction and the 

county also offers many opportunities 

to volunteer/work at public events 

supporting environmental education,” 

said Torgersen. “Surrounded by 

friendly and helpful coworkers and 

mentors, an abundance of training 

opportunities, and interesting and 

challenging projects, I look forward to 

an exciting government career.”

Amy Linderman, a 2014 civil 

engineering graduate, is nearing the 

end of her first year in the program. 

She has worked with teams to prioritize 

stormwater pipe repairs and with 

inspectors reviewing building plans. 

“I really liked the rotational aspect of 

the program since I felt that I would be 

very stuck in one subject at a private 

firm. I was allowed to explore many 

different options,” Linderman said.

Jack Meritt has been with the 

department for four years and said, 

“I chose to work for a public entity to 

provide engineering and construction 

management skills to public 

improvement projects and for the 

satisfaction of providing civil service.”

As more of the workforce nears 

retirement age, public works 

departments need to begin succession 

planning now. Fairfax County’s 

Professional Engineer Development 

Program is filling positions with 

talented young graduates who want 

to work in public works. The program 

continues to draw top talent because 

of recruitment efforts on campuses, 

speaking to engineering classes, having 

participants act as ambassadors, 

and creating opportunities to learn 

and grow with the department. The 

participants’ skillsets and enthusiasm 

are rejuvenating the department and 

establishing a solid foundation on 

which to build the department for the 

next thirty years.

Matthew Kaiser can be reached at 

(703) 324-8455 or Matthew.Kaiser@

fairfaxcounty.gov.

Young engineers from the Professional Engineer Development Program display their enthusiasm for public works.
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he basketball hoops above the 

College of DuPage’s (COD) 

facilities operations employees 

were a reminder that their workspace 

needed a change. The old gym they 

occupied for many years was too small 

and inefficient for them to maintain 

Illinois’ largest community college 

campus (located 25 miles west of 

Chicago’s Loop).

Thirty miles to the south, buildings 

and grounds staff at Joliet Junior 

College (JJC), the nation’s first 

two-year public college, operated 

from temporary buildings scattered 

throughout the campus. The ’70s-era 

structures had ineffective layouts and 

no vehicle storage.

Every day, people walked or drove 

by these unsightly buildings. Worse, 

the dated and cramped facilities were 

costing their owners time and money. 

Sound familiar?

Marc Rohde, AIA, LEED AP, Director of Municipal Architecture, and Douglas Ogurek, 
LEED AP BD+C, Municipal Team Member, Legat Architects, Inc., Chicago, Illinois

T

Campus Consultation

Lessons from two community college maintenance facilities

Two prominent Illinois community college maintenance and storage facilities reveal lessons in how public works providers can achieve 
productive, attractive, and budget-sensitive buildings.

The College of DuPage’s Campus Maintenance 
Center combines all campus operations and 
planning & development employees in one 
facility. (Photographer: James Steinkamp, 
Steinkamp Photography)
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COD and JJC built new campus 

maintenance facilities that improve 

efficiencies, reduce energy expenses, 

and boost employee morale. Both 

facilities have large heated vehicle 

storage areas, as well as shops, offices, 

and storage space.

As microcosms of cities or villages, 

these institutions offer valuable case 

studies for public works that face 

similar facility hardships. Following 

are a few lessons that professionals 

can turn to when planning for new 

construction or renovations.

Get the same caliber on a tighter 
budget
Over the past couple decades, COD 

and JJC have replaced forty- and fifty-

year-old buildings with a collection of 

eye-catching contemporary facilities 

focused on attracting students and 

promoting energy and operational 

efficiency. As these stunning structures 

went up, facilities and operations 

staff patiently waited their turn. It’s 

not unlike public works professionals 

waiting for facility upgrades as village/

city halls, police stations, and fire 

stations crop up around them.

COD and JJC understood that the folks 

maintaining their campuses needed 

a facility at the same caliber as the 

others. However, because they did not 

have a direct student function, the 

facilities needed to use creative cost 

cutting measures. This should sound 

familiar to public works leaders: when 

the green light to build comes through, 

the pressure to keep costs down is even 

more intense because the facilities 

are not visited as much by the general 

public.

The design of the COD and JJC 

maintenance facilities addresses this 

challenge by focusing on the overall 

building composition. More dollars 

went into the office areas facing the 

campus. Meanwhile, garage and 

storage spaces play a background role 

and use less expensive (though still 

high quality) materials.

The COD Campus Maintenance Center 

presents to the main road an attractive 

exterior with glass, metal, and 

decorative concrete. Vehicle storage 

areas and shops, built in utilitarian 

precast concrete, are tucked behind the 

more inviting elements. The clerestory 

windows that wrap the higher garage 

add to the appearance from the road. It 

could be a gym, or a tech building, or a 

garage.

The same philosophy drove design 

of JJC’s Facility Services Building. 

Students walk right past the office and 

shop windows on their way into the 

A 14-foot-high wall at COD’s Campus Maintenance Center screens a dedicated materials storage area. 
(Photographer: James Steinkamp, Steinkamp Photography)
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campus. This stretch includes smooth 

metal panels for offices and corrugated 

metal for the shops. Again, the garage 

area is set back and built of precast 

concrete, this time painted white to 

complement other campus buildings of 

the same color.

Screen wisely
Before construction of the new COD 

facility, operations personnel stored 

materials in unattractive ad-hoc bins 

visible to passersby. Public works 

professionals, strapped for time and 

resources, often confront similar 

dilemmas as they improvise storage 

solutions to respond to growing 

demands.

The COD Campus Maintenance 

Center eliminates the problem. It not 

only provides a dedicated spot for 

materials storage, but it also uses a wall 

of ornamental concrete to block views 

from the street (see sidebar on p. 109).

One roof to shelter them all
When it came to vehicle storage, both 

institutions were in the same boat 

as many public works facilities. The 

crammed vehicles in COD’s jury-rigged 

gymnasium pulled out like the start of 

a funeral procession. JJC had even less 

space for indoor vehicle storage.

Outdoor storage, especially in harsher 

climates, slows productivity and cuts 

down vehicle life. Think about all 

the time wasted in mid-winter warm-

ups and the damage done by snow 

and sun beating down on vehicles. 

Furthermore, extended outdoor 

warm-up time takes a toll on the 

environment.

The new COD and JJC maintenance 

facilities include spacious heated 

vehicle storage garages with parking 

stalls, drive-through lanes, and parts 

storage. Bringing all the vehicles under 

one roof cuts down warm-up times 

(and exhaust), extends vehicle lifespan, 

and provides a controlled maintenance 

environment. Staff can get where they 

need to be, when they need to be there.

Save money with sustainable design
Budget-strapped public works facilities 

should embrace sustainable design, if 

for no other reason than it cuts energy 

use and reduces long-term costs.

Community colleges, tasked with 

delivering affordable education, are 

leading the charge for sustainable 

buildings. The COD and JJC 

maintenance facilities, both LEED Gold 

certified by the US Green Building 

Council, are no exception.

Strategies range from simple to 

complex. For the former, look to the 

quartet of large black strips atop the 

JJC Facility Services Building. This 

economical solar preheat system heats 

up winter air before it enters the air 

handling units. It may only be a few 

degrees, but it makes a difference with 

the energy bills.

The design of both facilities welcomes 

natural light and promotes ventilation 

to further reduce electrical and 

mechanical expenses. Additionally, 

LED lights throughout the facilities use 

half the energy of traditional lights. 

The JJC facility also has a geothermal 

system that uses underground 

coils to reduce heating and cooling 

loads. It saves the college 40% over a 

conventional HVAC system.

Give them the respect they deserve
An employee rises at 3:00 a.m. to plow 

snow, but are residents aware? Another 

worker spends a day in the brutal 

heat mowing roadsides and repairing 

signs. Do drivers acknowledge his or 

her efforts? Too often, the intense 

efforts of public works professionals go 

unnoticed.

On sunny days, COD Campus Maintenance Center office area lights stay off and employees can work 
by natural light. When the clouds come, sensors automatically turn on the lights, but only to the level 
needed. (Photographer: James Steinkamp, Steinkamp Photography)
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A clean, efficient, amenity-rich facility 

helps give these unsung heroes the 

kudos that they deserve. The COD and 

JJC facilities offer a pleasant lunch/

training room, top-of-the-line locker 

and toilet rooms, and light-filled 

garages.

The same goes for office personnel. 

These community college examples 

offer inviting lobbies, offices, and 

conference areas. It’s time to end the 

days of sitting at a metal desk with a 

space heater.

Though COD’s campus, with its diverse 

collection of ultramodern facilities, 

presents a very different appearance 

from the gleaming white monolith 

that is JJC, both campuses continue 

to attract students and impress 

community members. They owe their 

success in large part to dedicated 

campus maintenance employees—and 

to the facilities that empower those 

employees.

Reach Marc Rohde at (630) 990-3535 or 

mrohde@legat.com or Douglas Ogurek at 

(847) 406-1141 or dogurek@legat.com.

(Pre)Cast a Spell on Campus
A clever material entices those 

driving by the COD Campus 

Maintenance Center’s east side. It 

is mustard-colored, and textured. 

It almost looks like wood grain, but 

a closer view reveals the truth: the 

walls are actually made of precast 

concrete.

Legat Architects’ Jay Johnson, 

project manager, said, “The 

decorative precast responds to the 

design goal of creating a high level 

of visual interest to the façade on a 

tight budget. It’s attractive, durable, 

and cost-effective.”

Johnson and his team used the 

decorative precast on the more 

prominent east and west walls. The 

less visible north and south walls 

have non-textured precast panels in 

a tamer color.

Textured precast on the east side of the COD Campus Maintenance Center faces the main campus 
drive. (Photographer: James Steinkamp, Steinkamp Photography)

Wood trim, operable windows, and LED lighting brighten the lunch/training room at JJC’s Facility 
Services Building. (Photographer: James Steinkamp, Steinkamp Photography)
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he City of Rowlett, Texas, 
is already reaping multiple 
benefits from its $14.6 million 

redesign and improvement of a two-
mile thoroughfare on its northeast side.

Before the project, Merritt Road was 
a two-lane asphalt road in a sparsely 
populated, rural section of Rowlett, 
which is 20 miles northeast of Dallas. 
The City initiated the redeveloped 
transportation infrastructure to 
address future traffic concerns and 
to attract business developers to the 
North Shore Commercial District, 
now served by the new President 
George Bush Turnpike. In addition 
to encouraging and accommodating 
commercial growth, the City also 
wanted to model true sustainability in 
the design, construction and ongoing 
maintenance of the reconfigured road.

This comprehensive undertaking 
involved paving, drainage, and 
water/sewer utilities construction. 
Throughout the project, the City and 
project team incorporated design 
elements that already are having a 
positive impact and should reduce 
maintenance and other lifecycle costs.

The reconstructed Merritt Road 
reopened in fall 2013, and inquiries 
from commercial developers soon 
increased. The 650-unit Harmony Hill 
apartment community is now under 
development at the corner of Merritt 
Road and the Bush Turnpike, and 
the City expects to announce other 
projects soon.

An opportunity for innovation
Rowlett has recently experienced 
accelerated growth. The completion 
of the Bush Turnpike, which has two 
exits to Merritt Road, and the arrival of 
light rail service, which connects the 
city to Dallas, have increased property 
values and sparked great interest in 
development. Meanwhile, municipal 
transportation design nationwide 
is moving toward the concept of 
“complete streets.” Such roadways 
accommodate pedestrians and 
bicyclists as well as motor vehicles.

These factors provided Rowlett the 
opportunity to expand beyond 
traditional curb-to-curb street design, 
serving multimodal transportation 
needs and providing value to 
residential and commercial users 
alike. Rowlett aimed to maximize 

development potential for a growing 
area while maintaining sustainability 
and service to both current and future 
residents.

Financing for the redevelopment of 
Merritt Road came from the City of 
Rowlett, Dallas County, and the North 
Central Texas Council of Governments 
(NCTCOG), which had received 
excess toll revenue from the State 
Highway 121 project. Leveraging the 
external funding opportunities while 
minimizing the impacts to the Rowlett 
budget was well received by the City 
Council and residents.

Sustainable design principles
At the outset, the project team carefully 
reviewed 10 principles of sustainable 
public right-of-way as identified by 
NCTCOG:

Jim Proce, PWLF, Assistant City Manager, City of Rowlett, Texas, and member, APWA Projects of the Year 
Awards Committee; Kevin R. Johnson, P.E., Principal, Freese and Nichols, Inc., Dallas, Texas

Road redevelopment paves way for growth, sustainability

T

Entrance monument and landscaping at intersection of Merritt Road with the President George Bush 
Turnpike (SH 161)
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 1. Meeting today’s needs without 
compromising ability of future 
generations to meet tomorrow’s 
needs.

 2. Creating environmentally friendly, 
economically feasible and socially 
acceptable public rights-of-way.

 3. Involving and engaging 
stakeholders.

 4. Improving air quality.

 5. Improving water quality.

 6. Creating pedestrian- and bicycle-
friendly communities.

 7. Improving performance while 
reducing lifecycle and maintenance 
costs.

 8. Ensuring regulatory compliance.

 9. Fostering economic development.

 10. Providing safer and healthier 
neighborhoods.

Merritt Road is near Lake Ray Hubbard, 
a water supply for the City of Dallas, 
making water quality one of the 
project’s top priorities. The project 
team developed medians with an 
enhanced dry swale to capture, treat 
and discharge water, restricting the 
flow of pollutants into the water 
supply and eliminating the need 
for more conventional piping and 
inlets. Median plantings are drought-
tolerant and do not require irrigation 
or mowing, further protecting water 
quality. To date, the medians appear 
to be working efficiently, and now 
that the vegetation is established, 
the City plans to reduce mowing and 
maintenance to observe how the 
bioswales perform.

Since the reopening of Merritt Road, 
the Rowlett Department of Public 
Works has observed less water in 
the curbs in the pavement sections 
of the roadway, which correspond 
to the locations of the medians 

with bioswales. This results in a 
safer roadway with less vehicle 
hydroplaning in these sections. While 
no formal studies have evaluated the 
validity of these observations, some of 
the environmentally-friendly design 
elements may also make the roadway 
safer to drive in wet weather.

Merritt Road is a critical local link in 
the transportation network because the 
Bush Turnpike has no frontage (service) 
roads in this area. The project design 
improved intersections and capacity 
for future traffic, both of which support 
efficient traffic flow and reduce vehicle 
idling that can compromise air quality.

The project team used locally 
recycled concrete to backfill storm 
drain trenches and moisture-treated 
subgrade to reduce potential shrinking 
or swelling of the highly plastic clay 
soil beneath the concrete pavement. 
These components reduce the long-
term maintenance requirements and 
future expenses, which can impede 
traffic flow and impact the City budget.
 
More transportation options
The redeveloped Merritt Road expands 
the choice of transportation options. 

It encourages walking and cycling with 
the addition of an attractive 10-foot-
wide hike and bike trail on one side of 
the road, and a six-foot-wide sidewalk 
on the other. Although the corridor is 
sparsely populated now, the City has 
observed that pedestrians and cyclists 
are using the new walkways and trails. 
Once the Harmony Hill development 
opens in early 2016, regular foot traffic 
should increase.

The City projects much heavier 
future traffic once its North Shore 
Commercial District begins to 
develop along and near Merritt 
Road. Committing to a long-term 
perspective, the project team has 
ensured that right-of-way and 
underlying infrastructure is already in 
place to meet future needs.

The team designed and sized sewer 
and drainage for present and future 
land use; water stub-outs for future 
development connections and 
transmission lines; and conduit for 
future traffic signals and fiber optic 
lines. The team also devised a cross-
section to enable strategic placement of 
franchise utilities.

Completed bioswale
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A successful project of this magnitude 
and impact cannot be designed 
in a vacuum. At the outset, the 
project team reached out to involve 
stakeholders and continued to engage 
them throughout final design and 
construction. Merritt Road was 
designed to benefit the community, 
supporting the well-being of residents 
and business operators, while 
accommodating planned growth and 
protecting the environment.

Consulting and engaging 
stakeholders
Key stakeholders in the project 
included Rowlett residents, area 
businesses, neighboring cities, 
franchise utilities, the Texas 
Department of Transportation, the 
North Texas Tollway Authority, Dallas 
Area Rapid Transit, Texas Commission 
on Environmental Quality, and 
NCTCOG.

Encouraging stakeholders to envision 
something different, the team solicited 
and received dozens of ideas for the 
redeveloped roadway and the planned 
commercial district. Among the 
responses were suggestions for solar-
powered streetlights—a very visible 
symbol of sustainability. Although 
most everyone liked this idea, Freese 
and Nichols, the consultant engineer 
on the project, conducted a brief 
analysis and found the lighting 
technology would not be cost effective 
in this application.

When the design was 60 percent 
completed, the team again showed the 
community the progress and asked for 
feedback. Some residents along the 
corridor expressed a desire to connect 
to the city sewer system, which the 
team subsequently incorporated into 
the design.

Concerns regarding the safety of 
pedestrians, cyclists and motorists were 

addressed by enhanced intersections, 
improved roadway geometrics, 
streetlighting and separations between 
the roadway, bike trail and sidewalk. 
Flooding concerns were mitigated by 
careful attention to drainage design.

Collaboration’s benefits
Merritt Road is a prime example 
of collaboration, innovative 
problem-solving, and sustainability. 
Today, the City of Rowlett has a 
model transportation project that 
incorporates replicable practices with 
tremendous results:

• Infrastructure and right-of-way to 
expand to six lanes from four, if 
needed.

• Hike and bike trails with attractive 
landscaping features, including a 
new pocket park with an exercise/
rest area.

• More than 19,550 linear feet of 
waterlines; 9,000 linear feet of 
sewers; 9,000 linear feet of storm 
sewers/culverts; and related 
infrastructure to accommodate 
future development and traffic 
signals.

• Reduced lifecycle and maintenance 
costs.

• Attractive and efficient stormwater 
management and channel 
improvements.

• Intersection improvements and 
bioretention features that enhance 
air and water quality.

• Compliance with relevant 
regulatory requirements.

• High-emphasis entryway features 
with landscaping enhancements.

• Recognition by the APWA Texas 
Chapter as a 2014 Public Works 
Project of the Year.

Jim Proce, PWLF, Assistant City Manager 
of Rowlett, Texas, was the city’s Public 
Works Director during the redevelopment 
of Merritt Road. He may be contacted 
through the city’s website, www.rowlett.
com. Kevin Johnson, P.E., was the Merritt 
Road project manager and is a Principal at 
Freese and Nichols, Inc. He may be reached 
at kevin.johnson@freese.com.

Pedestrian/cyclist trail
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and development planning 

trends for more than the past 

decade have embraced the 

concept of walkable and bicycle-

friendly communities. When planning 

a shared use path for pedestrians 

and biking use, most planners and 

engineers would agree, the safest 

design scenario involves a path isolated 

from the highway travel lanes to 

provide significant separation from the 

higher-speed traffic.

Despite the efforts to plan for off-route 

paths, when developing shared use 

paths in both urban and rural areas, 

the path must cross the highway, 

and thus safety is jeopardized unless 

adequate means are in place to mitigate 

the risks.

Since the 1950s, much of the public 

park amenities in northern Virginia 

have been under the management of 

the Northern Virginia Regional Park 

Authority (NVRPA). Today, NVRPA 

parks represents three counties—

Arlington, Fairfax and Loudoun—and 

three cities—the City of Alexandria, 

the City of Falls Church and the City 

of Fairfax. NVRPA Parks encompass 

almost 11,000 acres of woodlands, 

streams and rolling Virginia 

countryside. NVRPA’s assets include 31 

regional parks featuring golf courses, 

swimming pools, hiking trails and 

much more.

One of the most popular parks in the 

NVRPA program is the Washington 

& Old Dominion (W&OD) Shared 

Use Trail. In 1987, the W&OD Trail 

was designated a National Recreation 

Trail by the U.S. Department of 

the Interior and is a very popular 

recreation destination for bicyclists, 

walkers and runners. It is also used 

regularly by bicyclists and pedestrians 

as a route from home, direct or via 

the Washington Metro, to work and 

to shopping. Between two and three 

million people use the W&OD trail 

each year, thus making it one of the 

most successful rail-trails in the nation.

The entire 45-mile trail is nine-feet-

wide asphalt and a painted yellow 

centerline. The trail terminus is located 

in Purcellville, Va., in Loudoun County 

and connects with the Mount Vernon 

Trail in Arlington, Va.

Joe Kroboth, III, P.E., LS, PWLF
Director of Transportation and Capital Infrastructure
Loudoun County, Virginia
Member, APWA Transportation Committee

Evaluation of a Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon system 
at Belmont Ridge Road and W&OD Trail mid-block crosswalk

L

Figure 1 – Belmont Ridge Road at the W&OD 
crossing looking north
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As this trail meanders through some of 

the most urbanized areas in northern 

Virginia, the trail crosses numerous 

high-speed, high-volume highways, 

thus creating a conflict point for the 

modes of transportation using the 

highway and trail routes.

In 2009, the Virginia Department 

of Transportation (VDOT) installed 

experimental zigzag pavement 

markings on Belmont Ridge Road in 

advance of the W&OD trail crossing. 

Belmont Ridge Road was chosen 

because of its high posted speed limit 

(45 mph), high traffic volumes (17,800 

vehicles per day), roadway geometry 

(sharp vertical and horizontal 

curvature), high trail volumes and 

motorists’ limited sight distance 

approaching the trail.1 The purpose of 

the zigzag pavement markings was to 

increase motorist awareness in advance 

of the mid-block crossing location. 

Although the results of Dougald’s 

research indicated the zigzag markings 

had a positive response for the 

intended objective, VDOT continued 

to receive complaints and concerns 

from trail users about the safety 

issues at this location. In 2011, the 

NVRPA commissioned an evaluation 

of their crossing locations along the 

Trail. The Existing Conditions Report2 

included an evaluation of six crossing 

locations, including the Belmont 

Ridge Road crossing. From the report, 

the NVRPA further developed a series 

of recommendations to improve trail 

safety.

Among the recommendations was 

the installation of a Rectangular 

Rapid Flashing Beacon (RRFB) system 

to supplement the existing zigzag 

markings.

RRFB
RRFBs are user-actuated amber light-

emitting diodes that supplement 

warning signs at unsignalized 

intersections or mid-block crosswalks 

and are a lower cost alternative to 

traffic signals.

The Federal Highway Administration 

created the opportunity for use of 

the RRFB in limited circumstances 

in 2008.3 In 2011, VDOT obtained 

authorization from the FHWA for 

statewide interim use of the RRFBs.

Following authorization from the 

FHWA, the VDOT Traffic Engineering 

Division established guidance to its 

district offices for the FFRB system 

installations. The guidance included 

the following basic criteria for FFRB 

installations:

• >20 pedestrians in the peak hour

• Crosswalk is justified from an 

engineering analysis and MUTCD 

compliant with marking and signs

• Other options have been reviewed 

and determined by engineering 

judgement not to be applicable.

In April 2013, VDOT installed the RRFB 

system that included two units on each 

side of the W&OD Trail crossing.

The Virginia Center for Transportation 

Innovation and Research under 

contract with the FHWA completed 

a study to evaluate the utility, 

effectiveness and safety of the RRFB 

system. The report was released in May 

2015.4 The study scope included an 

evaluation one year following the initial 

installation. In a separate study, crash 

data will be evaluated for the three-year 

period before and after installation.

Site Conditions/Installation
The trail, which runs east/west in 

relation to Belmont Ridge Road, has 

yellow skip lines that run down the 

centerline. As the trail approaches 

Belmont Ridge Road, in both 

directions, the skip lines become 

solid. Additionally other pavement 

markings and trail rumble strips and 

stencils indicating “ROAD XING” 

and “STOP” are located on each trail 

approach to the crossing. Signage 

on the trail includes an advance 

STOP warning sign with a placard 

stating “CAUTION HIGH SPEED 

HIGH VOLUME TRAFFIC CROSSING 

AHEAD” and double-mounted STOP 

signs at the crossing.

Belmont Ridge Road is a two-lane 

secondary road with a speed limit 

of 45 mph that runs generally in a 

north/south direction. In 2013, an 

operational analysis of Belmont Ridge 

Road revealed a regular level of service 

D and average daily traffic of nearly 

18,000 vpd. Approximately six-percent 

of the traffic composition is heavy 

trucks. The geometry of Belmont Ridge 

Road consists of downhill grades on 

both the north and south approaches 

to the crossing. The northbound 

approach has a horizontal curve 

that decreases the viewing distance 

of the crossing, as opposed to the 

southbound approach, which has a 

relatively straight line of sight to the 

crossing.

To aid in addressing the sight 

distance deficiencies the NVRPA 

study recommended the elimination 

of parking near the trail, cleared 

vegetation and realigned access paths 

for pedestrians to reach the trail from 

Belmont Ridge Road.
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The RRFB system includes two poles 

located on the east and west side of 

Belmont Ridge Road crosswalk. At 

the crosswalk, each pole is mounted 

with double-sided W11-15 fluorescent 

yellow-green bicycle/pedestrian 

signs; W16-7P arrow signs; and high-

performance SB345 RRFBs.

In addition, each pole has an SC315 

network controller, a solar panel to 

power the network controller for 

wireless transmission of the RRFBs 

on the upstream poles. The pressure-

activated push button is compliant 

with the Americans with Disabilities 

Act (ADA) and MUTCD.

When activated, the RRFB emits 

rapid, alternating amber LED bursts 

of light to warn motorists that trail 

users are at the crossing. According 

to manufacturer’s specifications, the 

pulses of light can be seen during 

daylight and nighttime at distances 

>1,000 feet and in certain situations 

>1 mile. Upon activation, the LED 

light stays on for 20 seconds, a time 

established by engineering analysis 

based on the crossing geometry and 

typical walking speed.

Data Collection
Data was collected in the earlier 

zigzag study and used as the before 

baseline. Trail and roadway activity 

on each approach was analyzed using 

inconspicuously mounted video 

cameras after the installation of the 

RRFB system.

Following the video data collection, 

the video was reviewed and data was 

tabulated for discrete trail user crossing 

events. The data tabulations included 

the following:

• Mode of crossing (walk, bike, etc.)

• Direction of crossing

• Dismount or stop (yes/no)

• Motorist yield (yes/no), and

• Direction of yield.

Vehicle speed data was collected using 

a LIDAR traffic counter one week after 

the RRFB installation. The purpose 

of the speed data collection was to 

analyze motorist reaction (in terms of 

speed) when a trail user activated the 

RRFBs and to compare the results with 

two sets of before data.

To gauge opinions of the RRFB system, 

surveys were administered to trail users 

onsite at the W&OD trail and online 

to bicycle clubs, one year after the 

installation. The survey was designed 

to ascertain the overall opinions of 

the RRFB system held by frequent and 

infrequent trail users.

After the number of potential RRFB 

activations were determined, the 

data was analyzed to find the RRFB 

activation rate:

An analysis of vehicles yielding 

to pedestrians or bicyclists was 

conducted. To account for the negative 

effect on the data from following cars 

in a platoon, only the leading car was 

observed.

Instances of immediate yields with 

no activation of the RRFB one year 

after the installation for all modes 

of crossing traffic revealed that in 32 

percent of the crossings, the motorists 

yielded without activation of the 

RRFB—as contrasted with 50 percent 

of the motorists yielding to the 

crossing trail traffic when the RRFB was 

activated by the trail user.

Vehicle speed on approach to the 

crossing is one of the most difficult 

behaviors to modify. Speed data 

following the installation of the RRFBs 

was compared with prior data from 

before the installation of the zigzag 

markings and one year following the 

installation of the markings.

Conclusions
The research of Dougald revealed 

positive responses to the installation 

of the RRFB at the Belmont Ridge 

Road and W&OD Trail crossing. The 

published findings include:

• RRFB systems have a positive effect 

on motorist yield rates.

 
Table 1 – RRFB Activation Rate 
Time  
Period 

Crossings Activations Rate 

3 
weeks 
after 

2,336 557 23.8% 

5 
Mos.  
after 

1,849 542 29.3% 

1 Yr.  
after 

2,256 616 27.3% 

Total 6,441 1,715 26.6% 
 

Figure 2 – RRFB and warning signs
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• RRFB system installed at the 

Belmont Ridge Road location has 

had a positive effect on motorist 

awareness.

• RRFB system is perceived by trail 

users as an enhancement to safety at 

the Belmont Ridge Road crossing.

• Trail user perception of the RRFB 

system benefits grew over time.

• There is a correlation between trail 

user activation of the RRFB system 

and the presence of traffic.

• W&OD Trail users are confused as 

to who has the right-of-way at the 

crossing location.

The study by Dougald found that 

the RRFB system enhanced safety at 

the crossing of Belmont Ridge Road 

and the W&OD Trail by increasing 

motorist awareness of pedestrians and 

bicyclists. This is evidenced by higher 

yield rates, motorist reductions, and 

trail user perception of increased safety. 

Motorist inattention and excessive 

approach speed are often contributing 

factors in a crash involving a pedestrian 

or bicyclist. It is logical to assume, 

therefore, that the RRFB system can 

lead to a reduction in crashes, both 

between a vehicle and a pedestrian or 

bicyclist and between vehicles.

The full Evaluation of a Rectangular 

Rapid Flashing Beacon System at 

Belmont Ridge Road and W&OD 

Trail Mid-Block Crosswalk study 

can be found online at: http://www.

virginiadot.org/vtrc/main/online_

reports/pdf/12-r22.pdf.

Disclaimer: The author of this article 

was not associated with the research 

activity described herein. Technical 

questions and credit for the research 

is attributed to Mr. Lance E. Dougald, 

Research Scientist with the Virginia 

Center for Transportation Innovation 

and Research, Charlottesville, Va. 

Mr. Dougald can be reached at (434) 

293-1938 or Lance.Dougald@VDOT.

Virginia.gov.

Joe Kroboth, III can be reached at (703) 

771-5107 or Joe.Kroboth@Loudoun.Gov.

1 Dougald, L.E.  Best Practices in Traffic Operations 

and Safety, Phase II: Zigzag Pavement Markings 

VTRC 11-R9, http://www.virginiadot.org/vtrc/

main/online_reports/pdf/11-r9.pdf

2 Toole Design Group. Washington and Old 

Dominion Trail Six Intersection Study: Existing 

Conditions Report. NVRPA

3 FHWA. MUTCD – Interim Approval for Optional 

Use of Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons, July 

2008. http://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/resources/

interim_approval/ia11/ia11_rrfb_iapmemo.pdf

4 Dougald, L.E.  Evaluation of Rectangular Rapid 

Flashing Beacon System at Belmont Ridge Road 

and W&OD Trail Mid-Block Crosswalk. http://

www.virginiadot.org/vtrc/main/online_reports/

pdf/15-r22.pdf
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illions of dollars are funneled 
to America’s landfills 
annually for millions of 

pounds of waste.

One small municipality in 
Pennsylvania is part of a movement to 
change that. By enabling commercial 
businesses to deliver waste to its 
treatment facilities, waste is being 
redirected from landfills and recycled 
into energy and fertilizer. The energy 
is then used to power the facility, 
reducing cost to the taxpayers and 
protecting the environment.

The Hermitage Municipal Authority, 
located on the eastern side of the 
Ohio/Pennsylvania border, owns a 
sewage treatment plant within the 
City of Hermitage, in Mercer County. 

City personnel operate the site, which 
also serves Clark Borough, Jefferson 
Township, Shenango Township, 
South Pymatuning Township, and 
Wheatland Borough. Operating 
with about five million gallons of 
wastewater per day, the customer base 
includes several industrial users. Waste 
is transformed into biogas, recycled as 
fertilizer, or treated as wastewater and 
released into the Shenango River.

Recently, the plant’s operations played 
a crucial role in a national listeria 
recall. Jeni’s Splendid Ice Creams, a 
manufacturing company based in 
Ohio, in April voluntarily recalled 
hundreds of tons of ice cream. The 
issue temporarily closed its stores in 
at least seven states after the Nebraska 
Department of Agriculture discovered 
listeria in two of its products. After 
destroying more than 250 tons of ice 
cream, the business responded to a 
contact from Hermitage, and sent 290 
tons of its recalled ice cream to the food 
waste recycling plant.

Hermitage was able to accommodate 
Jeni’s because of recent waste and 
wastewater treatment upgrades that 
came online in the summer of 2013, 
after a process that began nearly a 
decade ago.

After experiencing the common 
problem of inflow and infiltration from 
its aged collection and conveyance 
system, Hermitage entered into a 
Consent Order and Decree with 

Jason Wert, P.E.
Senior Program Manager
RETTEW
Williamsport, Pennsylvania

Public waste recycling benefits private companies

M

A RETTEW engineer gives a tour of Hermitage’s 
facilities in the fall of 2014 with a mesophilic 
digester in the background.
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the Pennsylvania Department of 
Environmental Protection (PADEP), 
which mandated facility upgrades. 
Hermitage elected to complete 
a comprehensive overview of its 
wastewater treatment needs to prepare 
for the future. In planning for those 
changes, Hermitage and its engineer 
decided to add new capabilities to use 
food wastes as a supplement to other 
waste already coming through its 
doors.

The cost of upgrades would total $35 
million, including two equalization 
basins, new headworks, and a new 
ultraviolet disinfection system. The 
design would also include an advanced 
anaerobic digestion complex to 
stabilize sludge and produce biogas. 
Following completion of the updates, 
the plant is now suited to service its 

residential and commercial customers 
for the next 40 years, and poised to 
make continued improvements, such 
as using its produced biogas as fuel for 
the city’s fleet vehicles.

Wastewater arriving at Hermitage’s 
facilities is cycled through a course bar 
screen, a fine screen at the headworks, 
and then exposed to grit removal. 
Afterwards the wastewater is processed 
through three sequencing batch 
reactors. Ultraviolet light disinfects the 
effluent, which is then discharged. The 
site is permitted for a hydraulic loading 
of 7.7 million gallons per day (MGD), 
but has processed up to 42 MGD during 
intense wet weather occurrences.

Along with those typical wastewater 
treatment processes, the site also treats 
waste-activated sludge (WAS) generated 

onsite, as well as food waste and liquid 
residual wastes delivered from third 
parties. These can include expired 
or recalled dairy products, glycerin, 
septage, and fats/oils/greases. Food 
waste is separated from packaging 
materials and then mixed with the 
community’s wastewater sludge. Any 
recyclable packaging materials are sent 
offsite to be recycled by a third party.

The WAS is first stored and then 
transferred to a thickening and 
dewatering building. Two gravity-belt 
thickeners provide mechanical sludge 
thickening to reduce the volume of 
sludge—by about 84 percent—fed to 
the anaerobic digestion process. The 
thickened WAS is then ready to be 
mixed with food and liquid wastes, 
which have passed through a screen, 
flow meter, and mechanical thickener.

Make precision application a reality with the Hi-Way® Xzalt®.  Featuring a unique directional spinner, the Xzalt 
allows operators to broadcast a 70:30 ratio of dry/liquid material precisely on one, two, or three lanes all from 
the convenience of the cab. The mixed material delivered produces less bounce and improves road adhesion, 
virtually eliminating over-application on roadside shoulders. The Xzalt also allows operators to achieve higher 
application speeds and maintain longer routes with fewer spreaders, improving their return on investment (ROI). 

Determine your ROI with the Xzalt by becoming a VIP at www.HiWayVIP.com.
 800-363-1771 • www.highwayequipment.com  • © 2015 Highway Equipment Company.  All rights reserved. 
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After preliminary treatment, the 
WAS combination begins its journey 
through the temperature-phased 
anaerobic digestion process. The 
first step is material hydrolysis, or 
decomposition. Then volatile acid 
fermentation takes place, which is the 
transformation of sugars, fatty acids, 
and amino acids into carbonic acids, 
alcohols, hydrogen, carbon dioxide, 
and ammonia. Finally the substance 
goes through methane formation.

Methane formation transpires by first 
conveying the waste to two sequencing 
feed tanks. As more sludge arrives 
in the tanks, the waste is regularly 
transferred to the thermophilic 
digester, where it resides for about 
48 hours at a temperature between 
122 and 150 degrees Fahrenheit. 
The high temperature promotes 
pathogen destruction, a requirement 
for producing the Environmental 
Protection Agency designated Class 
A biosolids. The waste then moves on 
to one of three mesophilic digesters, 
where it resides for about 10 days at 
a temperature between 85 and 100 
degrees Fahrenheit. This phased-
approach digestion creates a more 
efficient model of volatile solids 
destruction. The placement of the new 
digester buildings is also important: 
adjacent pipes used in moving the 
sludge allows heat from those transfers 
to preheat sludge arriving in the 
thermophilic digester, reducing the 
energy needed to keep that digester in 
the proper range of temperature.

Hermitage then sends the biogas 
resulting at the end of the digestion 
process to be cleaned for electric 
generation. Excess gas is burned off via 
flare in a specially designated area. The 
biogas to be cleaned passes through 
an iron sponge system to remove 
hydrogen sulfide, and then moisture is 
also eliminated. Lastly, a set of carbon 

filter beds remove siloxanes from the 
biogas supply.

The treated biogas then goes to a 
combined heat and power (CHP) or 
cogeneration internal combustion 
engine and generator. Combined with 
natural gas, the CHP unit provides the 
entire volume of heat needed to power 
the digestion process and the facility’s 
electricity, about 500 kilowatts of 
power. The site has regularly been 
able to power its entire operation with 
only the biogas produced from waste 
processed.

In the future, Hermitage plans to 
use the biogas to also power its fleet 
of vehicles, which will be converted 
to run on compressed natural gas 
(CNG). The biogas will be conditioned, 
compressed, and stored, and the city 
will develop a method for dispensing 
the CNG into its vehicles.

The upgrades to Hermitage’s 
wastewater treatment system, 
particularly its inclusion of third-

party food and other wastes, has 
led to reduction of waste headed 
to landfills—more than 15,000 
gallons per week. The process also 
promotes environmental protection 
by committing with customers to 
recycle waste as a fuel and fertilizer. 
And local taxpayers know that their 
wastewater and area waste is helping to 
reduce costs of maintenance and future 
fuel. Over time, Hermitage hopes to 
assist even more food and industrial 
companies in maintaining their 
commitments to the environment by 
recycling their wastes.

A senior energy engineer with RETTEW, 
Jason Wert is responsible for the 
development and technical evaluation of 
traditional and renewable energy projects 
throughout the U.S. With more than 20 
years of experience, he brings practical 
knowledge in the financing, development, 
and structuring of public and private 
renewable energy projects. He can be 
reached at (570) 320-1708 or jwert@
rettew.com.

Hermitage Municipal Authority’s sequencing tanks stand on the left with a mesophilic digester on  
the right.
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t has been 29 years since 
Congress passed the Asbestos 
Hazard Emergency Response Act 

(AHERA) directing the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) to enact asbestos identification 
and management regulations. Since 
then, the regulatory landscape has 
undergone significant changes and 
conventional wisdom regarding 
asbestos management has evolved. 
Through it all, the management 
of asbestos in buildings is still a 
challenge. Two of the most challenging 
components of effectively managing 
asbestos in buildings are building 
surveys and identified asbestos in-
place. Not surprisingly, these issues 
are probably the most commonly 
cited violations. http://www.epa.gov/
region1/enforcement/asbestos/ and

http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.
nsf/6d651d23f5a91b76852573590040
0c28/6bd01acbde8af0e9852577c3006c
ede1!OpenDocument

Many building owners and operators 
assume that their existing asbestos 
surveys adequately address all asbestos-
containing materials present at their 
sites. Relying on such dated and 
inadequate inspections is risky. And 
there are potential complications 
building owners and operators have 
in managing the realities of budgets, 
schedules and day-to-day operations.

Following the passage of AHERA in 
1986, all K-12 public and nonprofit 
schools in the United States were 
required to be inspected for asbestos, 
and subsequent to the findings of the 

inspections, any identified asbestos-
containing materials were to be placed 
under an operations and management 
plan.

Around the same time of the AHERA 
implementation deadlines, regulations 
were enacted by the EPA requiring 
non-school building owners and 
operators performing renovation and/
or demolition activities to inspect 
buildings for asbestos. When AHERA 
was reauthorized by Congress through 
the Asbestos School Hazard Abatement 
Reauthorization Act (ASHARA) in 
1990, the training requirements under 
AHERA were extended to public and 
commercial buildings.

Other federal, state and local 
jurisdictions have established 
requirements for the identification, 
management and removal of 
asbestos—each jurisdiction with 
varying regulations. For example, 
AHERA spells out the minimum 
number of samples to be collected from 
various building materials. Only a few 
years after AHERA was implemented 
and those initial inspections were 
completed, Occupational Safety 
and Health Administration (OSHA) 
implemented regulations defining 
the minimum number of samples to 
be collected during surveys. The total 
number of samples required by OSHA 
differed from AHERA requirements.

While the completion of initial 
surveys under AHERA may have 
initially achieved compliance with 

David R. Schack, CAC, CDPH
Vice President, Building Sciences
ALTA Environmental
Long Beach, California

Meeting today’s asbestos challenge: how to ensure 
regulatory compliance

I

An asbestos abatement site at a hotel demolition in Los Angeles, California
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requirements, the surveys were 
typically quite limited in scope 
and may not necessarily achieve 
compliance with other asbestos 
regulations. If these survey results are 
used for renovation or demolition, 
problems could arise causing 
regulatory compliance issues, timely 
and costly construction delays, and 
unplanned expenses.

Limitations
Limitations also exist in building 
surveys either because of limited 

budgets and scope, regulatory 
requirements, or a failure to understand 
what’s actually needed from the survey, 
including its intended use.

Due to the limitations in the sampling 
and assessment requirements under 
AHERA, many gaps exist and the full 
extent of asbestos-containing materials 
associated with a building may not 
be known. The initial requirement of 
AHERA surveys called for the inspection 
and assessment of asbestos-containing 
building materials which were mostly 

found on the interiors of buildings. 
Mainly, interior finishes, structural 
components and mechanical systems.

These surveys have significant 
limitations because many asbestos-
containing materials have been left 
unsampled and therefore unidentified. 
For example, roofing materials, exterior 
surfaces and buried utilities were not 
required to be sampled under AHERA. 
Building components such as lab 
tabletops, fume hoods and theatre 
curtains were also not sampled. AHERA 
did not require destructive sampling, 
and hidden asbestos-containing 
materials have remained unidentified 
and only accidentally discovered 
during renovation activities. Even 
though these materials are not covered 
under AHERA, their removal must be 
conducted in accordance with EPA and 
OSHA requirements.

Building owners should ensure current 
compliance by assessing existing 
documentation, understanding the 
limitations and current and future 
needs, and implementing a plan to 
achieve compliance. A purpose- or 
project-specific survey to address the 
scope of any planned renovation or 
demolition is very important to help 
avoid costly delays and potential 
regulatory action related to asbestos. 
Depending on the quality of the 
existing documentation, augmenting 
an existing historic survey with 
supplemental inspection and sampling 
is also very helpful.

Another useful and critical tool in 
maintaining compliance with asbestos 
regulations is an operations and 
maintenance program. Implementing 
an operations and maintenance 
program once the presence of asbestos 
is documented is likely the second 
most important step in properly 
managing asbestos, as these programs 
are critical in managing asbestos in-Inside a 15-story exhaust stack, a project manager conducts a sampling before demolition.
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place. They are required under AHERA 
and are also required (if not required, 
are highly recommended) for public 
and commercial buildings in some 
jurisdictions. Whether or not they’re 
required for a specific location, they are 
highly recommended.

Management plans: managing 
asbestos in-place
Under AHERA, once the presence of 
asbestos is identified, a management 
plan must be implemented to 
effectively and safely manage the 
identified asbestos-containing 
materials. AHERA management plans 
require the notification of employees, 
parents and contractors of the presence 
of asbestos. Periodic surveillance 
(every six months) and reinspections 
(every three years) were to be 
completed to monitor the condition 
of identified asbestos-containing 
materials. Similarly, plans for public 
and commercial buildings should have 
included similar components.

But as time passed, the impetus to 
actively implement and follow many 
of AHERA’s requirements diminished. 
Budgetary constraints, ignorance, 
competing interests and complacency 
all contributed to a decrease in 
maintaining full compliance.

Lax management of asbestos programs 
has led to significant complications 
and potential accidental and 
unintentional exposure to asbestos by 
school employees, contractors, and 
pupils. In some cases the actual or 
perceived mismanagement of asbestos 
has cost school districts hundreds 
of thousands of dollars as well as 
diminished community trust and 
goodwill.

Enforcement of AHERA compliance 
matters tend to focus on failures 
in notifications, record-keeping 
and maintaining current periodic 
inspections and conducting three-year 
reinspections. http://www.epa.gov/
reg3wcmd/asbestosenforcement.htm

Successful programs include an 
asbestos coordinator who acts as a 
gatekeeper to ensure that all work 
conducted within the building is cross-
checked with existing asbestos reports.

One successful way to manage 
potential accidental disturbances is 
by implementing an internal permit 
system. Under the permit system, 
any related work must be routed 
through the asbestos coordinator 
who is knowledgeable about existing 
conditions. This work can successfully 

be conducted using in-house assets or 
by relying on a qualified consultant.

Conclusions
Complying with asbestos regulations 
is good for business and good for 
the community. The following are 
some best management practices 
in proactively managing asbestos 
programs:

• Conduct a checkup on existing 
documentation

• Regularly schedule surveillance and 
conduct surveys, as required under 
AHERA.

• Send out notifications as required.

• Designate one responsible person 
in the organization to manage the 
asbestos program and ensure they 
are properly trained.

• Hire qualified professionals to 
conduct asbestos-related work.

• Ensure that asbestos surveys are 
purpose-built—they should match 
their intended use, and certain 
limitations should be kept in mind.

David Schack has over 26 years of 
experience in conducting and managing 
asbestos (and other building-related 
hazardous materials) investigations/
surveys, developing management 
plans, training, remediation design, 
and remediation oversight and closure. 
Throughout his career he has worked 
closely with school administrators and 
risk managers and building owners 
and managers responding to critical 
environmental needs including asbestos 
contamination, indoor air quality, 
microbial contamination, and heavy 
metal contamination. He has worked with 
regulatory agencies on many occasions. 
David oversees a staff of professionals for 
ALTA Environmental in the Long Beach, 
California office. He can be reached 
at (562) 495-5777 or David.Schack@
altaenviron.com.

A cleanup of buried asbestos piping at a hotel demolition site in Los Angeles, California
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n most of the country, road salt 

is an essential tool in the toolbox 

that helps agencies keep roads 

safe. Yet it’s also seen as increasingly 

costly in terms of finances, operational 

risks and the environment.

To get an idea of how agencies can 

resolve this conflict, it helps to get a 

good idea of some of the forces at work 

regarding road salt.

A financial cost worth watching: 
The cost of salt has swelled in recent 

years from about $18/ton to more like 

$50 to $70/ton, making it a significant 

expense for any agency. Salt, like any 

commodity, is subject to swings in 

price, over which agencies have no 

control.

Protect your agency from the 
next salt shortage: As well as 

fluctuating in price, salt can be 

vulnerable to shortages, and this can 

lead to serious consequences for public 

safety and liability. Many agencies, for 

example, recall the winter of 2013-

2014 as one when it was difficult to 

obtain salt—at any price.

Tighter environmental 
regulations: Environmental 

researchers, political leaders and 

the general public are increasingly 

concerned about negative impacts 

from road salt. These range from 

effects of salt washing into streams 

and rivers, to the effect on people 

through possible contamination of 

groundwater supplies.

We see the results of this in Canada, 

where cold winters mean that just 

about every roads agency uses salt to 

some extent. Many public entities are 

required to develop Salt Management 

Plans, and follow best practices for salt 

storage and application.

In some parts of the U.S., 

environmental regulators are already 

limiting the use of salt, with some 

highways displaying signs that salt 

application in that area is restricted in 

order to protect the environment.

Customers demand more 
transparent service: Agency 

customers live in a wired world. They 

can buy movie tickets through their 

Chris Jackson
Vice-President of Government Operations
Webtech Wireless
Toronto, Ontario

Smart Salt: Better outcomes, lower costs

I

Information technology solutions can help 
agencies determine which parts of a community 
have been plowed and salted after a snowstorm, 
for better relations with customers.
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mobile phones, read reviews on 

Yelp while they’re standing outside 

a restaurant they’re considering, 

and carry out other tasks effortlessly 

online. They expect the same level of 

service from government services. This 

includes finding out when it’s safe for 

them to venture onto the roads after a 

snowstorm, and whether a road they’re 

considering taking has a slower-than-

usual average speed.

They also want to know that their city, 

town or county is providing them with 

good service in exchange for their tax 

dollars.

New tools help agencies deliver 
better results from salt
Using too much road salt damages road 

surfaces, vehicles, groundwater and 

surface water. Applying too little salt 

can cause safety hazards and open the 

agency to legal liabilities.

Here are some new tools and 

developments that can help agencies 

walk the line between the two 

extremes, saving money in the process. 

Call it “Smart Salt.”

Accurate weather forecasts fine-
tune storm responses. Over the 

past five years, tremendous strides in 

the accuracy of weather forecasting 

helps agencies understand how much 

snow to expect, what temperatures will 

be, and how strong the winds will be. 

Perhaps most crucially, this accuracy 

in forecasting now extends beyond the 

72-hour window.

This means that agencies can more 

accurately predict their need for 

drivers and equipment, and how that 

equipment should be configured, 

loaded and pre-positioned for the 

best response. Good predictions on 

pavement temperature support the best 

practice of pre-wetting agents to help 

salt stick to the pavement rather than 

bounce into the gutters.

Automatic Vehicle Location 
keeps track of progress. Vehicle 

fleet owners have for several years 

been able to locate and track vehicles 

using transponders connected to GPS 

systems. Now, we’re seeing better ways 

to use Automatic Vehicle Location 

(AVL) to boost fleet efficiencies in areas 

such as road salt application.

Training support. Reconstructing 

the agency’s response to a storm can 

help determine whether driver, salt 

management and storm response 

training actually worked. This can 

help guide an agency to provide better 

training and coaching in the future.

Rewarding good performance. 
This can include determining whether 

the target amount of salt was used—

enough to do the job according to 

conditions, but not enough to cause 

excessive cost or environmental 

impact. Some drivers may think “more 

salt” means “better”—and may need 

to be shown that this is not necessarily 

the case.

Healthy competition. At the end 

of a storm event, some agencies try to 

develop a healthy sense of competition 

by displaying wall charts stating road 

conditions and salt usage by driver. “I 

used 200 tons and my zone looked just 

as good as that other driver, who used 

300.”

Accurate salt application 
measurement. Reliable weather 

forecasts, combined with accurate 

information on the location of vehicles 

in the fleet, are two of the biggest aids 

helping agencies manage their salt 

use. The missing piece of the puzzle, 

for many agencies, has been control 

and measurement of salt application 

volumes.

Traditionally, a mirror and a flashlight 

have been essential tools for drivers, 

eyeballing the amount of salt their 

truck is applying in the pre-dawn 

darkness, trying to judge between 

“too much” and “not enough.” More 

accuracy wasn’t a priority, due to the 

relatively low financial cost of salt, and 

low concern about its environmental 

impacts. However, as we’ve seen, that 

picture is shifting.

The other major change has been 

seen mostly in the larger agencies, 

but increasingly in smaller agencies 

that are particularly concerned about 

salt costs and impacts. This change 

has been increased use of automated 

spreader controls that accurately 

track salt usage. These systems can 

provide instant feedback to the driver 

indicating how much salt and pre-wet 

liquid is being applied.
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This data can then be tied to the 

fleet management system, to give 

dispatchers and supervisors real-time 

information on driver performance. 

Resources can then be allocated 

appropriately—for example, if a storm 

gets unexpectedly worse, it may be 

possible to focus efforts on keeping the 

main thoroughfares open.

Technology, culture and training 
help agencies “walk the line”
Solutions such as salt application 

measurement are an important part of 

helping agencies walk the middle line 

between too much and too little salt 

application, so the agency’s response 

to a storm is the best possible. However, 

it’s only part of the solution. In many 

agencies, there needs to be a cultural 

shift, in which drivers want to provide 

good results for customers, while also 

managing their salt usage. Once the 

culture change is in place, there will be 

an interest in training that will teach 

drivers, dispatchers and other members 

of the agency to get the best results 

possible for the driving public.

Chris Jackson can be reached at 

(416) 348-9991 or chris.jackson@

webtechwireless.com.
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he latest studies in human 
nature have resulted in the 
following two conclusions 

about our behavior:

1.  On the whole, we tend to be a 
cooperative rather than a selfish 
species, willing to donate resources 
toward the “Greater Good” at 
the expense of our own needs. 
This behavior is intuitive and not 
necessarily the result of thoughtful 
reflection. Pondering over the choice 
between altruism and selfishness 
can, and often does, lead to the 
latter.

2.  People are motivated to contribute 
resources to help others by empathy, 
and not by reason or magnitude of 
the need. Or, as the dictator and 
mass murderer Josef Stalin put it, 
“...one death is a tragedy...a million 
deaths is a statistic.”

So what has this to do with the 
underfunding of public infrastructure? 
Some of you may have recognized 
the relationship of these findings 
about human nature to the failure of 
our country’s leaders to face up to a 
looming crisis (“…one collapsed bridge 
with fatalities is a tragedy…thousands 
of deteriorating bridges is a statistic”). 
The conclusions reached in these 
studies also give us reason to critically 
reflect on the manner in which we 
as public works professionals have 
lobbied to secure the funding we know 
is needed to avert catastrophe down 
the (crumbling) road.

The Greater Public Good covers a lot 
of territory, ranging from health and 
welfare to education, from public safety 
to public works. To see the problem 
in trying to adequately fund all of 
these public needs you need to look 
no further than your local agency 
budget and the annual debate that 
goes into its preparation. Having sat 
in dozens of such meetings I have 
come to appreciate the politician’s 
dilemma—how to do the right thing—
and keep your constituents happy at 
the same time. Congress has failed to 
pass a much needed gas-tax increase 
in 32 years while acknowledging the 
dire need for infrastructure funding, 
choosing to resolve the dilemma in 
favor of perceived public apathy and/or 
opposition (in other words, in favor of 
re-election).

Local agencies in my home state of 
California have similarly failed to raise 
needed revenue for infrastructure 
maintenance and replacement, 
choosing instead to allocate general 
fund revenues to other needs while 
leaving road funding dependent on a 
gas tax that, on the local level, has also 
stayed the same for dozens of years.

In a typical public agency budget 
hearing, each department puts forward 
its proposal, substantiated by fact 
and a modicum of fiction. Program 
supporters, e.g., Friends of the Library, 
Garden and Art clubs, public safety 
advocates and other civic groups, add 
their two cents. Department Heads 
add their pitch (“…no price too high 

to pay for public safety…” “…this 
new park/youth program will reduce 
crime...” “…we’re doing this for the 
kids...”). And then comes public works 
with its perennial drone of “pay me 
now, or pay me later...” (of course later 
sounds better to a politician…it won’t 
be their problem!) “…the system is 
way past its useful life” (if that’s true, 
how can we still be using it?) “…the 
pavement condition index is trending 
downward” (is anyone still awake?). 
These appeals to reason rather than 
emotion occasionally succeed in 
mustering support, but it’s usually a 
case of too little too late.

Public works folks count on advocating 
by influencing policy makers with 
facts. Unfortunately, the facts 
sometimes put the problem in the 
context of complex technical analysis 
and time scales that seem to allow for 
endless procrastination. The appeal 
fails to push the two human nature 
buttons mentioned at the outset—the 
inherent desire to contribute to the 
greater good intuitively rather than 
rationally and the positive emotional 
response to specific needs rather than 
overwhelming problems.

So what’s the answer? Part of it lies in 
recognizing that the budget process, at 
any level of government, tends to be a 
“zero sum game.” Before you can tap 
into the human desire to contribute 
to the “Greater Good” you first need 
to build a case for why your particular 
“Good” is Greater (or at least as Great) 
than others. This piece of wisdom 

John Lisenko, PWLF
Retired
Richmond, California
Former member, APWA International Affairs Committee

The “Greater Public Good” and why public works 
infrastructure is underfunded

T
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was imparted to me by a regional 
transportation planner in charge of 
developing a formula for distributing 
federal and state transportation funds 
allocated for streets and roads as well 
as other modes of transportation. I was 
baffled by the fact that the formula 
allocated close to two-thirds of the 
funding to public transit while less 
than 10% of the regional population 
actually availed themselves of it. Even 
when projected optimistically into the 
future, no more than 12% would use 
public transit in lieu of roads, bridges 
and highways.

This disparity was explained as being 
the result of the public transit lobby 
being more effective and convincing 
than streets and roads lobby. Appeals 
to “environmental sensitivity,” “social 
justice,” “sustainability” and similar 
aspirations were more positively 
received by policy makers at the 
regional level than appeals based on the 
latest pavement management program 
results showing that more than 50% 
of the street system was in less than 
satisfactory condition and that bridges 
were in as bad if not worse shape.

If streets and roads lose out to public 
transit when it comes to competing for 
funds, what chance does public works 
have as a whole when pitted against 
defense spending, social welfare, 
education and crime prevention? 
These legitimate needs have a far 
stronger emotional appeal and tend 
to get a disproportionate share of 
discretional public funding. Policy 
makers rationalize this by pointing 
to the fact that public works are 
supported by dedicated revenues such 
as gas tax, water use charges and other 
fees, while ignoring the reality that 
these revenue streams have not kept 
pace with inflation and are insufficient 
to meet the overwhelming needs of the 
systems they support.

The answer to reversing this trend is to 
raise the level of consciousness of not 
only policy makers, but the public, to 
the importance of infrastructure to the 
overall quality of life. One way of doing 
this is to point out what happens after 
a major disaster such as an earthquake 
or a devastating flood. Once immediate 
food and shelter needs are met, what 
is the first order of priority? More 
often than not, it is the restoration 
of infrastructure to provide basic 
services such as transportation, clean 
water, and sanitation. This is because 
all other activities depend on these 
systems working properly. Without a 
transportation system, schools, parks 
and businesses can’t be accessed and 
consumer products won’t be delivered. 
Without clean water, and sanitation, 
basic human needs can’t be met. 
Neither police nor fire, nor an entire 
army can save the lives impacted by 
the waterborne disease that would run 
rampant.

John Oliver, the English comedian 
who does a weekly satirical news 
show, recently did a piece (Episode 
28 of HBO’s “Last Week Tonight”) 
about the sad state of infrastructure 
in this country. In addition to being 
pretty funny, it was quite insightful. 
He pointed out that the failure to 
generate citizen support, and hence 
the political will to adequately fund 
infrastructure maintenance, was due 
in part to the fact that while building 
new infrastructure (e.g., dams, bridges 
and highways) was “sexy,” maintaining 
them was boring. This simple truth 
lays out the challenge for public works 
advocates. Meeting this challenge 
will require reorienting our approach 
so as to appeal directly to the better 
qualities inherent in human beings. 
For example:

• Dramatizing the current 
condition and tying the failure of 

infrastructure to the inability of 
society to function on all levels.

• Personalizing the problem. A 
segment on the Oliver show 
included an interview with the wife 
of a bicyclist who crashed and was 
killed as a result of a pothole in the 
street.

• Putting a price tag on traffic delays 
due to inadequate capacity and 
damage to vehicles due to accidents 
caused by poor pavement. Show the 
effect these deficiencies have on the 
average worker in terms of income 
and time lost.

• Don’t just ask for more funding and 
higher gas tax—focus on the need to 
prioritize infrastructure spending and 
place it on the level of defense, social 
programs and other Public Goods. 
Fight for a piece of the existing 
pie before asking for the pie to get 
bigger.

As was pointed out in the Oliver show, 
if public works professionals do their 
job well, nothing happens, no one 
notices. And that’s how it should be. 
Unfortunately, we’ve done the job 
so well in the past that we’ve delayed 
the inevitable and created a sense of 
complacency. For the past few decades 
we’ve been putting band-aids on 
the surface while neglecting to do 
anything about the internal bleeding. 
To get the funding needed to stop 
this bleeding will require a wakeup 
call for the nation. Whether it’s new 
taxes or the reallocation of existing 
funding, somewhere the pain will need 
to be felt. That pain will be a lot less 
painful if public works can restore its 
image and be viewed once more as the 
“Greater Good.”

John Lisenko can be reached at jlisenko@
comcast.net.
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ocation
Located north of Cincinnati, 
the Cities of Fairfield and Forest 

Park are located in adjacent Ohio 
counties. The cities are divided by 
the I-275 beltway. Fairfield is home 
to approximately 42,000 residents 
and has a working population base 
approaching 35,000 while Forest Park 
has a population of almost 19,000 
residents. These two communities 
share an economic corridor on South 
Gilmore Road (Fairfield) and Winton 
Road (Forest Park) that is accessible to 
Interstate 275.

Situation
There were two serious concerns for the 
South Gilmore/Winton corridor: the 
ability to accommodate present and 
future traffic, and the high number of 
congestion-related accidents. A large 
amount of undeveloped property 
remains on the northerly end of the 
corridor which, when developed, will 
contribute to future traffic congestion. 
The existing business activity within 
the corridor supports over 400 
businesses and 8,000 jobs within 
one mile of the project area. This 
includes Butler County’s second largest 
employer (Cincinnati Financial—3,000 
employees with over $150 million 
in annual payroll) and also the City 
of Fairfield’s third largest employer 
(Mercy Hospital—1,300 employees 
with over $40 million in annual 
payroll). (See photo #1 on page 132.)

Strategic Planning
There were booms in development of 
the corridor in the 1980s and 1990s 
along with several road widening 
projects to accommodate the growth. 
City leaders began looking for a major 
project to satisfy the rapid growth in 
the late 1990s. By the early 2000s the 
opportunities for funding seemed 
to be drying up while the need for a 
major safety and congestion mitigating 
project was increasing. Expansions 
within the City of Fairfield by the 
Cincinnati Financial Corporation 
and Mercy Hospital as well as Forest 
Park’s development of Cobblestone 
Plaza, which featured a new Walmart, 
gave the cities renewed motivation. 
The cities pooled their resources to 
locally fund a small corridor study in 
2006. This corridor study made several 
recommendations, including exploring 
a new interchange design for Exit 39.

Engineering
The cities and their consultant, 
Burgess and Niple, prepared an 
interchange modification study in 
2007 that explored a single-point 
urban interchange design, a directional 
interchange (with a flyover bridge), 
and a diverging diamond interchange. 
With these alternatives, project costs 
were estimated at $30-$40 million. 
As exploration of these options 
progressed, Burgess and Niple also 
worked with the Ohio Department of 
Transportation (ODOT) to pursue a 
more conventional alternative. The aim 
of this option was to utilize the existing 

Ben Mann, P.E.
City Engineer
City of Fairfield, Ohio

Creating an economic gateway between 
neighboring communities

L

“This project 

provided an opportunity 

for joint cooperation to 

meet common interests 

while respecting the 

individual goals of each 

partner.”
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ramp system while still improving 
the level of service for the local road 
without degrading the interstate. In the 
end, traffic model simulations showed 
that the existing interchange layout 
could be salvaged, making funding 
options much more practical.

Funding
The final design was completed 
in 2011 and focused on widening 
the bridge and local roads, minor 
modification of the existing ramps, 
and lane utilization and signal timing. 
These alternative improvements were 
able to lower the construction cost 
to a more manageable $10.4 million. 
Funding was procured from several 
project participants at the federal, 
state, and local levels. The primary 
funding was for safety improvements 
and congestion relief. While this 
was the primary focus for the cities, 
they also sought to desire to include 
aesthetic elements into the project 
and make the interchange more 
attractive to potential developers and 
job creators. Both public and private 
support for this project as an economic 
development opportunity was vital to 
securing funding.

Aesthetic Elements
Many commonly utilized aesthetic 
improvements were easily built into 
the project such as mast arm signals, 
internally illuminated signage, 
stamped concrete in the medians, 
sodding, decorative fencing, and 
patterned precast paneled walls. 
These elements were replacements 
or upgrades to items needed for the 
transportation project. Other items 
such as decorative poles for hanging 
baskets and banners, median landscape 
trees and shrubs, and irrigation systems 
were added to the overall project using 
local funds. (See photos #2 and #3 on 
page 132.)

While these elements make an 
impact, the cities explored using 
this improvement to make a more 
progressive economic development 
statement to the existing businesses 
already providing excellent job 
opportunities and a strong tax base. 
The cities also needed to reach 
prospective developers that will want 
to take advantage of the remaining 
development opportunities in the 
corridor including 130 acres of prime 
undeveloped real estate. The plan 
now included creating a pleasing as 
well as practical gateway project while 
addressing the primary safety and 
congestion concerns.

There were several designs considered 
and much discussion with ODOT on 
what could and could not be done 
within limited access right-of-way and 
what would be allowed by the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA). 
After extensive team-building and 
teamwork, a design was agreed upon, 
funding breakdowns were finalized, 
and maintenance agreements were 
signed (between ODOT and the City 
of Fairfield as well as an agreement of 
continued cooperation between the 
two cities). Some of the additional costs 
were added to the project, some were 
covered by existing and additional 
grant funding, and some picked up by 
the cities.

The gateway design included a 
decorative fence and arches that 
were an original design developed 
specifically for this bridge. The fence/
arch was designed to form a powerful 
impression while also being able to 
stand the test of time as an aesthetic 
feature that will be relevant for decades 
to come. The gateway was also made up 
of large concrete pylon structures at the 
ends of the bridge that were faced with 
stonework (Ohio quarried limestone), 

cast bronze city logos, coated steel 
lettering, and LED lighting. (See photo 
#4 on page 132.)

Construction
The project was constructed by 
Complete General Construction 
Company of Columbus, Ohio. While 
the gateway elements were a small 
percentage of the total project, they 
were among the most complex to 
implement. The concrete pylons 
required considerable form-work 
effort from Complete General’s bridge 
construction team. The decorative 
lighting took many iterations and 
some redesign in the field. However, 
the most difficult and time-consuming 
part of the job was the fabrication 
of the arches. The fabrication was 
complex and went through many 
stages of design and shop erection prior 
to being erected on the bridge. (See 
photo #5 on page 133.)

Final Look Back
The Cities of Fairfield and Forest Park 
were partners in this venture and 
worked together with federal, state, 
and county officials across corporation 
boundaries and county lines in order to 
make the project successful. The cities 
were able to incorporate a gateway into 
a functional public works project that 
can serve as an economic development 
tool. This project provided an 
opportunity for joint cooperation 
to meet common interests while 
respecting the individual goals of each 
partner. The improvements brought 
together safety and congestion relief 
with economic vitality and pleasing 
aesthetics to further our collective 
goals towards a quality-of-life driven 
approach to our communities. (See 
photos #6 and #7 on page 133.)

Ben Mann can be reached at (513) 867-
4213 or bmann@fairfield-city.org.
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#1 – Local roadway over I-275 as project neared completion

#2 – Some of the aesthetic elements used on the 
project

#3 – Some of the aesthetic elements used on the project PHOTO BELOW: #4 – Some of the minor aesthetic 
elements used on the project
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#5 – Forming one of the four project pylons

#6 – LED fixtures used to highlight stonework and city names

#7 – “This project was an outstanding 
example of partnership between 
local governments and we are proud 
of what we were able to accomplish 
together.” – Dave Buesking, Director 
of Public Works, City of Forest Park
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or many years, I have worked 
with sales and technical staff 
from manufacturers who 

championed their products in a factual 
and direct manner; competing for sales 
and the specification of their products 
and services on complex and routine 
engineering projects. Presenting 
technical information and knowledge 
based on science and widely-accepted 
standards is the way to compete for the 
supply of materials and products for 
projects that have a direct impact on 
the lives of people.

Price-sensitivity is deeply rooted in 
government purchasing practices. But 
the value of many purchases cannot 
be determined on price alone. Box 
culverts, bridges, and drainage pipeline 
systems are structures. The design 
engineer must make the decision on 
the materials and products to use 
that will provide not only project 
functionality but also protect the safety 
of the public. This is an obligation 
of the engineer in the “Order of the 
Engineer.” It is the design engineer 
who is ultimately responsible for 
the performance of the structure 
throughout the design life of the 
project. It is the engineer who accepts 
liability each time he or she stamps 
plans and specifications.

New materials and products entering 
the market have many challenges 
to overcome. Not only must they 
meet with the approval of the senior 
engineer, they must also compete with 
standardized materials and products 
that are proved to perform as designed 
for various structures. Engineers 
are asked more often these days to 

evaluate materials and products with 
little performance record, little or no 
scientific research and analysis, and 
a small body of knowledge on how 
well they will best serve humanity. 
Many engineers find it easy to accept 
the claims of manufacturers and 
recommendations for use through 
presentations of highly skilled 
salespeople and marketers, especially 
if they have technical credentials. But 
it is still the engineer that specifies 
a material or product who is liable 
for any failures in performance, or 
injury to the public. Engineers are 
becoming increasingly hesitant to 
include materials and products with 
questionable performance in their 
specifications until the applications are 
based on a solid foundation of science 
and testing.

Having a product approved for use in 
a specification can take months and 
sometimes years. For a salesperson 
or manufacturer, it can be a difficult 
process to understand. Perceived 
reasons for rejection of a product are 
many. I’ve heard: “The engineer just 
doesn’t understand,” and, “Something 
fishy is going on.” I have also heard 
that rejection of a product by an 
engineer may be none other than a gut 
feeling of concern. The final decision, 
however, remains with the engineer of 
record who is responsible for analyzing 
options before drafting a specification.

There is a new tactic employed by 
some manufacturers to have their 
products specified. Political action and 
legislation is being introduced to the 
tendering system to force engineers 
to take certain decisions. This 

insidious form of political meddling 
manifested in 2004 when a plastic 
pipe manufacturer sued Portland, 
Ore., to force their product into the 
city’s specification for storm sewers 
and culverts. Then a state specification 
committee was sued, as well as its 
individual members. Portland won 
in court, defending the right of its 
engineers to choose products in the 
interest of the safety of its citizens. 
The state committee members, having 
to defend themselves, backed down. 
Legal costs can be ruinous, unless a 
defendant has the resources to cover 
legal costs and address any settlement.

In 2005, plastic pipe industry interests 
introduced a provision that was 
inserted into the Safe, Accountable, 
Flexible, Efficient Transportation 
Equity Act: A Legacy for Users 
(SAFETEA-LU) during a closed 
conference committee in Congress. 
SAFETEA-LU was an authorization bill 
that governed United States federal 
surface transportation spending. This 
provision mandated “competition” 
for drainage pipe materials. FHWA 
interpreted “competition” to mean that 
all states must allow all pipe materials in 
their specifications unless they could 
prove the material was not satisfactory 
for use on a project or in particular 
applications. Now, instead of choosing 
proven products, state DOTs had to 
justify their engineering decisions 
to FHWA. Congress had effectively 
inserted itself into a state DOT’s 
engineering process and specification 
writing. Ironically, the engineer’s 
obligation to the public was being 
challenged by the public itself through 
actions of its elected representatives.

Barbara Richard
Director
Pulaski County Road & Bridge
Little Rock, Arkansas

How misguided legislators are impacting the engineering 
profession and specifications

F
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In 2012, Congress passed the 
Moving Ahead for Progress in the 
21st Century Act (MAP-21), which 
removed itself from influencing a 
state DOT’s engineering duty. MAP-21 
granted the states and their engineers 
the autonomy to choose the pipe 
material they determined to be the 
proper choice for the application. But 
removing politics from engineering did 
not stop with MAP-21.

Representatives of the plastic pipe 
industry vowed to bring legislation 
to each state, mandating the use of 
all pipe products through legislation. 
The plastic pipe industry employed 
the assistance of ALEC (American 
Legislative Exchange Council), an 
organization which drafts and shares 
“model” state-level legislation. 
The plastic pipe industry-funded 
legislation, however, was defeated in 
the 11 states where it was introduced. 
Such legislation would have removed 
engineering decisions from public 
works authorities.

All products for all applications have 
a right to compete. As a public works 
director, I see the competition every 
day. Products that are best suited 
to perform for the design life of a 
project will be specified. I encourage 
competition. Proper competition 
improves not only the quality, but 
also the performance of products. 
Competition for supplying products 
for public works should be welcomed 
when alternatives are assessed 
according to scientific principles, 
experience and knowledge.

Misguided legislators do not belong 
in a competitive environment with 
outcomes that affect health and safety. 
The public can be exposed to great 
risks through the actions of elected 
representatives who restrict the choices 
of engineers in specifications.

Attempts to override the collective 
“professional opinions” of engineers 
must be stopped. Ask public works 

engineers how they see this invasion 
into their profession and obligation to 
humanity. The legislators sponsoring 
bills that restrict the engineering 
process, which in turn affects 
specifications, either forgot or decided 
not to ask a public works engineer 
about obligations. Maybe they will 

remember to ask “why” the next time 
they are approached by a manufacturer 
who is finding it challenging to have 
their product specified.

Barbara Richard can be reached at (501) 
340-6800 or brichard@co.pulaski.ar.us.
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“How long has APWA had 
Standards and Specifications 

and where can I get a copy of 
them?”

Since never! APWA does not 
have National Standards and 

Specifications and we do not intend 
to do so. “Why,” you ask? It’s very 
simple. Each state, province, local 
agency has their own parameters for 
what is acceptable in their locale. If 
there were to be national standards 
they would need to be so vague as not 

to be useful to anyone. Furthermore, 
APWA is an educational organization. 
We are neither an engineering firm 
nor a regulatory agency. “But I need 
a copy of the APWA Standards and 
Specs referenced in the plans for a 
project we’re bidding on.” Aha, there’s 
where the difference comes in to 
play. Several of our state chapters or 
branches have established “local or 
regional” specifications that have been 
agreed upon as “preferred practices” 
or “recommended practices” and 
would be applicable only for the 

state or local entity. APWA chapters 
are an integral part of the American 
Public Works Association, but they 
do have autonomy when it comes 
to this issue. Bear in mind, though, 
when someone tells you they meet 
the APWA Standards or their product 
has been “endorsed” by APWA, that 
is not a national designation and it 
should not be construed nor advertised 
as “meeting or exceeding National 
APWA standards.” I just recently 
received a call from a vendor stating 
that a competitor was advertising that 
their product was “the only product 
in the field endorsed by the American 
Public Works Association.” That is not 
accurate and chapters may want to 
verify that vendors in their area are not 
making a statement of this nature.

“Ann, I think the bike share 
systems around the country 

are terrific. In fact, as you know, 
there’s a bike share facility in Crown 
Center close to APWA Headquarters. 
However, I’ve noticed that the bikes 
that can be rented typically don’t 
come with helmets. I’m sure there 
are a number of reasons for the lack 
of helmets being offered (possible 
theft, etc.). Do you think there’s a 
chance that helmets will be offered 
in the future?” Kevin Clark, editor, 
APWA Reporter”

Thanks for the question, Kevin. 
You’re my best resource! The 

likelihood of providing helmets for 
bike share systems is pretty slim. While 
conventional wisdom says everyone 

ASK ANN...
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Q

Ariding a bike should wear a helmet, 
the fact is that only 22 out of the 50 
states and the District of Columbia 
have laws that required bike riders to 
wear a helmet—and most of these are 
only for children under the age of 18. 
So we don’t have a legal leg to stand on. 
However, the reason you mentioned, 
possibility of theft, is a very valid 
one. Securing the helmets would be 
pretty difficult, if not impossible. 
Another very strong reason not to 
provide the helmets is the health and 
sanitary reason. Personally, I can’t 
think of many things less appealing 
than renting a bike and putting on a 
helmet that may have been worn by 
many people in all stages of health and 
hygiene! Sweating in the Missouri heat 
in July or August is not a pretty thought 
but putting on a helmet after someone 
else has worn it is probably not going 
to fly. Of course, if you plan to bike 
across the country on your vacation, 
you could bring along your own helmet 
and most definitely should wear it!

“We are working to develop a 
more comprehensive training 

program for our staff members. 
We would like some ideas about 
what is important in developing 
such a program. Any help would be 
appreciated.”

Training for your employees is 
really one of the best investments 

your agency can make IF you go 
about it in a manner that goes farther 
than just providing training. You can 
provide an entire directory of training 
programs on every topic in the book. 
And, most likely you have already 
developed what you want in that area. 
You may even go so far as to ask your 
employees to evaluate the program 
when it is completed, along with the 
program trainer. That is called the 
“reaction” to the training and is done 
immediately following the training. 
That is essential. If the material isn’t 
valuable and the presenter doesn’t 
relate well to the material or the 
participants, you need to throw that 
one away and begin again. But this 
is only the first consideration. Have 
you thought about checking to see 
what was actually learned? This would 
involve conducting tests to identify 
the actual information imparted in 
the training program. Maybe it’s a 
short survey asking questions about 
the material that was taught to see 
the material made an impression on 
the listener. Then go one step farther 
and look at how employee behavior 
changed because of the training. Did 
the program make an impact on how 
the participant handles his/her job? 
The fourth evaluation might be the 

most important. This is called the 
“results.” This would tell employers 
exactly what the training has delivered 
in terms of outcomes that benefit the 
employees and the taxpayers. How 
did things improve? What measurable 
benefits were recognized? Was it 
worth the time and money spent? 
Did you experience any issues with 
having training funded during the 
recent economic downturn? How can 
you justify training in tight financial 
times if you can’t demonstrate that 
benefits have been received? I know, I 
know. Who has time to do these extra 
steps? The employees have to receive 
training and you’re providing it but 
there should be much more than a 
signature on a sign-in sheet that says 
the employee sat through the training. 
Some of the responsibility needs to be 
placed back on the employee, as well. 
Before you rule out the extra effort, 
consider how this approach might 
really benefit your funding requests for 
additional training. Good luck.

Ask Ann...
Please address all inquiries to: 

Ann Daniels
Director of Accreditation
APWA, 2345 Grand Blvd., Suite 700
Kansas City, MO 64108-2625

Fax questions to: (816) 472-1610
E-mail: adaniels@apwa.net

Public Interference:

Are There “Magic Words” That Will 

Encourage Driver Cooperation?

(see page 28)

AMERICAN PUBLIC WORKS ASSOCIATION • NOVEMBER 2013 • www.apwa.net

The Valdez “Damalanche”

Recovering from a Category 5 avalanche in 

Keystone Canyon, Alaska  (see page 41)

AMERICAN PUBLIC WORKS ASSOCIATION • November 2014 • www.apwa.net

…to get in the APWA Reporter’s Winter Maintenance issue

Don’t miss this opportunity to advertise in the October issue 
which focuses on winter maintenance in public works, including 
snowfighting operations, planning and management; equipment; 

training and education; and innovative technologies

The deadline to reserve your space is September 10; the materials are 
due by September 14. Bonus: Advertise and we’ll provide you with a 

free listing in our “Products in the News” column!

Call Fox Associates at (312) 644-3888

Don’t miss this chance….
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ADVERTORIAL

he Tippmann Propane 

Hammer E.F.I. is the fine 

tuning of a great idea! The 

original Yellow Propane Hammer was 

like a motor with a carburetor and 

a choke. The new E.F.I. Electronic 

Fuel Injected Propane Hammer 

senses altitude, senses temperature, 

senses everything that your Propane 

Hammer E.F.I. needs to run smoothly, 

so that all you have to do is put the 

Propane Hammer E.F.I. on the post 

and push the button.

Tippman Post Driving Equipment 

introduces the NEW Propane 

Hammer E.F.I. The new Propane 

Hammer E.F.I. is a fuel injected 

version of the Yellow Propane 

Hammer which was put on the 

market several years ago.

This simple Electronic Fuel Injected 

motor operates off a 9.6 volt 

rechargeable battery and a standard 

14.1 oz. propane tank. One propane 

tank will allow you to drive up 

to 75 Channel posts, 75 Tele spar 

Posts or 300 TPosts on a 14.1 oz. 

propane tank (capacity examples 

are based on normal soil conditions).

Tippmann Propane Hammer E.F.I. (with Electronic 
Fuel Injection)

Making sign post driving easier than ever before. It’s simple 
– hit the button and the post goes into the ground!

T

The installation of the Side Mount adapter for 
driving Uchannel Posts
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The new Propane Hammer E.F.I. makes 

driving posts easier than you can ever 

imagine. This tool with its single-

button operation allows one person to 

install channel posts, telespar posts, 

tposts, round posts, silt fence posts, tree 

stakes, spikes, etc. The shock-absorbing 

handles allow you to drive posts all 

day long with little to no fatigue. 

The Tippmann Propane Hammer 

E.F.I. ships with a 30-day money back 

guarantee and a one-year full parts 

and labor warranty and is built in Ft. 

Wayne, Indiana.

The main difference between the 

original Yellow Propane Hammer and 

the new Propane Hammer E.F.I. is in 

the Fuel Injected Pressure regulator. 

You simply turn the machine on 

and you are ready to drive posts with 

no pressure adjustments. The new 

electronic lighting indicator will let 

the user know when the unit is ready 

to run, low on fuel, or needs a battery 

recharge. One recharge of the battery 

will give up to three days of operation, 

with a day averaging eight working 

hours.

Product Specifications:

• Powered by a standard 14.1 oz. 

propane tank (found in most 

hardware stores)

• 100% self-contained

• 9.6 volt rechargeable battery 

(charger included with machine)

• Does not require an air compressor 

or hydraulic unit

• Delivers over 180 blows per minute

• Weighs less than 43 lbs.

• Approximately 8,000 blows per tank

Propane Hammer will drive:

• Channel Posts

• Sign Posts

• Telespar Posts

• Chain Link Fence Posts

• Ground Rod

• Wood Posts

• Tree Stakes

• Tent Stakes

• Silt Fence

• Concrete Form Pins

• Pipe

• Etc.

Retrofitting the original Yellow 

Propane Hammer with the new 

E.F.I. system. If you already have the 

Propane Hammer and would like to 

have the unit retrofitted with the E.F.I. 

system that is no problem. Simply 

send the Yellow Propane Hammer into 

Tippmann and they will install the 

E.F.I. upgrade. The cost of the upgrade 

is $799.

Tippmann offers a full range of 

adapters for driving channel posts, 

Telespar posts, ground rod, tree stakes, 

etc. Tippmann can also custom build 

any adapter to fit your specific post.

If you have questions on the new 

Propane Hammer E.F.I. or retrofitting 

your existing Propane Hammer with 

the E.F.I. system please call Tippmann 

Industrial toll free at 866-286-8046 or 

visit www.PropaneHammer.com.

Propane Hammer E.F.I.

The Propane Hammer being put onto the adapter 
and driving the post into the ground
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MARKETPLACE

Products in the News

Tippmann Post Driving Equipment introduces 
side mount adapter for driving u-channel posts

Tippmann Side Mount 
Adapter fastens quickly to 
all u-channel posts ranging 
in size from 2 lb. per foot 
all the way up to a 4 lb. per 
foot post. Whether you are 
driving an 8 ft. post or a 14 ft. 
post, this adapter will allow 
you to drive from a height 
you are comfortable with 
and your feet on the ground. 
This adapter is equipped 
with 11 sturdy attachment 
pins, which fit all major 
manufacturer u-channel hole 
patterns. The side mount adapter is then held in place by a 
long retaining pin and clevis. Learn more about this adapter 
as well as view online video demonstrations by visiting 
propanehammer.com. Or call toll free for a free brochure: 
(866) 286-8046.

ClearSpan™ is the industry leader for sand and 
salt storage

ClearSpan™ 
Fabric 
Structures, 
the preferred 
choice for 
sand and 
salt storage, 
provides 
design-build and energy-efficient solutions for material, 
equipment and other storage needs. Just recently, the 
Township of Wayne Department of Public Works in Wayne, 
N.J., installed a 65’ wide by 100’ long ClearSpan Hercules 
Truss Arch building for their salt supply. The ClearSpan 
buildings feature abundant natural light and spacious 
interiors without support posts. With minimal foundation 

requirements, the structures can be permanent or 
temporary, and are easy to relocate. Made in the USA, they 
can be built to any length and up to 300’ wide. According 
to George Holzapfel, Wayne’s public works director, “[The 
building] is well received. Material stored is safe from the 
elements and access for trucks and equipment is excellent.” 
For more information, call 1-866-643-1010 or visit www.
clearspan.com/ADAPWA.

No-Dig Snap-Tite® relines damaged culverts in 
a “snap”

Snap-Tite®’s 
patented 
joint and 
installation 
system 
eliminates the 
need to remove 
failing culverts. 
Small segments 
are “snapped” together, all with watertight seals. With Snap-
Tite’s ease of installation and variable lengths, 95 percent of 
culvert repairs are done off-road. This means increased safety 
for workers and motorists. Snap-Tite is made from HDPE 
pipe, has a life expectancy of 100 years and meets AASHTO 
Standard M326 for relining culverts. For more information, 
visit www.culvert-rehab.com or call 1-800-CULVERT  
(285-8378).

Solar pumps for closed and remote landfills help 
keep municipal, local sites in compliance

Blackhawk 
Technology’s 
Apollo Solar 
Piston Pump™ 
is a popular choice 
for groundwater 
remediation 
at aging, closed 
landfills and at 
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remote sites not served by electric or pneumatic power. 
Rugged, reliable and cost-effective, Apollo solar pumps are 
employed across the country at inactive sites experiencing 
potential ecological and regulatory issues, and to dewater 
gas wells for agencies wishing to increase methane flows. 
The above-ground driver is simple to install, and downhole 
components are the industry standard. Dependable Apollo 
solar pumps operate in latitudes as northerly as Toronto. 
See case studies at www.blackhawkco.com. Contact Mark 
Bertane, mbertane@blackhawkco.com, 800-469-4887.

TAGSTER™ – Easy and Safe Graffiti Removal!

TAGSTER™ 
Graffiti 
Remover 
is the safe, 
biodegradable, 
non-toxic, non-
caustic, and 
non-flammable 
way for 
public works 
departments 
to eliminate graffiti and tagging problems. Whether you 
are trying to remove a declaration of love or gang symbols, 
TAGSTER unique gelled solution will allow you to wipe it 
away easily and safely. Removes graffiti from metal, concrete, 
wood, rock, plastic, restroom privacy panels or virtually any 
surface! For more information, call RHOMAR Industries, 
Inc., at (800) 688-6221.

Automatic Road Analyzer from Fugro Roadware

Fugro 
Roadware’s 
state-of-the-art 
Automatic 
Road 
Analyzer 
(ARAN) 
collects 
pavement 
condition and 
asset data, 
allowing transportation departments to determine the 
condition and status of roadways and associated assets. 
ARANs are capable of traveling up to posted highway 
speeds while collecting data and directly uploading it to 
the on-board systems. This information can then be used 
to determine which roads require maintenance and what 

type of maintenance is optimal. This allows road owners to 
confidently create appropriate road rehabilitation plans, 
removing subjectivity from the decision-making process 
and giving a true and repeatable measure of the pavement 
condition. For more information, visit www.fugro.com.

NASTT’s Bookstore is expanding!

CIPP Good Practices 
Guidelines and Laterals 
Good Practices 
Guidelines books 
have been added to our 
bookstore. Cured-in-place 
pipe or CIPP is a proven 
and trusted trenchless 
method used worldwide 
to rehabilitate municipal 
sewer mains. This new 
peer-reviewed publication 
written by industry 
experts is the complete 
guide to this important trenchless technology. Sewer lateral 
rehabilitation is a rapidly evolving trenchless technology 
with major benefits and costs savings for both property 
owners and municipalities. This manual presents trenchless 
solutions without extensive excavation or property damage 
for an often overlooked but critical part of municipal 
infrastructure. Visit nastt.org/bookstore to order your  
copy today!

SealMaster® CrackPro® oil-jacketed melter 
applicator

Available in 
125- and 260- 
gallon tank 
capacities, 
SealMaster’s 
CrackPro® 
oil-jacketed 
melter/
applicators 
for hot-pour crack filling offer the industry’s fastest heat-up 
and recovery time, with material ready to apply in one 
hour. With both the burner and engine powered by diesel 
fuel, a low-profile design promoting enhanced visibility of 
the working environment, and anti-splash loading hatch, 
CrackPro Heated Hose machines are designed for maximum 
safety, efficiency and performance. Also available with 100 
CFM air compressor to clean cracks. Call 800-395-7325 or 
e-mail info@SealMaster.net for more information.
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PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY

CULVERT REHAB

Easier. Faster. Safer.
1-800-CULVERT
www.culvert-rehab.com

Dig and replace 
has been replaced.

Made in the USA. 

ClearSpan is your preferred
solution for Salt Storage and more

ClearSpan.com/ADAPWA1.866.643.1010

SAFER STREETS 
for WINTER TRAVEL

• Brine Manufacturing 
Systems

• Direct Application 
Systems

• Overhead Spray 
Systems

• Prewetting Systems
• Pump Transfer 

Stations

 800-458-5123            www.gvminc.com

The Legacy Advantage:

Tension Fabric | Rigid Steel Frames
Design-Build | EPC | Full Construction
Rapid Installation | Corrosion Resistant

legacy@legacybuildingsolutions.com
320-258-0500 | LegacyBuildingSolutions.com

MYTH: 
All fabric buildings are alike

Untitled-1   1 3/12/2015   6:02:42 PM

•	Fast,	easy,	safe		
	 sign	post	pulling
•	Lightweight,		
	 powerful	all		
	 steel	construction
•	Increase	efficiency		
	 &	reduce	costs
•	Pulls	U	channel,		
	 square	&	round	posts

Construction Accessories, Inc.
937.429.9089  •  Sales@JackJaw.com

www.jackjaw.com
Dealer	Inquiries	Welcome

Post Pulling 
Made Easy!

CA Public Works 2.125x3 Ad_F.indd   1 3/15/12   5:36 PM



AMERICAN PUBLIC WORKS ASSOCIATION • OCTOBER 2012 • www.apwa.net

A Terrific Time  
in Anaheim!

AMERICAN PUBLIC WORKS ASSOCIATION • OCTOBER 2013 • www.apwa.net

The 2013 Congress

in Chicago:

Engineering Change
O Canada!A great show  in Toronto

AMERICAN PUBLIC WORKS ASSOCIATION • October 2014 • www.apwa.net

…to get in the APWA Reporter’s Congress Highlights issue

Don’t miss this opportunity to advertise in the November issue 

which will cover highlights of APWA’s International Public 

Works Congress & Exposition in Phoenix.

The deadline to reserve your space is October 9; the materials 

are due by October 13.  Bonus: Advertise and we’ll give you a 

free listing in our “Products in the News” column!

Call Fox Associates at (312) 644-3888

Don’t miss this chance….
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John Bosman, AIA, ALA, LEED AP
(847) 395-6800

Public Works
Construction Management Specialists 

A Nationwide Firm • Over 70 Offices Globally
www.kleinfelder.com

Energy • Commercial • Transportation • Water

800-851-9664   www.bonnell.com
Rugged. Reliable. RIGHT!

Responsive People I Creative Solutions

www.rkk.com

2015 APWA MID-ATLANTIC CHAPTER
CONSULTANT OF THE YEAR

Full-Service Public Works Planning,
Design & Construction Engineering

Innovative Access Solutions
Designed for ergonomics

ejco.com or call 800 626 4653

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

888-206-2569       
WWW.BESTGASMONITORS.COM 
FREE	  SHIPPING IN THE CONTINENTAL U.S.	  

YOUR AD 
COULD BE HERE

Please call Fox Associates  
at (312) 644-3888  

for complete details.
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WORLD OF PUBLIC WORKS CALENDAR

International Public Works Congress & Exposition

2015  Aug. 30-Sept. 2 Phoenix, AZ
2016  Aug. 28-31  Minneapolis, MN
2017  Aug. 27-30  Orlando, FL
2018  Aug. 26-29  Kansas City, MO

For more information, contact Dana Priddy at  
(800) 848-APWA or send e-mail to dpriddy@apwa.net.

National Public Works Week: May 15-21, 2016

Always the third full week in May. For more information, 
contact David Dancy at (800) 848-APWA or send e-mail to  
ddancy@apwa.net.

North American Snow Conference
2016 May 22-25 Hartford, CT
2017 April 23-26 Des Moines, IA

For more information, contact Brenda Shaver at (800) 848-
APWA or send e-mail to bshaver@apwa.net.

UPCOMING APWA EVENTS
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When you contact an advertiser regarding a product, please tell them you saw their ad 
in the APWA Reporter. Thanks! – The Editor
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 2-5 Institute of Transportation Engineers Annual Meeting & 

Exhibit, Hollywood, FL, www.ite.org

 2-6 StormCon, Austin, TX www.stormcon.com

 10-12 Association of Clean Water Administrators Annual 
Meeting, Minneapolis, MN, www.acwa-us.org

 20 APWA Click, Listen & Learn, “MicroPAVER 7™ – 
What Is It and Why Do I Need It?” (800) 848-APWA, 
www.apwa.net

 25-27 Solid Waste Association of North America, WASTECON, 
Orlando, FL, www.swana.org

 30-9/2 APWA 2015 International Public Works Congress 
& Exposition, Phoenix, AZ, (800) 848-APWA, www.
apwa.net





Allows for EASY Sign Post Installation

It’s sim
ple...H

it the button and the P
ost goes in the G

round!

POWERED BY A STANDARD 14.1 OZ. TANK
• One button Fuel Injected operation.

• NO Need To Adjust Pressure!
• Simple for 1 person to operate.

• Does not require an air compressor or 

  hydraulic unit.  SELF CONTAINED

• Weighs under 43 lbs.

DRIVE
• U-Channel Posts

• Telespar®  Posts

• T-Posts

• Etc.

• Drive up to 
75

Channel Posts
on 1 Tank
g

View demonstration
videos online.

Call TOLL FREE
for a Free Brochure:

866-286-8046 PropaneHammer.com
Tippmann Industrial Products, Inc.

View more          
information on the 

side mount  on 
page 138

Products in
the News.

100% Self Contained
Post Driving

YOU CAN ADD THE E.F.I. SYSTEM TO ANY 
YELLOW PROPANE HAMMER.

Side Mount Adapter allows for Simple
Driving of U-Channel Posts
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